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NEW TRADEMARKS ACCEPTED

(310) RW/T/1999/4442
(320) 26/10/2009
(750) INTERBREW S.A
(731) Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles, Belgium
(740) INTERBREW S.A
Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles
(510) (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks
and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages
(540) STELLA ARTOIS
_________
(310) RW/T/2018/419
(320) 25/06/2018
(750) AFRICAN SOLUTIONS PRIVATE(AFRISOL)
(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) HUBERT KWIZERA
Kinyinya, Gasabo, Kigali
(510) (29) fish, not live, fish, tinned, milk, eggs, pork, poultry, not live, salted meats. and (31) animal
foodstuffs, animal fattening preparations, meal for animals, fish meal for animal consumption
(540) LISHE (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2018/625
(320) 18/10/2018
(750) INVESTEC BANK LIMITED
(731) 100 Grayston Drive, Sandown, Sandton, Gauteng, 2196, Republic of South Africa
(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA
KIYOVU ,RUE DES PARCS no 6 P.O BOX 6571, KIGALI
(510) (36) Financial services; banking services; transactional banking via mobile devices; financial
sponsorship; brokerage services; stock-broking; asset management; treasury services; financial management;
investment services; arranging, financing and management of investments, mutual funds and loans; trust and
fiduciary services; card payment services; insurance services; mortgages services; saving services; home
banking; arranging for and providing financial loans against security; security brokerage; financial lending
against security; credit services; financial guarantee services; real estate services; financing and management
of real estate; advisory, information and consultancy services in relation to the aforesaid services.
(540) INVESTEC
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/210
(320) 03/04/2019
(750) INGABO DAIRY COMPANY LTD
(731) GATENGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) Andre RWAYITARE
KIGALI CITY
(510) (29) Cheese, milk, milk products, yogurt
(540) FIG (and logo)

_________
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(310) RW/T/2019/227
(320) 15/04/2019
(750) Afribon (Mauritius) Limited
(731) 5th floor, the Core 62 Ebene Cybercity,P.O Box 72201 , Mauritius
(740) Trust Law Chambers
KG 569 ST, TLC House, P.o.Box6679 Kigali, kimihurura
(510) (2) caramel (food colorant), colorant for beverages, colorant for butter, colorant for beer, colorant for
liquers, fixatives for watercolors, food dyes/food colorants, turmeric colorants., (30) Agave syrup natural
sweetener, aromatic preparations for food, artificial coffee, binding agents for icecream,candy, cereal
preparations, chamomile based beverages, chicory (coffee substitute), chocolate, chocolate beverages with
milk, chocolate decorations for cake, chocolate based beverages, chocolate based spreads, chutney
(condiments), cinammon (spice), cloves (spice), cocoa, cocoa beverages with milk, cocoa based beverages,
coffee flavourings, coffee, coffee beverages with milk, coffee based beverages, condiments, confectionary
sugar confectionary, cream of tartar for culinary purposes, curry (spice), dressings for salads, dulce de leche,
essences for foodstuffs except etheric&essential oils, flavourings other than essential oils for cakes, flavourings
other than essential oils for beverages, flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes, fondants (confectionary),
food flavourings other than essential oils, fruit jellies (confectionary), fruit coulis(suaces), ginger (spice),
glucose for culinary purposes, golden syrup, honey, ice cream, iced tea, kethcup (sauce), malt extract for food,
malt for human consumption, mayonnaise, mustard, natural sweeteners, nutmegs, pasta sauce,
sauces(condiments), seasonings, spices, tomato sauce, vanilla flavouring for culinary purposes, vanillin (vanilla
substitute). and (32) preparations for making aerated water, preparations for making beverages, essences for
making beverages, extracts of hops for making beer, fruit juices, ginger beer, isotonic beverages, preparations
for making liqueurs, preparations for making mineral water, non-alcoholic beverages, syrups for beverages,
syrups for lemonades
(540) Afribon (and logo)
_________
(310) RW/T/2019/251
(320) 30/04/2019
(750) INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
(731) NEW ORCHARD ROAD - ARMONK, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (35) Advertising; sales promotional services (for third parties); business management and management
consultancy; business information; distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging newspaper
subscriptions for others; accounting; document reproduction; centralized data processing management;
organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purpose; business management consulting services
and business consulting services; business development services; analysis of market research data and statistics;
data processing services; arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of computers, information
technology and electronic business transactions via a global computer network; and business consulting services
for computer systems that integrate Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL),
Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) which is capable of understanding general human
queries and formulating responses; analyzing and compiling business data; systemization of data in computer
databases, (36) Insurance; financial services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking, real estate affairs;
leasing services; capital investment; financial consultancy; stock exchange quotations; loans (financing);
financial information and operations; financial transactions; mutual funds; fund management and investment;
savings banks; actuarial services; factoring; credit bureaux, real estate valuation; real estate management ;
money lending in the field of purchase or rental of computer products and services; capital investment
consultation; financial analysis and consultation; financial management; financial planning; investment
services, namely asset acquisition, consultation, development, advisory and management services; financial
valuation of new technologies for others; all in the fields of intellectual property, information technology, new
technology innovation and research, technology transfer, licensing of intellectual property assets, acquisition
of intellectual property assets, and development of intellectual property assets; financing services; banking;
financial analysis and consultation; venture capital funding services to emerging and start-up companies
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, (38) Telecommunication services; delivery of messages by electronic transmission; communications by
computer terminals; electronic mail; news and information agencies; telecommunication services and electronic
messaging through data processing network; computer-aided transmission of data; telecommunication services
for allowing commercial interaction in the field of global computer networks ; providing multiple user access
to information, data, communications, content, products and services via a global network and wireless
communications devices; electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals;
teleconferencing and web conferencing services; providing multiple user access to global computer information
networks for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information; providing on-line forums for
transmission of messages among computer users; providing private and secure real time electronic
communication over a computer network; providing technical support services regarding the usage of
communications equipment., (41) Education; entertainment; training; organisation and management of
conferences and seminars, exhibition services for cultural or educational purposes; production of radio or
television programs; sporting and cultural activities; educational services, namely, conducting classes,
seminars, conferences and workshops in the field of computers, information technology, image and audio
processing technology, telecommunications and computers global networks; training in the field of computer
operation and information technology; conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of information
technology demonstrations; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; conducting
entertainment exhibitions, namely, real-time athletic competitions via a global computer network; and
conducting entertainment exhibitions, namely, providing demonstrations on web-sites featuring museum
exhibitions, sporting events, art gallery exhibitions, concerts, and musical recordings; editing of books, journals;
shows and films production; organisation and leading of conferences, symposiums, congresses; leading of
cultural or educative purposes exhibitions; booking of seats for shows and (42) Computer programming;
cognitive computing services; information management services; data management services; cloud computing;
design, installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; computer software and hardware design
for others, and consultation services in the field of computers; computer services, namely, designing, creating
and maintaining web sites for others; computer systems analysis, data base and network integration, computer
programming for others all for use in commercial interactions over global computer networks; technical support
services, namely, troubleshooting of computer hardware and computer software problems; design of systems
for interconnection of computer hardware and software, namely : electronic connection of computers and
software to each others; computer software and hardware testing services (quality and technical controls);
technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; consultancy in the field of computer
hardware, namely consultancy regarding computing research and development; advice and consulting relating
to use of internet; rental of computers and computer software; scientific and industrial research, namely research
and development of new products, biological research, research in bacteriology, research in chemistry, research
in beauty care, research in mechanics, geological research , technical research, pharmaceutical research,
scientific research for medical purpose ; computer services; computer systems integrations services; consulting
services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems
for others; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware
and computer software problems ; computer systems design services for others; interconnection of computer
hardware and software, namely, integration of computer systems and networks; computer software and
hardware testing services, namely, testing of computer software, computers and servers to assure proper
functioning ; cloud computing services, namely, network integrated computer hardware and software services
for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and consumption metering of computer resources; consulting services
in the field of cloud computing; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through
cloud computing; design and development of computer software for cloud storage of data; computer services,
namely cloud hosting provider services; computer services, namely, electronic data storage and data recovery
services.
(540) AFRICA DEVICE (IBM) (and logo)

_________
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(310) RW/T/2019/252
(320) 02/05/2019
(750) SPECSAVERS B.V.
(731) Postbus 1229, NL-1270 BE Huizen, The Netherlands
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(510) (9) Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles, sunglasses; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid
goods, namely, arms being parts of spectacle frames, nose pads for spectacles and sunglasses, ear locks for
spectacles and sunglasses, nose bridges being parts of spectacle frames, pad arms for spectacles, temple tips for
spectacles, screws, washers and nuts being fittings for spectacles; lenses, contact lenses; frames, cords, chains
and cases, all for spectacles or sunglasses; cases for contact lenses; contact lens containers; lens cleaning cloths;
spectacle pouches; sunglasses pouches; monocles; eye protectors, namely safely spectacles; eye protection wear
for sports, namely goggles; goggles and safety goggles; eye glass cases, chains, cords, eye glass restraining
straps; analogue, digital, radio and wireless adaptors for connecting telephones to hearing aids; electric plugs
for connecting hearing aids to programming apparatus; radio receivers for connection to hearing aids; remote
control loudness controllers for connecting to hearing aids; telephone apparatus for use by persons with hearing
difficulties; television apparatus for use by persons with hearing difficulties; software for use by opticians;
software for digital measurement of eyes; software for taking digital measurements for spectacle and lens
fitting., (35) Management and marketing services, all for opticians; retail store services in the field of spectacles,
sunglasses, spectacle and sunglass lenses, spectacle frames and sunglass frames; retail store services in the field
of contact lenses, contact lens cases and containers; retail store services in the field of monocles; retail store
services in the field of eye protectors, namely safety spectacles; retail store services in the field of eye protection
wear for sports, namely goggles, goggles and safety goggles; retail store services in the field of eye glass cases,
chains, cords, eye glass restraining straps, ear defenders and ear plugs; retail store services in the field of
analogue, digital, radio and wireless adaptors for connecting telephones to hearing aids, hearing aids, electric
plugs for connecting hearing aids to programming apparatus, radio receivers for connection to hearing aids,
remote control loudness controllers for connecting to hearing aids; retail store services in the field of telephone
apparatus for use by persons with hearing difficulties, television apparatus for use by persons with hearing
difficulties; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, optical, hearing,
dental, medical, pharmaceutical and healthcare apparatus, instruments and preparations, eyewear, spectacles,
sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle and sunglass lenses, spectacle frames and sunglass frames, eye monocles,
goggles, sports goggles, safety goggles, eye glass cases, chains, cords, eye glass restraining straps, cases and
containers for spectacles and sunglasses, cases and containers for contact lenses, chains, cords, eye glass
restraining straps, ear defenders and ear plugs, analogue, digital, radio and wireless adaptors for connecting
telephones to hearing aids, hearing aids, electric plugs for connecting hearing aids to programming apparatus,
radio receivers for connection to hearing aids, remote control loudness controllers for connecting to hearing
aids, telephone apparatus for use by persons with hearing difficulties, television apparatus for use by persons
with hearing difficulties, parts and fittings for optical and dental apparatus and instruments, parts and fittings
for eyewear, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in a retail optician's store, in a
hearing aid specialist retail store, in a retail pharmacy and healthcare store, in a surgical, medical and dental
apparatus and instrument specialist retail store, in a supermarket, in a department store, from a catalogue
specialising in optical. hearing, dental, medical, pharmaceutical and healthcare apparatus, instruments and
preparations by mail order or by means of telecommunications, from a general merchandise catalogue by mail
order or by means of telecommunications, from an Internet web site specialising in optical, hearing, dental,
medical. pharmaceutical and healthcare apparatus, instruments and preparations, from a general merchandise
Internet web site, through a television shopping channel, and by means of telecommunications; administration
of a corporate discount programme for enabling participants to obtain discounts on optical goods. and (44)
Medical services; opticians' services; ophthalmic and optometrist services; eye glass fitting and sight testing
services; fitting of optical lenses, frames and contact lenses; testing of hearing; healthcare services and health
clinic services; hearing aid services, namely, hearing testing, fitting of hearing aids, identifying and analyzing
hearing difficulties, and prescribing hearing apparatus and instruments; fitting of hearing aids; consultancy and
advisory services all relating to hearing, hearing aids and hearing apparatus and instruments; professional
consultancy and advisory services, all relating to the aforesaid services.
(540) SPECSAVERS (and logo)
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___________
(310) RW/T/2019/253
(320) 02/05/2019
(750) PROGRESSIVE TECH HOLDINGS
(731) c/o Globefin Management Services Ltd
Rogers House, 5 President John Kennedy Street;Port Louis, Mauritius
(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents
4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali
(510) (9) Data processing equipment, including calculating machines and computers; computer software;
computer Chabot software; communication software for providing access to the Internet; computer application
software for mobile phones; computer software for financial management and planning, account aggregation
and budgeting; electrical and electronic telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments;
data communication apparatus and instruments, including portable electronic devices to access the Internet
wirelessly; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; apparatus and instruments
for the processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the form of encoded
data, text, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; image processing apparatus, instruments
and equipment; telecommunications products, including, computer control hardware for use in wireless
communications systems; routers; modems; magnetically encoded cards; smart cards; holograms; media for
storing information, data, images and sound; blank and pre-recorded magnetic cards; cards containing
microprocessors; integrated circuit cards; electronic identification cards; telephone cards; telephone credit
cards; credit cards; debit cards; magnetic, digital and optical data carriers, recording and storage media (blank
and pre-recorded); recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; machine readable
media; digital video, and data (downloadable) provided from a computer database or the internet; personal
digital assistants; satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; apparatus for downloading
audio, video and data from the internet; television apparatus and instruments; radio and television broadcasting
transmitters and receivers; apparatus for access to broadcast or transmitted programmes; programmed-datacarrying electronic circuits; electronic and satellite navigational and positional apparatus and instruments,
including global positioning systems; telephones; mobile telephones; cordless telephones; telephone
accessories, including, telephone cords and batteries; electronic products, including, digital photograph
receivers; telecommunication couplers; telecommunication modular plugs; transceivers; wireless transceivers;
teleconferencing telephones; telephone answering machines; internet telephones; wireless telephones;
earphones and antennae for cordless and wireless telephones; communication apparatus and instruments for
wireless internet access and online streamlining; hands-free devices for car telephones and mobile telephones;
in-car telephone handset cradles; mobile phone cases; parts and fittings included in class 09 for the
aforementioned goods; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing,
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fire-extinguishing apparatus., (35) Advertising and promotion
services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and management of customer loyalty schemes;
organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; retail, wholesale,
franchising and merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale trade;
the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods enabling customers to conveniently view
and purchase those goods, including such services provided on-line from a computer database, the internet or
other electronic networks; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; business
management; business administration; business research; business strategy and planning services; information
and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, market research, market analysis and survey services;
publication of information; compilation of statistical information; provision of trade information; provision of
directory services., (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including home, internet and
remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services including such services provided over
the internet or any other electronic network, discount services including discount card services; issue and
redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty;
providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; credit card services; charge card
services; pre-paid purchase card services, including processing electronic payments made through prepaid
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cards; insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to telecommunications and communications
apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online financial services, including electronic fund
transfer services and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet website portal in the
field of financial transaction and payment processing; processing financial transactions via a global computer
network; providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available onsite in retail stores; provision of investment and fund management information; administration of funds and
investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage services; provision of information and advisory
services relating to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including the provision of information
from a computer database, the internet or other electronic network; provision of information and advice for the
prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate
affairs., (38) Telecommunication services; mobile,fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication
services; telecommunications services, including, mobile telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission
and data transmission; wireless communication services, including, wireless mobile telephone calling,
electronic messaging and data transmission service plans; messaging services, including, sending, receiving
and forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats;
online messaging services; unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of messages and images;
video conferencing services; video telephone services, teleconferencing services,voice over internet protocol
(VOIP) services; paging services; telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone
calling card; providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and
internet telephony services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging,
call diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of
sound, data and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic
and communications apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement telecommunications and communications
apparatus and instruments; provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and
tracking of persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information
relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of
wireless application protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of
information relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments;
broadcast or transmission of radio or television programmes; providing telecommunications connections to
computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of
credit and debit card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data via a global computer
network; providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the internet, or other
electronic network; streaming of audio and video material on the internet; telecommunication and
communication database services, including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a network
and server to an individual database; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other
operators;providing and leasing access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer
networks and interactive computer communications networks; advisory, information and consultancy services
relating to all the aforementioned., (41) Education; providing of training; entertainment; providing
entertainment, sports, music, informational, news, and current events programming by means of
telecommunications networks, computer networks, the internet, satellite, radio, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable television; providing videos, music, games, movie clips, podcasts, news feeds,
ring tones and other electronic media, multimedia, information or other content via the internet; providing
streaming, subscription, and downloadable music platform services; provision of live entertainment and
recorded entertainment; electronic game services provided from a computer database or by means of the
internet; gaming services; providing websites and computer applications featuring books, periodicals,
newspapers, newsletters, manuals, blogs, journals, and other publications; news reporting; publication services;
publication of printed matter, printed publications, books, newspapers, periodicals and magazines; publishing
and providing electronic and online publications; providing and publishing online journals, bulletin boards and
blogs; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; news reporting services;
providing news and information in the nature of current events, the arts, music, entertainment, events, theatre,
sporting and cultural activities; provision of entertainment services through the media of publications and the
internet; organization of events, shows, exhibitions and competitions; digital imaging services; news reporting;
library services including online and electronic library services; arranging, directing and managing of musical
and singing shows, concerts, festivals and performances and other entertainment events; music publishing and
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recording services; production of music recordings and videos; recording studio services; sporting and cultural
activities., (42) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial
analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; application service
provider (APS), including, providing, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software,
web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data
management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices;
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and applications for instant messaging, voice
over internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; computer services, including,
creating an online community for registered users to engage in social networking; computer services, including,
creating virtual communities for users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage
in social, business and community networking; computer services, including, hosting electronic facilities for
others for interactive discussions via communication networks; application service provider (ASP) featuring
software to enable or facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting,
displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on,
embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and
communication networks; providing an online network service that enables users to transfer and share personal
identity data among multiple online facilities; providing information from searchable indexes and databases of
information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, photographic images
and audio visual information, on computer and communication networks; providing temporary use of nondownloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of
audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing online facilities that gives users the ability
to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing nondownloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via global
computer network; computer services, in particular, application service provider featuring application
programming interface (API) software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global
computer network; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sending electronic message
alerts, for transmitting orders and sending and receiving electronic messages, and to allow users to perform
electronic business transactions via a global computer network. and (45) Online social networking services;
security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and social services
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; identification verification services, including, providing
authentication of personal identification information; social introduction and networking services; user
verification services; legal services.
(540) AYOBA
_________
(310) RW/T/2019/255
(320) 07/05/2019
(750) ETC Group
(731) 5 President John Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (35) Advertising;business management;business administration;office functions.
(540) ETG (and logo)
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/258
(320) 07/05/2019
(750) MASTER HEALTH RWANDA LTD
(731) NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) DENG CHENGGANG
NIBOYE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(510) (33) Food processing (juice)and drinks.
(540) SANA (and logo)

_________
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(310) RW/T/2019/259
(320) 07/05/2019
(750) Reign Beverage Company LLC
(731) 1547 N. Knowles Ave.,
Los Angeles, California 90063, U.S.A.
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (32) Fitness beverages.
(540) REIGN
________
(310) RW/T/2019/260
(320) 08/05/2019
(750) ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
(731) tř. Václava Klementa 869, Mladá Boleslav II, 293 01, Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (12) Automobiles and their parts and accessories, all included in this class.
(540) SKODA (and logo)
___________

(310) RW/T/2019/261
(320) 08/05/2019
(750) ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
(731) tř. Václava Klementa 869, Mladá Boleslav II, 293 01, Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (12) Automobiles and their parts and accessories, all included in this class.
(540)

__________
(310) RW/T/2019/262
(320) 08/05/2019
(750) Price Costco International, Inc.
(731) 999 Lake Drive, Issaquah, Washington 98027, U.S.A.
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (35) Retail and wholesale services and online retail and wholesale sales services in the fields of fresh
meats, fruits, vegetables, and pre-prepared foods, coffee, tea, dry packaged foods, dairy products, baked goods,
confectionery, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, clothing and footwear, toys, sporting
goods, kitchen utensils and equipment, household linens, artificial plants and trees, glassware, porcelain and
earthenware, household paper products, laundry preparations, soaps and cleaning products, cosmetics, personal
care products, pharmaceutical preparations, vitamins, nutritional supplements, gardening products and
equipment, pet food and pet care products, power and hand tools, automotive goods and gasoline, household
and outdoor furniture, office furniture and equipment, computers and computer peripherals, computer software
and hardware, small and major appliances, compact discs and DVDs, consumer electronics, all purpose
batteries, luggage, jewelry, watches, entertainment tickets, holiday ornaments and decorations; dissemination
of advertising matter via printed publications, product displays, and on-line electronic communications, or other
media; distribution of samples; Import and export services; advisory services relating to import and export
services; ordering and sales services for prescription pharmaceutical preparations via online electronic
communications or other media; photocopying services.
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(540)

COSTCO WHOLESALE (and logo)

Disclaim the word "WHOLESALE" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/265
(320) 08/05/2019
(750) GLAMS INTERNATIONAL GENERAL TRADING CO.
(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) Ashwinkumar Dwivedi
KIGALI CITY
(510) (9) Loud speakers, kettles, electric fans, radio., (11) Switchboards,switches electric telephone wire,
wires electric materials for mans, fuse wire. and (16) Pencils, pens, books, paper, pen holders.
(540) EZONE (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/269
(320) 10/05/2019
(750) COSMOS IMPEX LTD
(731) GISENYI, RUBAVU, Rwanda
(740) SOLANKI JAYESHKUMAR
GISENYI, RUBAVU
(510) (30) Baking powder, soda baking candy, buns,flour, sweet biscuits, yeast. and (34) Match holders,
match boxes, matches.
(540) VALENTINO (and logo)

___________

(310) RW/T/2019/270
(320) 10/05/2019
(750) DELIGHT FISH LTD
(731) GISENYI, RABAVU, Rwanda
(740) JARABANDAHALI KRUPANIDHI
GISENYI, RUBAVU
(510) (29) Cary fish, not live ,fish fillets,fish preserved,fish tinned,fish meal for human,fish roe,meat jellies,
meat tinned,meat extracts,meat.
(540) EASTLINE (and logo)

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/272
(320) 10/05/2019
(750) Mjengo Limited
(731) Off General Kago Road, Thika,P.O Box 1536-01000 Thika, Kenya
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from
cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard;
vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.
(540) WELLNESS (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/273
(320) 10/05/2019
(750) Bank of America Corporation
(731) 100 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, North Carolina 28255, U.S.A.
(740) Trust Law Chambers
KG 569ST #4, TLC Hse, Kacyiru | P.O Box 6679, Kigali
(510) (9) Automatic teller machines; magnetically encoded plastic access cards for use in banking, financial,
investment and insurance industries; computer software for use in banking, financial, investment and insurance
industries, namely, software for accessing and conducting electronic banking services via global computer
networks and telecommunication networks; software for automated clearance house processing; software
enabling banking customers to transmit payment and collection orders directly and automatically accept account
reconciliation information from the bank; software for use in connection with electronic funds transfers;
software for accessing data from one or more mainframes and other computer systems in presenting the data in
a uniform format to other types of computer applications; software for educating mortgage lending personnel
about fair lending practices; software for use in communication of data between computers and other computers
or computer peripherals; software for use in connection with foreign exchange financial services., (36)
Banking and financing services; financial services, namely, providing financial analysis, consultation, planning
and management, commercial and consumer lending and leasing services, mortgage lending, and loan
financing; credit card services; debit card services; electronic payment, namely, electronic processing and
transmission of bill payment data; financial information in the nature of rates of exchange; security services,
namely, guaranteeing loans; cash management; mortgage banking; safety deposit box services; savings account
services; providing educational and college scholarships; automated teller machine services; investment
services, namely, providing investment analysis, consultation, planning, management, advisory, brokerage,
banking, and research services with respect to stocks, mutual funds, securities, bonds, commodities, real estate
and other instruments of investment; insurance services, namely, providing insurance and annuity brokerage
services, insurance agencies, insurance administration and insurance consultation services in the fields of life,
property and casualty, accident, health and credit insurance services; providing banking, financial, investment
and insurance consultation and information via global computer networks, internal computer information
networks and telecommunication networks for the electronic, telephonic and telefacsimile transmission of
voice, data, multi-media, graphics, video, photo and audio information; and providing interactive banking,
financial, investment and insurance consultation and information via global computer networks, internal
computer information networks and telecommunication networks for the electronic, telephonic and
telefacsimile transmission of voice, data, multi-media, graphics, video, photo and audio information; providing
information on international finance and foreign
exchange rates via global computer networks, internal computer information networks and telecommunication
networks for electronic, telephonic and telefacsimile transmission of such information.Providing temporary use
of on-line non-downloadable computer software for accessing financial information and services through an
online global computer network; providing online non-downloadable computer software for financial research,
financial information, financial analysis, financial planning, financial management, investment management,
banking services, trading of foreign exchange, providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer,
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ACH, electronic check and electronic payments, financial transactions, electronic funds transfers; design,
maintenance, development and updating of computer software for financial research, financial information,
financial analysis, financial planning, financial management, investment management, banking services,
trading of foreign exchange, providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, electronic check
and electronic payments, financial transactions, electronic funds transfers; providing temporary use of online
non-downloadable computer software for bank, bank mortgage, home equity loan, and home equity line of
credit customer use for storing, processing, transmitting, receiving, printing and managing real estate
information, and information related to real estate transactions, namely, mortgage, home equity loan, and home
equity line of credit application status information; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable
computer software for uploading and submission of mortgage, home equity loan, and home equity line of credit
documentation.
and (42) Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for accessing financial
information and services through an online global computer network;providing online non-downloadable
computer software for financial research, financial information, financial analysis, financial planning, financial
management, investment management, banking services, trading of foreign exchange, providing electronic
processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, electronic check and electronic payments, financial transactions,
electronic funds transfers;design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software for financial
research, financial information, financial analysis, financial planning, financial management, investment
management, banking services, trading of foreign exchange, providing electronic processing of electronic funds
transfer, ACH, electronic check and electronic payments, financial transactions, electronic funds
transfers;providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for bank, bank mortgage,
home equity loan, and home equity line of credit customer use for storing, processing, transmitting, receiving,
printing and managing real estate information, and information related to real estate transactions, namely,
mortgage, home equity loan, and home equity line of credit application status information;providing temporary
use of online non-downloadable computer software for uploading and submission of mortgage, home equity
loan, and home equity line of credit documentation.
(540)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/274
(320) 10/05/2019
(750) Laboratoires Thea
(731) 12, rue Louis Blériot, Zone Industrielle du Brézet, 63100 CLERMONT – FERRAND, France
(740) Trust Law Chambers
KG 569 ST, TLC House, P.o.Box6679 Kigali
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical preparations, ophthalmic preparations, eyedrops
(540) NAAXIA
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/277
(320) 13/05/2019
(750) SWEET SPOT- THE AFRICA COFFEE BUSINESS LTD
(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) SWATI SAVE
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(510) (30) Bath, Body products and chocolates.
(540) SWEET SPOT (and logo)

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/278
(320) 13/05/2019
(750) BUGOYIWOOD LTD
(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) ISHIMWE AGAPPE HAKIZIMANA
GISOZI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(510) (25) Tee-shirts, caps and hats, sweaters, footwear and clothing.
(540) BGY (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/279
(320) 13/05/2019
(750) SULFO RWANDA INDUSTRIES LTD
(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) Dharmarajan HARIHARAN
KIGALI CITY
(510) (3) Cosmetic products.
(540) ANGA
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/280
(320) 14/05/2019
(750) RUBIS ENERGIE
(731) Tour Franklin, 100 Terrasse Boieldieu, 92800 Puteaux, France
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (4) Non-chemical additives to motor-fuel and fuel; solidified or liquefied gases for industrial purposes;
carburants including vehicle fuel; liquid, solid and gas fuels, including petrol for motor engines; fuel oil;
liquefied petroleum gas in particular butane, propane, LPG fuel; natural gas; raw or refined petroleum; any
other fuel gases in liquid or solid form; diesel oil; any type of fuel for gas producers, natural wood (fuel); roasted
wood (fuel); charcoal (fuel); mixture of charcoal and mineral charcoal (fuel); pressed vegetable mineral
charcoal duff (fuel); peat (fuel); sawdust (fuel); petrol.
(540) RUBIGAS (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/281
(320) 14/05/2019
(750) RUBIS ENERGIE
(731) Tour Franklin, 100 Terrasse Boieldieu, 92800 Puteaux, France
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (4) Non-chemical additives to motor-fuel and fuel; solidified or liquefied gases for industrial purposes;
carburants including vehicle fuel; liquid, solid and gas fuels, including petrol for motor engines; fuel oil;
liquefied petroleum gas in particular butane, propane, LPG fuel; natural gas; raw or refined petroleum; any
other fuel gases in liquid or solid form; diesel oil; any type of fuel for gas producers, natural wood (fuel); roasted
wood (fuel); charcoal (fuel); mixture of charcoal and mineral charcoal (fuel); pressed vegetable mineral
charcoal duff (fuel); peat (fuel); sawdust (fuel); petrol.
(540) RUBIS (and logo)

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/282
(320) 14/05/2019
(750) AVIAJOIN LTD
(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) Samuel MAKUZA
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(510) (35) Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for
commercial or advertising purposes;
and (41) Arranging and conducting of conferences; education information; arranging and conducting of inperson educational forums; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and
conducting of symposiums; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; teaching / educational services
/ instruction services; organization of shows [impresario services]; arranging and conducting of workshops
[training];
(540)

AVCAFS

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/283
(320) 14/05/2019
(750) BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION
(731) 100 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, North Carolina 28255, U.S.A.
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(510) (9) Computer software; computer software, downloadable computer software and mobile applications
for financial research, financial information, financial analysis, financial planning, financial management,
investment management, banking services, trading of foreign exchange, providing electronic processing of
electronic funds transfer, ACH, electronic check and electronic payments, financial transactions, electronic
funds transfers., (36) Insurance affairs; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; financial research;
financial information; financial analysis; financial advice; financial planning; financial consultation; financial
management; investment brokerage; investment consultation; investment management; investment advice;
mutual fund investment; banking services; credit card and debit card services; trading of securities, shares,
foreign exchange, commodities, options and other derivative products for others; financial planning for
retirement; financial information and services provided online from a computer database or global computer
network. and (42) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto;industrial
analysis and research services;design and development of computer hardware and software;computer
programming;computer software consultancy;computer systems analysis;provision of online computer
software;Providing online non-downloadable software for financial research, financial information, financial
analysis, financial planning, financial management, investment management, banking services, trading of
foreign exchange, providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, electronic check and
electronic payments, financial transactions, electronic funds transfers;design, maintenance, development and
updating of computer software for financial research, financial information, financial analysis, financial
planning, financial management, investment management, banking services, trading of foreign exchange,
providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, electronic check and electronic payments,
financial transactions, electronic funds transfers.
(540) BOFAS (and logo)
___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/285
(320) 14/05/2019
(750) BIO-HAP LTD
(731) KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) NDAYISENGA Juvenal
KAGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(510) (30) Honey
(540) BIO-HAP (and logo) No exclusivity right that shall be given the use of the word "bio"

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/286
(320) 14/05/2019
(750) Indigo Brand Holdings Proprietary Limited
(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations.
(540) I Love BERRIES (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/288
(320) 14/05/2019
(750) Indigo Brand Holdings Proprietary Limited
(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town,
Western cape
, Republic of South Africa
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations.
(540) I love SUMMER (and logo)

_________
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(310) RW/T/2019/289
(320) 15/05/2019
(750) INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD.
(731) No. 1 Jinshan Road, Jinshan Development Zone, Hohhot, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Medications; Mineral water for medical purpose; Beverages for medical purpose; Dietary fiber;
Weight loss medications; Therapeutic or medical nutrition preparation; Medicines for human purposes; Vitamin
preparation; Medical radioactive materials; Medical gas; Chemical conductor for electrocardiogram electrode;
Semen for artificial insemination; Disinfectant; Contact lenses (Solutions for use with -); Medium for culture
of bacteria; Candy, medicated; Protein dietary supplement; Lecithin dietary supplement; Dietary supplement
for white prion; Nutritional supplement; Mineral food supplement; Medical nutrition beverages; Medical
nutrition; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Lacteal flour for babies; Food for babies; Infant formula;
Infant milk powder; Air purifier; Medicated feed; Dietary supplement for animal; Insecticide; Baby Diaper;
Breast-nursing pads; Dental abrasives; Pet diaper; Dietary supplements that stimulate the growth of probiotics;
Medical probiotic preparation., (29) Meat; Edible seaweed extract; Fish (non-living); Canned fruit; Fruit,
preserved; 6Snacks based on fruits and vegetables; Processed areca; Vegetables, preserved; Eggs; Butter;
Cream (dairy products); Milk; Milk products; Yogurt; Whipped cream; Milk powder; Milk beverages, milk
predominating; Soya milk; Milk shakes; Milk tea (Milk based); Almond milk; Soymilk; Smetana [sour cream];
Peanut milk; Soya milk powder; Soya milk Essence; Coconut milk; Rice milk; Coconut milk-based beverages;
Almond milk-based beverages; Peanut milk-based beverages; Cheese; Edible oil; Jelly; Processed nuts; Dried
edible fungi; Tofu products; Natural or artificial sausage casings; Milk slices (milk products); Goat milk
powder., (30) Coffee beverages; Chocolate beverages with milk; Coffee; Cocoa (baked, powdered, granular or
beverage used); Chocolate beverages; Tea; Tea-based beverages; Sugar; Candy; Milk slices (candy); Honey;
Yellow syrup; Cakes; Bread; Confectionery; Oat flakes; Instant rices; Cereal preparations; Soya flour; Rice;
Sago; Wheat flour; Instant noodles; Rice noodles (strip); Cereal-based snack food; Rice-based snack food;
Edible starches; Ice cream; Edible ice; Ice sucker; Salt; Vinegar; Soy sauce; Condiments; Mustard; Fish sauce;
Yeast; Fermentative; Aromatic preparations for food; Essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and
essential oils; Preparations for stiffening whipped cream; Meat tenderizer for household purpose; Gluten
prepared as foodstuff; Rice noodles (power); Ice cream power and (32) Beer; Rice-based beverages, other than
milk substitutes; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with beer; Sports drinks; Energy drinks; Non-alcoholic
carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; Whey drink; Water (beverage); Lithia water;
Mineral water (beverages); Sparkling water; Table water; Lemonade; Soda water; Non-alcoholic beverages;
Aerated water; Isotonic beverages; Kvass (non-alcoholic beverage); Smoothies; Soya-based beverages, other
than milk substitutes; Sports drinks rich in protein; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; Tea flavored
nonalcoholic beverages; Soft drinks; Cola; Lactic acid drinks (fruit products, non-milk); Milk tea (Non-milk
based); Distilled water (beverages); Distilled water for drink; Pure water (beverages); Vegetable juice
(Beveragess); Legume drink; Fermented drink made from ground beans; Preparations for making beverages;
sorbets [beverages].
(540) YILI (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/290
(320) 15/05/2019
(750) INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD.
(731) No. 1 Jinshan Road, Jinshan Development Zone, Hohhot, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Medications; Mineral water for medical purpose; Beverages for medical purpose; Dietary fiber;
Weight loss medications; Therapeutic or medical nutrition preparation; Medicines for human purposes; Vitamin
preparation; Medical radioactive materials; Medical gas; Chemical conductor for electrocardiogram electrode;
Semen for artificial insemination; Disinfectant; Contact lenses (Solutions for use with -); Medium for culture
of bacteria; Candy, medicated; Protein dietary supplement; Lecithin dietary supplement; Dietary supplement
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for white prion; Nutritional supplement; Mineral food supplement; Medical nutrition beverages; Medical
nutrition; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Lacteal flour for babies; Food for babies; Infant formula;
Infant milk powder; Air purifier; Medicated feed; Dietary supplement for animal; Insecticide; Baby Diaper;
Breast-nursing pads; Dental abrasives; Pet diaper; Dietary supplements that stimulate the growth of probiotics;
Medical probiotic preparation., (29) Meat; Edible seaweed extract; Fish (non-living); Canned fruit; Fruit,
preserved; 6Snacks based on fruits and vegetables; Processed areca; Vegetables, preserved; Eggs; Butter;
Cream (dairy products); Milk; Milk products; Yogurt; Whipped cream; Milk powder; Milk beverages, milk
predominating; Soya milk; Milk shakes; Milk tea (Milk based); Almond milk; Soymilk; Smetana [sour cream];
Peanut milk; Soya milk powder; Soya milk Essence; Coconut milk; Rice milk; Coconut milk-based beverages;
Almond milk-based beverages; Peanut milk-based beverages; Cheese; Edible oil; Jelly; Processed nuts; Dried
edible fungi; Tofu products; Natural or artificial sausage casings; Milk slices (milk products); Goat milk
powder., (30) Coffee beverages; Chocolate beverages with milk; Coffee; Cocoa (baked, powdered, granular or
beverage used); Chocolate beverages; Tea; Tea-based beverages; Sugar; Candy; Milk slices (candy); Honey;
Yellow syrup; Cakes; Bread; Confectionery; Oat flakes; Instant rices; Cereal preparations; Soya flour; Rice;
Sago; Wheat flour; Instant noodles; Rice noodles (strip); Cereal-based snack food; Rice-based snack food;
Edible starches; Ice cream; Edible ice; Ice sucker; Salt; Vinegar; Soy sauce; Condiments; Mustard; Fish sauce;
Yeast; Fermentative; Aromatic preparations for food; Essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and
essential oils; Preparations for stiffening whipped cream; Meat tenderizer for household purpose; Gluten
prepared as foodstuff; Rice noodles (power); Ice cream power and (32) Beer; Rice-based beverages, other than
milk substitutes; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with beer; Sports drinks; Energy drinks; Non-alcoholic
carbonated beverages; Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; Whey drink; Water (beverage); Lithia water;
Mineral water (beverages); Sparkling water; Table water; Lemonade; Soda water; Non-alcoholic beverages;
Aerated water; Isotonic beverages; Kvass (non-alcoholic beverage); Smoothies; Soya-based beverages, other
than milk substitutes; Sports drinks rich in protein; Non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; Tea flavored
nonalcoholic beverages; Soft drinks; Cola; Lactic acid drinks (fruit products, non-milk); Milk tea (Non-milk
based); Distilled water (beverages); Distilled water for drink; Pure water (beverages); Vegetable juice
(Beveragess); Legume drink; Fermented drink made from ground beans; Preparations for making beverages;
sorbets [beverages].
(540)
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/292
(320) 16/05/2019
(750) OLA INTERNATIONAL RWANDA LTD
(731) GISOZI,GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) SHI WEN XIA
KIGALI CITY
(510) (35) Business information., (36) Capital investment., (39) Frieght and (45) Legal service in relation to
negotiation of contract for others.
(540) PILIPILI
___________

(310) RW/T/2019/294
(320) 17/05/2019
(750) China Electronics Shenzhen Company
(731) No. 2070, 2072 Shennan Zhonglu, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (7) Mixing machines; mills [machines]; butter machines; bread cutting machines; juice extractors,
electric; dishwashers; beaters, electric; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; blenders, electric, for
household purposes; kitchen machines, electric; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; washing
machines [laundry]; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; disintegrators; washing apparatus; machines
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and apparatus for cleaning, electric; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; central vacuum
cleaning installations; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; filtering machines., (9) Data
processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; projection apparatus; juke boxes, musical; tape recorders;
cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; record players; audio- and video-receivers; sound transmitting
apparatus; personal stereos; television apparatus; videotapes; horns for loudspeakers; video recorders; portable
media players; DVD players; measuring apparatus; pedometers; batteries, electric. and (11) Lamps; electric
torches; lighting apparatus and installations; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; lights for vehicles;
lighting apparatus for vehicles; cooking utensils, electric; cooking apparatus and installations; bread toasters;
autoclaves, electric, for cooking; hot plates; coffee machines, electric; kettles, electric; microwave ovens
[cooking apparatus]; bread baking machine; refrigerators; air-conditioning installations; steam facial apparatus
[saunas]; deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use; radiators, electric.
(540)

_________
(310) RW/T/2019/295
(320) 17/05/2019
(750) Reign Beverage Company LLC
(731) 1547 N. Knowles Ave.,
Los Angeles, California 90063
, U.S.A.
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (32) Non-alcoholic beverages
(540) YOUR REIGN, YOUR RULES
________
(310) RW/T/2019/297
(320) 17/05/2019
(750) VA RWANDA LTD
(731) REMERA, GASABO,KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) AH KIUNG LI LIONG
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(510) (29) Oils for food,potato chips, (30) Chips cereals products, coffee,pasta, rice ,sugar,wheat flour. and
(31) Animal feedstufs.
(540) LUCCHINI (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/299
(320) 17/05/2019
(750) SANLI AFRICA DEVELOPMENT( RWANDA)ltd
(731) GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) CHEN QINGSONG
KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(510) (12) Motorcycle with spare parts.
(540) ILISAN (and logo)

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/300
(320) 17/05/2019
(750) SANLI AFRICA DEVELOPMENT(RWANDA)LTD
(731) GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) CHEN QINGSONG
Kicukiro, Kigali
(510) (12) Motorcycles with spare parts.
(540) SANILI (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/301
(320) 20/05/2019
(750) CIRCLEEDGES LTD
(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) Sriram SUNDARAM
MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(510) (39) Car rental, car transport,bus transport, car sharing services,chauffeur service;lowlier service,motor
coach rental,taxi transport,traffic info,transport reservation.
(540) WHIZLE (and logo)

______
(310) RW/T/2019/302
(320) 20/05/2019
(750) CIRCLEEDGES LTD
(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) Sriram SUNDARAM
MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(510) (42) Cloud computing, computer programming, computer software design, computer software
consultancy, computer system analysis, computer virus protection services, computer technology consultancy,
computer security consultancy, data security consultancy, digitization of documents, electronic data storage,
electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet, electronic
monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet, hosting computer sites [websites], information
technology consultancy, providing information on computer technology and programming via a website,
installation of computer software, internet security consultancy.
maintenance of computer software
monitoring of computer systems by remote access
monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns
monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach off-site data backup quality
control research and development of new products for others server hosting
software as a service software development in the framework of software publishing technical research
updating of computer software website design consultancy
(540)

CIRCLEEDGES (and logo)

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/303
(320) 20/05/2019
(750) Reign Beverage Company LLC
(731) 1547 N. Knowles Ave.,Los Angeles, California 90063, U.S.A.
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (32) Non-alcoholic beverages.
(540) REFUEL. REFRESH. RECOVER
________
(310) RW/T/2019/305
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) FAES FARMA, S.A.
(731) Avenida Autonomía 10, 48940 Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals.
(540) PULMODROP
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/306
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) Facebook Technologies, LLC
(731) 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, U.S.A.
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (9) Computer hardware; software for social networking; software development tools; software for use
as an application programming interface (API); application programming interface (API) for use in building
software applications; application programming interface (API) for software which facilitates online services
for social networking and for data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; software for creating,
managing, and interacting with an online community; software for organizing, searching for and managing
events; software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging,
blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting,
and sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks;
software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data;
software for collecting, managing, editing, organizing, modifying, transmitting, sharing, and storing data and
information; computer software for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and
reminders; magnetically encoded gift cards; virtual reality game software; augmented reality game software;
mixed reality game software; virtual reality game computer hardware; augmented reality game computer
hardware; mixed reality game computer hardware; computer peripheral devices; virtual, augmented, and mixed
reality software for use in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet
computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones to provide virtual reality experiences; game software for
wireless devices; game software for handheld electronic devices; electronic game software; virtual reality
software; augmented reality software; mixed reality software; video game software; interactive multimedia
computer game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; computer game software; headsets for use
with computers; laser equipment for non-medical purposes; software for integrating electronic data with real
world environments for the purposes of entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and social
networking; software for converting natural language into machine-executable commands; software, namely,
an interpretive interface for facilitating interaction between humans and machines; personal assistant software;
social assistant software; software for planning activities with other users and making recommendations;
software for social and destination mapping; software for ordering and/or purchasing goods and services;
software for wireless content, data and information delivery; software for creating, managing and accessing
groups within virtual communities; virtual reality computer hardware; virtual reality software for use in
enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices,
and mobile telephones to provide virtual reality experiences; computer game software for home video game
consoles; wearable peripherals for computers, tablet computers, mobile devices and mobile telephones, namely,
configurable head-mounted displays; headsets for use with video game consoles; computer software;
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augmented reality computer hardware; virtual reality headsets; virtual, augmented and mixed reality headsets
and helmets adapted for use in playing video games; virtual reality headsets for playing video games for
connection to computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile
devices, and mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality experiences; augmented reality headsets; virtual
reality glasses; augmented reality glasses; virtual reality software for navigating a virtual reality environment;
augmented reality software for navigating an augmented reality environment; augmented reality software for
use in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile
devices, and mobile telephones to provide augmented reality experiences; headsets for virtual reality games;
headsets for augmented reality games; handheld virtual reality controllers; handheld augmented reality
controllers; video and computer game programs; interactive entertainment software; gesture recognition
software; motion tracking sensors for virtual reality technology; motion tracking sensors for augmented reality
technology; computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; digital media streaming
devices; earphones; headphones; video display software; video display hardware, namely, video drivers for
video eyewear; software for navigating a virtual reality environment; software for use in enabling computers,
video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones to
provide virtual reality and augmented reality experiences; virtual reality software for object tracking, motion
control and content visualization; augmented reality software for object tracking, motion control and content
visualization; virtual reality software for users to experience virtual reality visualization, manipulation and
immersion; augmented reality software for users to experience augmented reality visualization, manipulation
and immersion; virtual reality software for operating virtual reality headsets; augmented reality software for
operating augmented reality headsets; virtual reality software for interactive entertainment; augmented reality
software for interactive entertainment; headsets; software for recording, storing, transmitting, receiving,
displaying and analyzing data from wearable computer hardware; wearable computing devices comprised
primarily of software and display screens for connection to computers, tablet computers, mobile devices, and
mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality and augmented reality world experiences; goggles for enabling
virtual reality and augmented reality world experiences; software for use in creating and designing virtual reality
and augmented reality software; application programming interface (API) for computer software for developing
and creating virtual reality and augmented reality experiences; software and firmware for operating system
programs; computer operating systems; software for tracking motion in, visualizing, manipulating, viewing,
and displaying augmented and virtual reality experiences; software, firmware and hardware for use in visual,
voice, audio, motion, eye and gesture tracking and recognition; hardware and software for operating sensor
devices; electronic sensor devices, cameras, projectors, and microphones for gesture, facial, and voice detection
capture and recognition; hardware and software for detecting objects, user gestures and commands; software
and firmware for controlling, configuring and managing controllers; software and firmware for enabling
electronic devices to share data and communicate with each other; computer operating system software;
software driver programs for electronic devices for enabling computer hardware and electronic devices to
communicate with each other; cameras; batteries; battery chargers; battery cases; battery packs; power charging
and power management devices for mobile electronic devices; charging docks; charging stands for mobile
electronic devices; base chargers for mobile electronic devices; power banks; external chargers; wireless
charging cases; rechargeable electric battery devices, namely, rechargeable batteries and portable power
supplies; rechargeable external battery packs for use with mobile electronic devices; power adapters; electrical
adapters; electrical and electronic connectors; bags and cases specially adapted for mobile electronic devices;
briefcases, backpacks and carrying cases for mobile electronic devices; cases for mobile electronic devices;
faceplates; protective covers and cases for mobile electronic devices; protective sleeves for mobile electronic
devices; holders, armbands, clips and carrying cases specially adapted for mobile electronic devices; wall
mounts for mounting mobile electronic devices; stands for mobile electronic devices; holders for mobile
electronic devices; remote controls for mobile electronic devices; electrical audio and speaker cables and
connectors; audio speakers; docking stations for mobile electronic devices; loudspeakers; electronic cables parts
and fittings; electric cables; connection cables; cables for optical signal transmission; power cables and cable
connectors; microphones; audio receivers; audio transmitters; wireless computer peripherals; head-mounted
video display; receivers of electronic signals; video receivers; wireless transmitters and receivers for
reproduction of sound and signals; electric sensors; sensors for monitoring physical movements; software in
the nature of a mobile application; SIM cards; software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text;
messaging software; software for facilitating and arranging for the financing and distribution of fundraising and
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donations; software for online charitable fundraising services and financial donation services., (28) Video game
consoles; video game interactive remote control units; wearable peripherals for playing video games specially
adapted for computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices,
and mobile telephones; controllers for computer games; audio and visual headsets for use in playing video
games; hand-held units for playing electronic, computer, interactive, and video games; gaming devices and
mobile gaming devices, namely, gaming machines with or without video output for playing computer games
and video games; computer game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for
electronic games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for
electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; bags specially adapted for handheld
video games and video game consoles; computer and video game joysticks; computer gaming consoles for
recreational game playing; fitted plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic game
playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and hand-held video game units; game controllers in the nature
of keyboards for computer games; games adapted for use with television receivers; gaming headsets adapted
for use in playing video games; hand held joy stick units for playing video games; handheld game consoles;
hand-held electronic games adapted for use with television receivers only; hand-held games with liquid crystal
displays; hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; video
game machines; LCD game machines; player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game
machines; protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games and video game consoles;
standalone video game machines; stands for electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles
and hand-held video game units; tabletop units for playing electronic games other than in conjunction with a
television or computer; video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games;
controllers for game consoles; arcade video game machines.
, (35) Marketing, advertising and promotion services; provision of market research and information services;
promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; business and
advertising services; facilitating the exchange and sale of services and products of third parties via computer
and communication networks; providing online marketplaces for sellers of goods and/or services; providing
online facilities for connecting sellers with buyers; business networking; employment and recruiting services;
advertising and information distribution services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the internet
and communications networks; pre-paid gift card services, namely, issuing gift card certificates that may be
redeemed for goods or services; charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness about charitable,
philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities; organizing exhibitions and
events in the field of software and hardware development for commercial or advertising purposes; association
services that promote the interests of professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software application
development; online advertising and promoting the goods and services of others via the internet; marketing and
advertising consultation services; arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or
advertising purposes; advertising via electronic media; organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions,
tradeshows and events for business purposes; online retail store services featuring virtual reality and augmented
reality headsets, games, content and digital media; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet and
communication networks; promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing video advertising
on the internet and communication networks; advertising services, namely, targeting and optimization of online
advertising; business management; business administration and office functions; brand consulting; design of
advertising materials for others; providing online business directories featuring the businesses, products and
services of others., (41) Entertainment services; photo sharing and video sharing services; electronic publishing
services; entertainment services, namely, facilitating interactive and multiplayer and single player game
services for games played via the internet or communications networks; providing information about video
games, electronic or interactive multimedia games via the internet or communications networks; arranging and
conducting competitions and facilitating events for players of electronic or interactive multimedia games;
providing online resources for software developers; organizing contest and incentive award programs for
software developers; publication of educational materials, namely, publishing of books, journals, newsletters,
and electronic publications; online journals, namely, blogs; entertainment services, namely, providing virtual
reality games, interactive entertainment and virtual reality content; entertainment services, namely, providing
augmented reality games, interactive entertainment and augmented reality content; entertainment services,
namely, providing mixed reality games, interactive entertainment and mixed reality content; providing a
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computer game for use network-wide by network users; providing online virtual reality games; providing online
augmented reality games; providing online mixed reality games; entertainment services, namely, providing
online video games; organizing exhibitions and events in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality,
augmented reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries for cultural or educational
purposes; arranging and conducting educational conferences; organizing exhibitions and events in the field of
software development for educational purposes; educational services, namely, organizing and conducting
conferences and seminars in the fields of virtual reality, augmented reality, artificial intelligence and the internet
of things; providing computer, electronic and online databases in the field of entertainment; rental of
photography and/or videography kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing and sharing of pictures and videos;
entertainment services, namely, providing online facilities for streaming entertainment content and live
streaming video of entertainment events; providing online computer and video games; entertainment services,
namely, arranging and conducting of competitions for encouraging use and development of interactive
entertainment, virtual reality, augmented reality, consumer electronics, and video game entertainment software
and hardware; organizing exhibitions and events for cultural, educational, or entertainment purposes;
production of video and computer game software; virtual reality arcade services; augmented reality arcade
services; virtual reality game services provided online from a computer network; augmented reality game
services provided online from a computer network; providing online computer games and interactive games;
augmented reality video production; virtual reality video production; multimedia production services;
entertainment services, namely, providing augmented reality games and interactive entertainment content;
entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual reality environments; entertainment services, namely,
providing online augmented reality environments; providing entertainment information from searchable
indexes and databases of information, namely text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, photographic
images and audio visual information and communication networks; ; providing information about online
computer games and video games via computer or communication networks; arranging and conducting
competitions and facilitating events for video gamers and computer game players; organizing exhibitions in the
field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries
for cultural or educational purposes; education services; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities.
, (42) Design and development of computer hardware and software; computer services, namely, creating virtual
communities for registered users to organize groups and events, participate in discussions, get feedback from
their peers, and engage in social, business and community networking; computer services, namely, hosting
electronic facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive discussions via
communication networks; computer services in the nature of customized electronic personal and group profiles
or webpages featuring user-defined or specified information, namely, audio, video, images, text, content, and
data; computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on the internet and communication
networks; providing online facilities featuring technology that enables online users to create personal profiles
featuring social and business networking information and to transfer and share such information among multiple
online facilities; non-downloadable software for social networking, creating a virtual community, and
transmitting audio, video, images, text and data; application service provider (ASP) services; providing an
online network service that enables users to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data
with and among multiple online facilities; providing information from searchable indexes and databases of
information, namely, text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, images and audio visual
content via the internet and communication networks; providing non-downloadable software to allow users to
perform electronic business transactions via the internet and communications networks; software as a service
(SAAS) services featuring software for sending and receiving electronic messages, notifications and alerts;
development of hardware for use in connection with electronic and interactive multimedia games; electronic
and interactive multimedia game development services; providing online sites that give users the ability to
upload, modify and share virtual reality content, information, experiences and data; providing online sites that
give users the ability to upload, modify and share augmented reality content, information, experiences and data;
providing online sites that give users the ability to upload, modify and share mixed reality content, information,
experiences and data; non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; platform as a service
(PAAS) services featuring computer software to allow users to perform electronic business and e-commerce
transactions; providing application programming interface (API) software for use in electronic messaging and
transmission of audio, video, images, text, content and data; software for electronic messaging; non24

downloadable computer software for sharing and displaying a user's location, planning activities with other
users and making recommendations; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or
facilitate the sharing and displaying of a user's location, planning activities with other users and making
recommendations; non-downloadable computer software for social and destination mapping; application
service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate social and destination mapping; nondownloadable software for ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; application service provider (ASP)
featuring software to enable or facilitate ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; non-downloadable
software for creating, managing and accessing user-created and administered private groups within virtual
communities; non-downloadable software for providing a virtual marketplace; non-downloadable computer
software for facilitating interaction and communication between humans and AI (artificial intelligence)
platforms, namely, bots, virtual agents and virtual assistants; application service provider (ASP) featuring
software to enable or facilitate interaction and communication between humans and AI (artificial intelligence)
platforms, namely, bots, virtual agents and virtual assistants; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring software
platforms for social networking and transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages;
non-downloadable software for streaming multimedia entertainment content; providing personal assistant
software; providing social assistant software; design and development of computer game hardware and
software; design and development of virtual reality hardware and software; design and development of
augmented reality hardware and software; design and development of mixed reality hardware and software;
design and development of video game hardware and software; computer services in the nature of providing
customized online pages featuring user-defined or specified information, personal profiles, virtual reality, and
augmented reality content and data; software development; design and development of interactive multimedia
software; maintenance and repair of computer software; non-downloadable software for transmitting, sharing,
receiving, downloading, displaying, interacting with and transferring content, text, visual works, audio works,
audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and electronic works; computer services, namely,
providing information in the fields of technology and software development via the internet; technical support
services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems;
computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; online non-downloadable cloud computing
software for use in electronic storage of data; online non-downloadable cloud computing software for virtual
and augmented reality applications and environments; file sharing services, namely, providing online facilities
for others featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; hosting of digital content
on the internet; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis
and research services; computer services, namely, providing remote management of devices via computer
networks, wireless networks or the internet; providing software for facilitating and arranging for the financing
and distribution of fundraising and donations; providing software for online charitable fundraising services and
financial donation services. and (45) Social introduction, networking and dating services; online social
networking services; user verification services; identification verification services; business identification
verification services.
(540) RIFT
_______
(310) RW/T/2019/307
(320) 22/05/2019
(330) 2018-142370 28/11/2018 JP
(750) Toshiba Memory Corporation
(731) 1-1, Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (7) Semiconductor wafer grinding machines; semiconductor wafer cutting machines; semiconductor
wafer transporting machines; semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems., (9) Analyzing machines
and instruments; measuring or testing machines and instruments; electric or magnetic meters and testers;
telecommunication machines and apparatus; SD memory cards; computer network adapters; computer network
switches; computer network hubs; computer network routers; IC chips; integrated circuit memory cards; NAND
flash memories; NAND flash storage devices; NAND flash memory controllers; NAND memories; non-volatile
memory; non-volatile memory devices; USB flash memory drives; solid state memory cartridge; flash
memories; flash memory cards; memory cards; memory card cases; semiconductors; semiconductor memories;
semiconductor memory devices; data storage medium for computer; data storage devices; data processors;
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computer memory devices; computer peripheral devices; solid state drives; integrated circuits; circuit boards;
computer hardware; biological information monitoring device (not included in Class 10); downloadable
computer programs; computer programs; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; multimedia data
recorded memory cards and other memory medium; electronic publications., (35) Retail services or wholesale
services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; providing information concerning commercial sales., (41)
Providing electronic publications; rental of data recorded memory medium. and (42) Design of integrated
circuits; computer software design, computer programing, or maintenance of computer software; technical
advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; non-downloadable online software; cloud
computing; providing computer programs on data networks.
(540) KIOXIA
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/308
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) FAES FARMA, S.A.
(731) Avenida Autonomía 10, 48940 Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals.
(540) INSULAIR
__________
(310) RW/T/2019/309
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) FAES FARMA, S.A.
(731) Avenida Autonomía 10, 48940 Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations;sanitary preparations for medical purposes;dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;dietary supplements for humans.
(540) GABAR
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/310
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) FAES FARMA, S.A.
(731) Avenida Autonomía 10, 48940 Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for
humans and animals.
(540) DISFOR
_________
(310) RW/T/2019/311
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) FAES FARMA, S.A.
(731) Avenida Autonomía 10, 48940 Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food
and substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans with explicit exclusion
of any veterinary products.
(540) FLONIX
___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/312
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) VIVO MOBILE COMMUNICATION CO., LTD
(731) 283#, BBK Road, Wusha, Chang’An, Dongguan, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (9) Data processing apparatus; Computer software, recorded; Computer programs, downloadable;
Computer software platform, recorded or downloadable; Downloadable application software for mobile
phones; Computer game software, downloadable; Mobile telephones; Smart phones; Mobile telephones
operating systems; Smart phones operating systems; Operating system programs; Operating system software;
Computer operating programs; Computer operating software.
(540) Funtouch
_______
(310) RW/T/2019/314
(320) 22/05/2019
(750) VIVO MOBILE COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.
(731) 283#, BBK Road, Wusha, Chang’An, Dongguan, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (9) Class 9: Data processing apparatus; computer software, recorded; Computer programs,
downloadable; Personal digital assistants [PDAs]; Computer software platform, recorded or downloadable;
Downloadable graphics for mobile phones; Telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery;
Downloadable application software for mobile phones; Tablet computers; Interactive touch screen terminals;
Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; Smart glasses (data processing); Smart watches (data processing);
Virtual reality game software; USB card readers; Touch screen pens; Wearable computers; Gesture recognition
software; Photo printers; Fingerprint scanner; Face recognition devices; Navigational instruments; Global
Positioning System (GPS) equipment; Smart phones; Mobile telephones; Cell phone straps; Wearable activity
trackers; Cell phone cases; Covers of cell phones; Protective films adapted mobile phone screens; Wearable
smart phones; Keyboard for mobile phones; Hands-free device for mobile phone; Stands adapted for mobile
phones; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Wireless speaker; Intelligent loudspeakers; Al loudspeakers; Headphones;
Wireless earphones; Virtual reality headsets; Earphones adapted for mobile phones; Wireless headsets for smart
phones; Microphones for telecommunication apparatus; TV set-top box; Selfie sticks [hand-held monopods];
Selfie sticks for mobile phones; Selfie lenses; Connected bracelet (measuring apparatus); USB cables; USB
cables for cell phones; Conversion plug; Power adapters; Screens for mobile phones; Wearable video display
monitors; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Mobile power banks (rechargeable batteries);
Wireless
chargers; Stands adapted for telephones in car; USB flash drives; Downloadable emoticons for mobile phones;
Computer game software, downloadable.
(540) iQOO
__________
(310) RW/T/2019/316
(320) 24/05/2019
(750) Reign Beverage Company LLC
(731) 1547 N. Knowles Ave.,
Los Angeles, California 90063
, U.S.A.
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (32) Fitness beverages
(540) REIGN TOTAL BODY FUEL (and logo)

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/317
(320) 24/05/2019
(750) Reign Beverage Company LLC
(731) 1547 N. Knowles Ave.,Los Angeles, California 90063, U.S.A.
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (32) Fitness beverages
(540) REIGN TOTAL BODY FUEL (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/318
(320) 24/05/2019
(750) PRINCE INDUSTRIES LTD
(731) BUGESERA DISTRICT, RIRIMA , Rwanda
(740) SIBOMANA Dieudonne
Gisozi, Gasabo, Umujyiwa Kigali
(510) (2) Paints, Varnishes and (6) Metal roofing, Nails
(540) UMUTAKA (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/319
(320) 24/05/2019
(750) PRINCE INDUSTRIES Ltd
(731) Rilima, Bugesera, Iburasirazuba, Rwanda
(740) Dieudonne SIBOMANA
Gisozi, Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali
(510) (33) Gin liqueur , wine whisky, vodka, spirit aperitif distilled beverages, rice alcohol, nira [suger, come
based alcoholic beverage]
(540) SOFIA (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/320
(320) 27/05/2019
(750) Open Horizon Ltd.
(731) c/o Dolphin Management Services Ltd, 5th Floor Orbis Court, 132 St Jean Road, Quatre-Bornes,
Mauritius
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(510) (34) Tobacco; cigarettes; cigarette paper and tips; cigars; cigarillos; tobacco pipes; snuff; smokers’
articles; matches
(540) LEGACY
__________
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(310) RW/T/2019/321
(320) 27/05/2019
(750) Good Believers ltd
(731) Kigabiro, Rwamagana, I Burasirazuba, Rwanda
(740) Jean Bosco MUSIGWA
Rwempasha, Nyagatare, I Burasirazuba
(510) (32) Preparation for making beverages, Kvass (non-alcoholic beverage).
(540) GB (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/322
(320) 27/05/2019
(750) Indigo Brand Holdings Proprietary Limited
(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations.
(540) I LOVE MY BODY (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/325
(320) 27/05/2019
(750) Indigo Brand Holdings Proprietary Limited
(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations.
(540) I LOVE FLOWERS (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/326
(320) 27/05/2019
(750) Indigo Brand Holdings Proprietary Limited
(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations.
(540) I LOVE VANILLA (and logo)

_______
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(310) RW/T/2019/327
(320) 27/05/2019
(750) Indigo Brand Holdings Proprietary Limited
(731) Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, Republic of South Africa
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(510) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations.
(540) I LOVE CANDY (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/328
(320) 28/05/2019
(750) CITRO SODA
(731) Adcock Ingram Intellectual Property (Proprietary) Limited, Republic of South Africa
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical preparations including dietary supplements to treat acid related problems, including
heartburn, indigestion and the symptoms of urinary tract infection.
(540)
CITRO SODA
___________
(310) RW/T/2019/329
(320) 28/05/2019
(750) TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
(731) Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (12) Automobiles and structural parts thereof.
(540)
GLANZA
_______
(310) RW/T/2019/330
(320) 28/05/2019
(750)
CONFISEN SARL
(731) Sodida II Diamniadio, Dakar, Senegal
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (30) Products of confectionery, namely ginger candies
(540) Bégué (and logo) Disclaim the word "Gingembre" separately and apart of the mark as a whole

_________
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(310) RW/T/2019/331
(320) 28/05/2019
(750) CONFISEN SARL
(731) Sodida II Diamniadio, Dakar, Senegal
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(510) (30) Products of confectionery, namely ginger candies
(540) BĖGUĖ (and logo) Disclaim the word "Gingembre" separately and apart of the mark as a whole

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/333
(320) 29/05/2019
(750) TAMU-TAMU HEAT SPICES LTD
(731) Rwezamenyo, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
(740) Consolée MUREKATETE
Rwezamenyo, Kigali
(510) (30) Vinegar;spices.
(540) DISCOVER WHITE (and logo)

______
(310) RW/T/2019/334
(320) 29/05/2019
(750) UBUZIMA NYABWO LIMITED
(731) Nyagatare, Iburasirazuba, Rwanda
(740) UZABAKIRIHO Theodomir
NYAGATARE Nyagatare, Iburasirazuba
(510) (33) Alcoholic beverages(except beers)
(540) ACTING (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/335
(320) 29/05/2019
(750) CLARION STATIONNERS LIMITED
(731) Karachibuild, River Rd, Nairobi, Kenya
(740) MUKWENDE MILIMO Olivier
Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali
(510) (2) Inks, sublimation inks, solution, Inks for Epson printers
(540) CLARION (and logo)

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/336
(320) 29/05/2019
(750) CLARION STATIONERS LIMITED
(731) Karichibuild, Ngariama Rd juction, Kenya
(740) MUKWENDE MILIMO Olivier
GASABO/Kimironko
(510) (16) Photo papers Matte papers lamination papers
(540) CLARION (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/338
(320) 30/05/2019
(750) AFROTURK SANITARY INDUSTRY LTD
(731) Makuza Building, Block B, 5th Floor, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
(740) MEHMET Yesildag
Makuza Building, Block B, 5th Floor, Nyarugenge, Kigali
(510) (5) Babies diapers, babies Napkins, baby’s diaper-pants, Babies’ Napkin-pants
(540) MONI BABY (and logo)

No exclusive right shall be given to the use of the word " Baby" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
___________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
Kigali
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2019/339
(320) 30/05/2019
AFROTURK SANITARY INDUSTRY LTD
Makuza Building, Block B, 5th Floor, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
MEHMET YESILDAG
(5) Babies diapers, babies Napkins, baby’s diaper-pants, Babies’ Napkin-pants
PLAYGO BABY (and logo)

No exclusive right shall be given to the use of the words "Play", "Go" and "Baby" separately and apart of the
mark as a whole
________
(310) RW/T/2019/340
(320) 30/05/2019
(750) VTL CATERING SERVICES Limited
(731) NYARUGENGE, Nyarugenge, Umujyi wa Kigali, Rwanda
(740) Nicole Nyombayire BAMUKUNDE
Nyarugenge, Kigali
(510) (8) Hand tools and implements (hand-operated);cutlery;[forks], (16) Paper, cardboard and goods made
from these materials, not included in other classes;printed matter;bookbinding material;[Napkins of paper], (21)
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); unworked or semiworked glass (except glass used in building);glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other
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classes;[cocktail stirrers ;crockery ;services;(tableware);shakers, (24) Textiles and textile goods, not included
in other classes;bed and table covers;[Napkins of textile ;Table cloths [not of paper], Table linen [not of paper],
(25) Clothing, footwear, headgear;[aprons [clothing] ;uniforms , (32) Beers, mineral and aerated waters and
other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages. and (43) Services
for providing food and drink; temporal accommodation
(540) NYURAH (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/341
(320) 31/05/2019
(750) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
(731) ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU, Peoples
Republic of China
(740) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;sanitary preparations for medical purposes;dietetic
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;plasters, materials for dressings;material for stopping teeth,
dental wax;disinfectants;preparations for destroying vermin;fungicides, herbicides.
(540) SOFTCARE (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/342
(320) 31/05/2019
(750) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
(731) ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU, Peoples
Republic of China
(740) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU
(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use;cleaning, polishing, scouring and
abrasive preparations;soaps;perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions;dentifrices. and (5)
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;sanitary preparations for medical purposes;dietetic substances
adapted for medical usej sfopd-for babies;plasters, materials for dressings;material for stopping teeth, dental
wax;disinfectants;preparations for destroying vermin;fungicides, herbicides.
(540) DOFFI (and logo)

_________
(310) RW/T/2019/343
(320) 31/05/2019
(750) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
(731) ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU, Peoples
Republic of China
(740) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;sanitary preparations for medical purposes;dietetic
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;plasters, materials for dressings;material for stopping teeth,
dental wax;disinfectants;preparations for destroying vermin;fungicides, herbicides. and (16) Paper, cardboard
and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes;printed matter;bookbinding
material;photographs;stationery;adhesives for stationery or household purposes;artists' materials;paint
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brushes;typewriters and office requisites (except furniture);instructional and teaching material (except
apparatus);plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes);printers' type;printing blocks
(540) MAYA (and logo)

___________
(310) RW/T/2019/344
(320) 31/05/2019
(750) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
(731) ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU, Peoples
Republic of China
(740) GUANGZHOU SUNDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
ROOM 201 & 224, 2/F, NO.71 LONGKOUXI ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU
(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
and (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;sanitary preparations for medical purposes;dietetic
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;plasters, materials for dressings;material for stopping teeth,
dental wax;disinfectants;preparations for destroying vermin;fungicides, herbicides.
(540) KLEESOFT (and logo)

________
(310) RW/T/2017/000606 (320) 04/10/2017
(750) Galaxy Pharmaceutical Limited
(731) P.O. Box 39107 – 00623 Nairobi, Kenya
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali, Rwanda
(510) (5) Human pharmaceutical preparations.
(540) HEEL CREAM
Disclaimer: The word "cream" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
(310) RW/T/2019/000194 (320) 27/03/2019
(750) Sundaram-Clayton Limited
(731) "Jayalakshmi Estates", No. 29 (Old No. 8), Haddows Road, Chennai 600 006, India
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali, Rwanda
(510) (12) Motorized vehicles, automotive two wheelers viz, motorcycles, mopeds, scooters, scooterrettes,
parts thereof and fittings therefor.
(540) TVS ENTORQ 125

_________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

RW/T/2019/000285 (320) 14/05/2019
BIO-HAP LTD
Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda
NDAYISENGA Juvenal
Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda
(510) (3) Honey
(540) BIO-HAP

Disclaimer: No exclusivity right that shall be given the use of the word "bio"
___________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

RW/T/2019/000317 (320) 24/05/2019
Reign Beverage Company LLC
1547 N. Knowles Ave., Los Angeles, California 90063, U.S.A
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali, Rwanda
(510) (32) Fitness beverages
(540) REIGN TOTAL BODY FUEL

_________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

RW/T/2018/000565 (320) 25/09/2018
Diamond Quest Limited
OMC Chambers, P.O.Box 3152, Road Town, Tortola, Brt. Virgin Islands.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali, Rwanda (510)
(34) Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches; Cigarettes; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders;
Cigarette paper; Cigarette tips; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Tobacco pipes; Cigarillos; Cigars; Ashtrays
for smokers; Lighters for smokers.
(540) SAAT

___________
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II. APPROVED TRADEMARKS
(111) 4442/1999
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) INTERBREW S.A
(731) Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles, Belgium
(740) Anheuser-Busch InBev S.A.
Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles
(511) (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks
and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages
(510) Int Class 32
(540) STELLA ARTOIS
___________
(111) 63/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) INOZAMISANGO LTD
(731) KAGUNGA ,GIKONDO, Rwanda
(740) MUHIRE ALOYS
RUKIRI 1,REMERA ,GASABO ,M.V.K
(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
(510) Int Class 33
(540) UMUSEKE (and logo)

___________
(111) 82/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) SOCIETE BRAFT & FILS S.A
(731) C/672 JERICHO, COTONOU 03 B.P.3757 , Benin
(740) RUKANGIRA EMMANUEL
P.O.BOX:7097 Kigali
(511) (4) Industrial oil,and greases ,lubricants,dust absorbing,wetting and binding compositions:fuels
(including motor spirit) and illuminants;candles and wicks for lighting.
(510) Int Class 4
(540) NATIONALE (and logo)
___________
(111) 458/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) Total E & P Uganda BV
(731) Postbus 93280, 2509 AG DEN HAAG, Chamber of Commerce Haaglanden 27373796, The
Netherlands
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (4) Oil and Gas Exploration.
(510) Int Class 4
(540) TILENGA PROJECT (and logo)

Disclaim the word'' PROJECT'' apart from the mark as a whole
______
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(111) 471/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) NANOOMAL ISSARDAS MOTIWALLA (U) LTD
(731) PLOT 21,william street,kampala, Uganda
(740) RR & PARTNER'S(Mr.Raymond NGAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE
(511) (34) Match Boxes, Matches
(510) Int Class 34
(540) KANTA
(and logo)

___________
(111) 472/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) NANOOMAL ISSARDAS MOTIWALLA (U) LTD
(731) PLOT 12,William street,kampala, Uganda
(740) RR & PARTNER'S(Mr.Raymond NGAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE
(511) (9) Battery electric for vehicles, battery for lighting, battery jars, battery boxes, battery charges.
(510) Int Class 9
(540) KANTA
(and logo)

__________
(111) 496/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) Nation Holdings (Rwanda) Ltd
(731) Gasabo District, Kigali, Rwanda
(740) Trust Law Chambers
KG 569 ST, TLC House, P.o.Box6679 Kigali, kimihurura
(511) (16) Newspapers and printed material , (38) Telecommunications and (41) Education and entertainment
(510) Int Class 16, 38 and 41
(540) Rwanda Today Leadership Forum (and logo)

Disclaim words "RWANDA, TODAY, LEADERSHIP, FORUM" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
___________
(111) 513/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) LETSHEGO HOLDINGS LIMITED
(731) Plot 22, Letshego Place, Khama Crescent, Gaborone, Botswana
(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA
KG7th Ave#35- Kacyiru, Blue Star House, 1st floor, wing East, Kigali
(511) (36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; deposit-taking services, money transfer services,
payment services, debt collecting services; real estate affairs
(510) Int Class 36
(540) LETS (and logo)

Word ''LETS''apart from the mark as a wholeWord ''LETS''
___________
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(111) 538/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) UMUCYO COTTAGE PRODUCERS LTD
(731) KIVUMU, RUTSIRO, IBURENGERAZUBA, Rwanda
(740) Jackson SIBOMANA
KIVUMU, RUTSIRO, WESTERN PROVINCE
(511) (32) Fruit juices
(510) Int Class 32
(540) UMUCYO (and logo)

Word ''UMUCYO'' apart from the mark as a whole
___________
(111) 574/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) POSITIVE IMPACT COMPANY LTD
(731) GACURABWENGE, KAMONYI,AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda
(740) NYIRABAHIRE Marie Noella
KARONGI MURAMBI
(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
(510) Int Class 33
(540) INDACYEMWA (and logo)

___________
(111) 667/2018
(151) 24/05/2019
(750) KAKIRA SUGAR LIMITED
(731) P.O BOX 121 Jinja, Uganda
(740) FOUNTAIN ADVOCATES
S 625 Stone Rd, Kimihurura, P.O BOX 6368 Kigali
(511) (30)
Agave
syrup(natural
sweetnener),Candy,
Confectionery/Sugar
confectionery,
fondants(confectionery) marzipan;palm sugar, pralines,sugar,tea., (31) bagasses of cane(raw
material)sugarcane. and (33) Alcholic (beverages)nira (sugarcane-based alcholic, Vodka,whisky,wine.
(510) Int Class 30, 31 and 33
(540) KAKIRA SUGAR (and logo)

the word " sugar" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
_________
(111) 702/2018
(151) 24/05/2019
(750) NEZERWA PROJECT LTD
(731) Batura, Karenge, Rwimbogo, Rusizi, Western Province, Rwanda
(740) ERNESTE MURAGIJE; Batura,, Karenge,,Rwimbogo,,Rusizi,
Western Province
(511) (32) Soft drinks, fruit juices
(510) Int Class 32
(540) INEZA (and logo)
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(111) 704/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) G.T.PAPER CO.,LTD PUTIAN FUJIAN
(731) HAIXING ST.,JIANGKOU TOWN PUTIAN FUJIAN
351115, Peoples Republic of China
(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents
4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, Kigali
(511) (5) Sanitary pants, Sanitary pads, Panty liners [sanitary], Napkins for incontinents, Pants, absorbent,
for incontinents, Babies' napkins [diapers], Babies' diaper-pants, Belts for sanitary napkins [towels], Sanitary
tampons, Sanitary towels
(510) Int Class 5
(5
________
(111) 742/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) UNGUKA MUHINZI LTD
(731) GAHARA, KIREHE, EASTERN PROVINCE, Rwanda
(740) Jeremie IYAKAREMYE
GATORE, KIREHE
(511) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey,
treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments);
spices; ice.
(510) Int Class 30
(540) UNGUKA (and logo)

_________
(111) 747/2018
(151) 17/05/2019
(750) KIGALI GAS TRADERS Ltd
(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) NGAGIJIMANA Emmanuel
KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(511) (1) Fire extinguishing compositions., (6) Container of metal for compressed gas or liquid air. and (11)
Cooking stove /cooker, regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes.
(510) Int Class 1, 6 and 11
(540) K1G (and logo)

___________
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(111) 752/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) BIDVEST INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD
(731) Third Floor, Bidvest House, 18 Crescent Drive, Melrose Arch,
Melrose, Johannesburg, Gauteng
, Republic of South Africa
(740) ENSafrica
Kamatamu ,Kacyiru ,Gasabo ,Kigali City
(511) (35) Advertising services, business management and administration, business information and research,
office functions, information agencies, rating services, evaluation services, forecasting services, business
appraisals, marketing research and studies, opinion polling, consultancy and advisory services; relationship
marketing; services relating to the arrangement, presentation, promotion, organization and holding of trade
fairs, shows, markets, expositions, exhibitions and displays for commercial or advertising purposes; public
relations; retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; services relating to the advising on,
supplying and promoting of commodities; selection and display of goods; advice and assistance to prospective
purchasers of such goods; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling
customers to conveniently view and purchase these goods; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail
and wholesale trade; business services in the field of transportation logistics., (36) Insurance, financial affairs;
monetary affairs; real estate affairs; financial services, provision of credit card services, financial guarantees,
financial transactions, leasing and hire-purchase services, sale on credit and financing of credit to wholesale.
and (39) Transport, air transport, road transport, sea transport, collection, packaging, consolidation, loading,
unloading, storage, warehousing, delivery, forwarding and clearing services and all other services connected
with or ancillary to freighting and/or transportation services; courier services; delivery and distribution services;
forwarding agents; transportation information; vehicle, ship, container and aircraft rental and storage services;
logistics services in the field of storage, transport and delivery of goods; garage rental services; polishing
services; fleet management services; travel arrangement and reservation services, travel agency services.
(510) Int Class 35, 36 and 39
(540) BIDVEST
_________
(111) 754/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) MZURI SWEETS LTD
(731) P.O. Box 875, Mombasa Malindi Road, Mtwapa, 80109, Kenya
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(511) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from
cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard;
vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; bubble gum.
(510) Int Class 30
(540) FOOTY LOGO (and logo)

___________
(111) 758/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) NEDBANK LIMITED
(731) 135 Rivonia Road, Sandton, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(511) (6) Insurance services; financial and monetary affairs; banking services; real estate affairs.
(510) Int Class 6
(540) NEDBANK BUSINESS PORTAL
Disclaim words "BUSINESS" and "PORTAL" separately and apart of the mark
___________
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(111) 759/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) JUKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA (JUKI CORPORATION)
(731) 2-11-1, Tsurumaki, Tama-shi, Tokyo 206-8551, Japan
(740) Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(511) (7) Machines for the textile industry; leather-working machines; sewing machines; pedal drives for
sewing machines; platens for industrial sewing machine; blades [parts of machines]; machines for the electronic
industry; motors, electric, for sewing machines; compressed air machines; grease boxes [parts of machines];
knitting machines; textile machines and apparatus; chemical fiber processing machines and apparatus.
(510) Int Class 7
(540) JUKI (and logo)
________

(111) 761/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) HEZA HEZA LTD
(731) GASHENYI,GAKENKE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda
(740) Leocadie MUKANEZA
GAKENKE, GASHENYI
(511) (30) Bread.
(510) Int Class 30
(540) RIVER (and logo)

________
(111) 763/2018
(151) 29/05/2019
(750) GORILLA STAR LIMITED
(731) KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) APARNA PASTIL SINGH
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(511) (11) Water supply installation,water intake apparatus.
metal/storage/transport.
(510) Int Class 11 and 20
(540) GORILLA (and logo)

and

(20)

Containers

not

of

There is no exclusive right shall be given to the registration and use of the words '' Gorilla'' and ''Star'' separately
and apart from the mark as a whole.
___________
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(111) 764/2018
(151) 27/05/2019
(750) ALDEEPO Ltd
(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) ZHUANG SHUIMING
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(511) (9) Battery chargers, batteries for light cameras,chargers foe electric batteries,computer memories and
devices.Computer keyboards,computer.Covers smartphones,headphones,radio.remote control apparatus,settle
sticks,smartwatch,time clock,USB flash drives.wires,electric. and (30) Communications by telephone,power
bank,earphone,phone battery.
(510) Int Class 9 and 30
(540) ALDEEPO (and logo)

___________
(111) 771/2018
(151) 24/05/2019
(750) MINISTRY OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY(MINICOM)
(731) P.O BOX 73 KIGALI, Rwanda
(740) Michel M.SEBERA
MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(511) (1) Acetate of cellulose, Acetates, Acetic anhydride, Acetone, Acetylene, Acetylene, tetrachloride, Acid
proof chemical compositions, Acids,, acidulated water for recharging batteries /acidulated water for recharging
accumulators, acrylic resins, unprocessed, Actinium, Activated carbon / activated charcoal, Additives,
chemical, to drilling muds / chemical additives to drilling muds, Additives, chemical, to motor fuel / chemical
additives to motor fuel, Additives, chemical, to insecticides / chemical additives to insecticides, Additives,
chemical, to fungicides / chemical additives to fungicides, Adhesive preparations for surgical bandages,
Adhesives for industrial purposes, Adhesives for billposting, Adhesives for paperhanging / adhesives for
wallpaper,Adhesives for wall tiles,Adjuvants, other than for medical or veterinary purposes,Agar-agar,
Agglutinants for concrete, Agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and
parasiticides,Albumenized paper,Albumin [animal or vegetable, raw material],Alcohol,Aldehydes, Alginates
for industrial purposes,Alginates for the food industry, alkalies,Alkaline iodides for industrial purposes,,
alkaline
metals,Alkaline-earth
metalsAlkaloids,,
alum,Alumina,aluminium
alum,aluminium
hydrate,aluminium silicate,aluminium chloride,aluminium iodide,aluminium acetate,Americium,Ammonia,,
ammonia alum, ammonia [volatile alkali] for industrial purposes / volatile alkali [ammonia] for industrial
purposes, ammoniacal ,salts,Ammonium aldehyde, Ammonium salts, ammonium nitrate, amyl acetate, Amyl
alcohol, Anhydrides, Anhydrous ammonia,Animal charcoal animal albumen [raw material] ,Animal carbon
preparations, animal carbon, Animal manure, metal annealing preparations, anthranilic acid, Anti-boil
preparations for engine coolants, Anti-frothing solutions for batteries / anti-frothing solutions for accumulators,
Anti-incrustants, Anti-knock substances for internal, Combustion engines, anti-sprouting preparations for
vegetables, Anti-tarnishing chemicals for windows, antifreeze, Antimony, antimony oxide antimony sulfide,
Antioxidants for use in manufacture, Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, Antioxidants for
use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, Antioxidants for use in the manufacture of food supplements,
Antistatic preparations, other than for household purposes, Argon, Arsenic, arsenious acid, Artificial sweeteners
[chemical preparations], Astatine, Auxiliary fluids for use with abrasives, and veterinary use, Bacteriological
preparations for acetification, Bacteriological preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use, Barium,
Barium compounds, Barium sulfate, baryta, baryta paper, barytes, bases [chemical preparations], Basic gallate
of bismuth, bate for dressing skins / dressing, except oils, for skins Bauxite, Beer preserving agents, Beerclarifying and preserving agents,bentonite,benzene derivatives,Benzene,Benzene-based acids, benzoic
acid,benzoic sulfimide,benzol,Berkelium, Bicarbonate of soda for chemical purposes, bichloride of tin,
bichromate of potassium, bichromate of soda, biochemical catalysts,Biological preparations, other than for
medical or veterinary purposes,biological tissue cultures, other than for medical or veterinary purposes
,Birdlime, Bismuth,Bismuth subnitrate for chemical purposes, Blood charcoal, Blue vitriol / copper sulfate [blue
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vitriol], Blueprint paper, Blueprint cloth, Bone charcoal,Borax, Boric acid for industrial purposes, Brake fluid,
Brazing preparations, Brazing fluxes, Brickwork preservatives, except paints and oils Bromine for chemical
purposes By-products of the processing of cereals for industrial purposes caesium calcined soda, Calcium
cyanamide [fertilizer] / calcium cyanamide [fertiliser], Calcium carbide, calcium salts Californium, Calomel
[mercurous chloride], Camphor, for industrial purposes, carbide, carbolineum for the protection of plants
Carbon, carbon disulfide, carbon for filters,carbon tetrachloride, carbon black for industrial purposes,carbonates
Carbonic acid, carbonic hydrates,casein for industrial purposes, casein for the food industry, cassiopium
[lutetium], lutetium [cassiopium],catalysts, catechu, Caustic alkali, caustic soda for industrial purposes,
Caustics for industrial purposes, Cellulose, cellulose esters for industrial purposes, Cellulose derivatives
[chemicals], Cellulose ethers for industrial purposes, Cement [metallurgy], Cement for footwear, Cement for
mending broken articles, Cement preservatives, except paints and oils, Cement-waterproofing chemicals,
except paints,ceramic glazings, Ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as filtering media, Ceramic
compositions for sintering [granules and powders], cerium, Chemical condensation preparations, Chemical
substances for preserving foodstuffs, Chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals, Chemical
preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use, Chemical reagents, other than for
medical or veterinary purposes, Chemical substances for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or
veterinary purposes / chemical, Preparations for analyses in laboratories, other than for medical or veterinary
purposes, Chemical preparations for use in photography, Chemical preparations for smoking meat, Chemical
preparations to prevent mildew, Chemical preparations to prevent wheat blight / chemical preparations to
prevent wheat smut,Chemical intensifiers for paper,Chemical intensifiers for rubber,Chemical additives for
oils,Chemical coatings for ophthalmic lenses,Chemicals, except pigments, for the manufacture of
enamel,Chemicals for use in forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides, Chemicals
for the manufacture of paints, Chemicals for the manufacture of pigments, Chimney cleaners, chemical, cholic
acid, chromates,Chrome alum,chrome salts, chromic acid,Chlorates, Chlorides, chlorine, chromic salts,
Chromium oxide, Cinematographic film, sensitized but not exposed / cinematographic films, sensitized but not
exposed,Citric acid for industrial purposes, Clarification preparations, purification preparations, Coal saving
preparations, Cobalt oxide for industrial purposes, Collagen for industrial purposes, Collodion, Colourbrightening chemicals for industrial purposes / color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes Combusting
preparations [chemical additives to motor fuel] Compost, Concrete preservatives, except paints and oils,
Concrete-aeration chemicals, Condensation-preventing chemicals, Coolants for vehicle engines, Corrosive
preparations, Cream of tartar for chemical purposes, Cream of tartar for the food industry, Cream of tartar for
industrial purposes, Creosote for chemical purposes, crotonic aldehyde, Cryogenic preparations, Cultures of
microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use, curium, Currying preparations for leather, currying
preparations for skins,cyanides [prussiates] / prussiates Solutions for cyanotyping, cymene, damp-proofing
chemicals, except paints, for masonry, decolorants for industrial purposes / bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for industrial purposes, Defoliants, Degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes / greaseremoving preparations for use in Manufacturing processes, Dehydrating preparations for industrial purposes,
Descaling preparations, other than for household purposes, Detergent additives to petrol / detergent additives
to gasoline, Detergents for use in manufacturing processes,Dextrin [size], Diagnostic preparations, other than
for medical or veterinary purposes,diastase for industrial purposes,d iatomaceous, earth,diazo paper,
disincrustants, dispersions of plastics, Preparations of the distillation of wood alcohol, Distilled water, dolomite
for industrial purposes, drilling muds, Dry ice [carbon dioxide, dysprosium, electrophoresis gels, Emollients
for industrial purposes, emulsifiers , esters*, ethane, ethers,ethyl alcohol,ethyl ether, europium, expanded clay
for hydroponic plant growing [substrate], fat-bleaching chemicals,fatty acids, ferments for chemical purposes,
fermium, ferrocyanides, ferrotype plates [photography],fertilizers / fertilisers, fertilizing preparations /
fertilising preparations, filtering preparations for the beverages industry, filtering materials [unprocessed
plastics], filtering materials [chemical preparations], filtering materials [mineral substances], filtering materials
[vegetable substances],finishing preparations for use in the manufacture of steel,fire extinguishing
compositions, fireproofing preparations,fish meal fertilizers / fish meal fertilisers, fissionable chemical
elements, fissionable material for nuclear energy,fixing baths [photography],fixing solutions
[photography],flashlight preparations,f lavonoids [phenolic compounds] for industrial purposes,Flocculants,
flour for industrial purposes,Flower preservatives, Flowers of sulfur for chemical purposes Fluids for hydraulic
circuits / liquids for hydraulic circuits,fluorine, fluorspar compounds, formic acid, formic aldehyde for chemical
purposes,foundry binding substances, foundry moulding preparations / foundry molding preparations, Foundry
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sand,francium, fuel for atomic piles, fuel-saving preparations, Fuller’s earth for use in the textile industry,
fulling preparations for use in the textile industry, fulling preparations, Gadolinium, gallic acid for the
manufacture of ink, Gallium, gallnuts, Gallo tannic acid, Galvanizing baths / baths for galvanizing, galvanizing
preparations, Gambier, gas purifying preparations / preparations for the purification of gas, gelatine for
photographic purposes, gelatin for industrial purposes, genes of seeds for agricultural Production, getters
[chemically active substances] glass-frosting chemicals, glass staining chemicals, glaziers' putty, glucose for
industrial purposes,glucose for the food industry,glucosides, glue for industrial purposes,glutamic acid for
industrial purposes, gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes , gluten for the food industry,
gluten for industrial purposes, glutinous tree-grafting preparations / glutinous tree-banding preparations /
glutinous ,preparations for tree-banding /, glutinous preparations for tree-grafting, glycerides, glycerin for
industrial purposes, glycol ether, glycol, gold salts, grafting wax for trees, grafting mastic for trees, grapheme,
graphite for industrial purposes, gum tragacanth for industrial purposes, gum arabic for industrial purposes,
gum solvents / degumming preparations, Gums [adhesives] for industrial purposes, gurjun balsam for making
varnish, gypsum for use as a fertilizer, metal hardening preparations, heavy water helium, holmium, hormones
for hastening the ripening of fruit, horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and
parasiticides, humus, humus top dressing, hydrates, hydrazine, hydrochlorates, hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric
acid, hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide for industrial purposes, hypochlorite of soda, hyposulfites, industrial
chemicals, iodic acid, iodine for chemical purposes, iodine for industrial purposes, iodised albumen, iodized
salts, ion exchangers [chemicals], iron salts, isinglass, other than for stationery, household or alimentary
purposes, isotopes for industrial purposes, kainite, kaolin / china slip / china clay, ketones, kieselgur, krypton,
lactic acid, lactose for the food industry, lactose for industrial purposes, lactose [raw material], lamp black for
industrial purposes, lanthanum, lead arsenate, lead acetate, lead oxide, leather glues ,leather-dressing chemicals,
leather-impregnating chemicals, leather-renovating chemicals leather-waterproofing chemicals,lecithin [raw
material],lecithin for the food industry, lecithin for industrial purposes, lime acetate,lime carbonate, lime
chloride, limestone hardening substances, liquids for removing sulfates from batteries / liquids for removing
sulfates from accumulators, lithia [lithium oxide],lithium,litmus paper,loam, magnesite, magnesium carbonate,
magnesium chloride, magnetic fluid for industrial purposes, malt albumen, manganite, manganese dioxide,
mangrove bark for industrial purposes, masonry preservatives, except paints and oils, mastic for leather, mastic
for tyres / mastic for tires, meat tenderizers for industrial purposes, mercuric oxide, mercury, mercury salts,
metalloids, methane, methyl ether, methyl benzol, methyl benzene, preparations of microorganisms, other than
for medical and veterinary use, milk ferments for chemical purposes, milk ferments for the food industry, Milk
ferments for industrial purposes, mineral acids, Moderating materials for nuclear reactors, moistening [wetting]
preparations for use in bleaching / wetting preparations for use in bleaching, Moistening [wetting] preparations
for use in dyeing / wetting preparations for use in dyeing, Moistening [wetting] preparations for use in the textile
industry / wetting preparations for use in the textile industry, mordants for metals, mould-release preparations
/ mold-release preparations, must-fining preparations, naphthalene, neodymium, neon, neptunium, nitrate
paper, nitrates, nitric acid, nitrogen, Nitrogenous fertilizers / nitrogenous fertilizers, nitrous oxide, oenological
bactericides [chemical preparations for use in wine making],oil dispersants, oil cement [putty],oil-bleaching
chemicals, oil-purifying chemicals, Oil-separating chemicals, oils for the preservation of food, Oils for
preparing leather in the course of manufacture, Oils for tanning leather, Oils for currying leather, Oleic acid,
Olivine [silicate mineral], opacifiers for enamel, opacifiers for glass, organic digestate [fertilizer] / organic
digestate [fertiliser], oxalates, oxalic acid, oxygen for industrial purposes, palladium chloride, paper pulp paste
fillers for automobile body repair / paste fillers for car body repair, peat pots for horticulture, peat [fertilizer] /
peat [fertiliser], pectin [photography], Pectin for the food industrypectin for industrial purposes, perborate of
soda, Perchlorates, persulfates, persulfuric acid, petroleum dispersants phenol for industrial purposes,
compositions for the manufacture of phonograph records Phosphates [fertilizers] / phosphates [fertilisers],
phosphatides, phosphoric acid, phosphorus, photographic emulsions, photographic paper Photographic
developers, Photographic sensitizers, photometric paper, photosensitive plates, picric acid, plant growth
regulating preparations Plasticizers, plastics, unprocessed, plastisols, plutonium, polish removing substances /
substances for removing polish Polonium, polymer resins, unprocessed, potash, and potash water Potassium
dioxalate, potassium, potato flour for industrial purposes, potting soil power steering fluid, praseodymium,
preparations for stimulating cooking for industrial purposes, preservatives for use in the pharmaceutical
industry, preservatives for tiles, except paints and oils, substances for preventing runs in stockings, preparations
for preventing the tarnishing of lenses, preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass, promethium,
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propellant gases for aerosols, protactinium, protective gases for welding, protein [raw material], proteins for
use in manufacture, proteins for use in the manufacture of food supplements, proteins for the food industry,
pyrogallic acid, quebracho for industrial purposes, radiator flushing chemicals, radioactive elements for
scientific purposes, radium for scientific purposes, radon, rare earths, reagent paper, other than for medical or
veterinary purposes, reducing agents for use in photography, refrigerants, renovating preparations for
phonograph records, compositions for repairing inner tubes of tyres / compositions for repairing inner tubes of
tires compositions for repairing tyres / compositions for repairing tires, rhenium, rock salt, rubber preservatives,
rubidium, saccharin, sal ammoniac, sal ammoniac spirits, salicylic acid, salt for preserving, other than for
foodstuffs, salt, raw, saltpeter/salpetre, salts from rare earth metals, salts for colouring metal / salts for coloring
metal, salts for galvanic cells / salts for galvanic batteries, salts of precious metals for industrial purposes, salts
for industrial purposes, salts [chemical preparations],salts [fertilizers] / salts [fertilisers], salts of alkaline metals,
samarium, sauce for preparing tobacco, scandium, seawater for industrial purposes, seaweeds [fertilizers] /
seaweeds [fertilisers], sebacic acid, seed preserving substances, selenium, self-toning paper [photography],
sensitized cloth for photography, sensitized photographic plates, sensitized plates for offset printing, sensitized
paper, sensitized films, unexposed, separating and unsticking [ungluing] preparations / ungluing preparations /
unsticking ,and separating preparations preparations for the separation of greases, silicates, silicon, silicon
carbide [raw material], silicones, silver salt solutions for silvering, silver nitrate, size for use in the textile
industry, size for finishing and priming, sizing preparations, slag [fertilizers] / slag [fertilisers], soap [metallic]
for industrial purposes, soda ash, sodium, sodium salts [chemical compounds], soil conditioning preparations,
soil for growing,, soldering chemicals / welding chemicals,
soldering fluxes, solidified gases for industrial purposes, solvents for varnishes, soot for industrial or
agricultural purposes, sorrel salt, spinel [oxide mineral], spirits of salt, spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic acid],
stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics, for industrial purposes Starch paste [adhesive], other than for
stationery or household purposes Starch-liquifying chemicals [ungluing agents] / ungluing agents [chemical
preparations for liquifying starch] stearic acid, stem cells, other than for medical or veterinary purposes,
strontium, substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture], sulfates, sulfides, sulfonic acids, sulfur, sulfuric ether,
sulfuric acid, sulfurous acid, sumac for use in tanning, superphosphates [fertilizers] / superphosphates
[fertilisers], synthetic resins, unprocessed / artificial resins, unprocessed, synthetic materials for absorbing oil,
talc [magnesium silicate], tan, tan-wood, tannic acid, tannin, tanning substances, tapioca flour for industrial
purposes, tartar, other than for pharmaceutical purposes, tartaric acid, tea extracts for use in the manufacture of
pharmaceuticals, tea extracts for the food industry, tea extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics,
technetium, compositions for the manufacture of technical ceramics, tellurium, metal tempering preparations,
tensio-active agents / surface-active chemical agents, terbium, test paper, chemical, tetrachlorides, textilebrightening chemicals, textile-impregnating chemicals, textile-waterproofing chemicals, thallium,
thiocarbanilide, thorium, Compositions for threading, thulium, thymol for industrial purposes, titanite, titanium
dioxide for industrial purposes, toluol / toluene, toning baths [photograph,] toning salts [photography], topsoil,
toxic gas neutralizers preparations of trace elements for plants, transmission fluid, transmission oil, tree cavity
fillers [forestry], tungstic acid, uranium nitrate, uranium, uranium oxide, vine disease preventing chemicals,
vinic alcohol, viscose, vitamins for use in the manufacture of food supplements, vitamins for the food industry,
vitamins for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, vitamins for use in the manufacture of cosmetics,
vulcanization accelerators, vulcanizing preparations, wallpaper removing preparations, water glass [soluble
glass], water purifying chemicals, water-softening preparations, wax-bleaching chemicals, wine finings,
witherite, wood alcohol, wood pulp, wood vinegar [pyroligneous acid] pyroligneous acid [wood vinegar],X-ray
films, sensitized but not exposed, Xenon, Xylene, Xylol, Ytterbium, Yttrium, zirconia,
, (2) Aliza rine dyes, aluminium paints ,aluminium powder for painting, aniline dyes, annotto [dyestuff] /
annatto [dyestuff],anti-corrosive preparations, anti-corrosive bands, anti-fouling paints,anti-rust greases,antirust oils, anti-rust preparations, anti-tarnishing preparations for metals, asbestos paintsauramine, bactericidal
paints, badigeon, binding preparations for paints / agglutinants for paints, bitumen varnish, black japan, bronze
powder for painting, bronzing lacquers, Canada balsam, caramel [food colorant],carbon black
[pigment],carbonyl [wood preservative], ceramic paints coatings for roofing felt [paints] / coatings for tarred
felt [paints], coatings [paints], cobalt oxide [colorant], cochineal carmine, colophony*, colorants for beverages,
colorants for butter, colorants for beer, colorants* / dyestuffs, colorants for liqueurs, colorants for the restoration
of furniture in the form of markers, copal, copal varnish, creosote for wood preservation, distempers, dyes*,
dyewood / dye-wood, dyewood extracts / wood dyestuffs[varnishes], enamels for painting / enamel paints,
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engraving ink, fireproof paints, fixatives for watercolours / fixatives for watercolors, fixatives [varnishes], metal
foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art, food dyes / food colorants, gamboge for painting, glazes
[paints, lacquers] gum resins, gum-lac / shellac, indigo [colorant], ink for leather, ink for skin-dressing, ink
[toner] for photocopiers / toner [ink] for photocopiers, edible ink cartridges, filled, for printers, edible inks,
lacquers, lamp black [pigment], lime wash, malt caramel [food colorant], malt colorants, marking ink for
animals, mastic [natural resin], metals in powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art, mordants,
natural resins, raw, oil paints for use in art, oils for the preservation of wood, orange lead / lithargerepositionable
paint patches, paints, paper for dyeing Easter eggs, pigments, primers, printers' pastes [ink], printing ink,
protective preparations for metals, red lead / minium, saffron [colorant], sandarac, shoe dyes, siccatives [drying
agents] for paints sienna earth, silver paste, silver emulsions [pigments], silvering powders, soot [colorant],
stains for leather / mordants for leather, sumac for varnishes, thickeners for paints, thinners for paints, thinners
for lacquers, titanium dioxide [pigment], toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers, turmeric
[colorant], turpentine [thinner for paints], Undercoating for vehicle chassis / undersealing for vehicle chassis,
varnishes, watercolour paints for use in art / watercolor paints for use in art, wood coatings [paints], wood
mordants, wood stains, wood preservatives, yellowwood [colorant], zinc oxide [pigment],, (3) abrasive paper,
abrasives, adhesives for affixing false hair, adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, adhesives for cosmetic
purposes, after-shave lotions, air fragrancing preparations, air fragrance reed diffusers, almond oil, almond
soap, almond milk for cosmetic purposesaloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes, alum stones
[astringents], amber [perfume], ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent] / volatile alkali [ammonia] [detergent],
antiperspirant soap, antiperspirants [toiletries], antistatic preparations for household purposes, aromatics
[essential oils] astringents for cosmetic purposes, badian essence, balms, other than for medical purposes, bases
for flower perfumes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, beard
dyes, beauty masks, bergamot oil, bleaching salts, bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes,
bleaching preparations [decolorants] for household purposes, breath freshening sprays, breath freshening strips,
breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene, cake flavourings [essential oils] / cake flavorings [essential
oils], cakes of toilet soap / cakes of soap, canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes, carbides of
metal [abrasives], chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes, cleaning chalk, cleaning preparations
preparations for cleaning dentures, cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non-medicated, cleansing
milk for toilet purposes, cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning, cobblers' wax, collagen preparations
for cosmetic purposes, colorants for toilet purposes, colour-brightening chemicals for household purposes
[laundry] / color-brightening chemicals for household, purposes [laundry], colour-removing preparations /
color-removing preparations, corundum [abrasive], cosmetic preparations for baths, cosmetic preparations for
eyelashes, cosmetic kits, cosmetic pencils, cosmetic creams, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cosmetic dyes,
cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes, cosmetics for animals, cosmetics,, cosmetics for children, cotton
swabs for cosmetic purposes / cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes, cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, creams
for leather / waxes for leather, decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes, degreasers, other than for use in
manufacturing processes dental bleaching gels, dentifrices, denture polishes, deodorant soap, ,deodorants for
human beings or for animals, deodorants for pets, depilatory preparations / depilatories, depilatory wax,
descaling preparations for household purposes, detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and
for medical purposes, diamantine [abrasive], douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes
[toiletries], dry shampoos, dry-cleaning preparations, drying agents for dishwashing machines, eau de Cologne,
emery paper, emery cloth, emery, essential oils of cedarwood, essential oils of lemon, essential oils of citron,
ethereal essences, ethereal oils / essential oils, extracts of flowers [perfumes], eye-washes, not for medical
purposes, eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow pencils, fabric softeners for laundry use, false eyelashes, false nails,
flavourings for beverages [essential oils] / flavorings for beverages [essential oils], floor wax removers
[scouring preparations], floor wax, food flavourings [essential oils] / food flavorings [essential oils, fumigation
preparations [perfumes], furbishing preparations, gaultheria oil, geraniol, glass cloth [abrasive cloth], greases
for cosmetic purposes, grinding preparations / sharpening preparations, hair lotions, hair dyes / hair colorants,
hair waving preparations / waving preparations for the hair, hair spray, hair conditioners, hair straightening
preparations, heliotropine, herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes, hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes,
incense, ionone [perfumery], jasmine oil, Javelle water / potassium hypochloride, joss sticks, lacquer-removing
preparations, aundry blueing, laundry bleach / laundry bleaching preparations, aundry glaze laundry soaking
preparations / preparations for soaking laundry, laundry preparations, lavender water, lavender oil, leather
bleaching preparations, leather preservatives [polishes] / preservatives for leather [polishes], Preparations to
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make the leaves of plants shiny lip glosses, lipstick cases, lipsticks, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up
preparations make-up removing preparations, make-up, make-up powder, mascara, massage gels, other than for
medical purposes, massage candles for cosmetic purposes, mint essence [essential oil], mint for perfumery,
Moustache wax / mustache wax, mouthwashes, not for medical purposes, Musk [perfumery], nail varnish / nail
polish, nail care preparations, Nail art stickers, nail varnish removers / nail polish removers, Neutralizers for
permanent waving, Non-slipping wax for floors, non-slipping liquids for floors, oil of turpentine for degreasing,
oils for cosmetic purposes, oils for cleaning purposes, Oils for perfumes and scents, oils for toilet purposes,
paint stripping preparations, Pastes for razor strops, perfumery, Perfumes, petroleum jelly for cosmetic
purposes, phytocosmetic preparations, Polish for furniture and flooring polishing rouge / jewellers' rouge,
polishing preparations, polishing wax, polishing creams, polishing paper, polishing stones, pomades for
cosmetic purposes, potpourris [fragrances], pumice stone, quillaia bark for washing, rose oil, rust removing
preparations, sachets for perfuming linen, safrol, sandcloth / abrasive cloth, sandpaper / glass paper, scented
wood, scented water, scouring solutions, shampoos, shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations],
shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming preparations], shaving stones [astringents],,shaving
preparation, shining preparations [polish] shoe cream, shoe wax, shoe polish, shoemakers' wax, silicon carbide
[abrasive], skin whitening creams / cream for whitening the skin, smoothing stones, smoothing preparations
[starching], soap,, soap for brightening textile, soap for foot perspiration, soda lye, stain removers, starch glaze
for laundry purposes, starch for laundry purposes / laundry starch, sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics],
sunscreen preparations, tailors' wax, talcum powder, for toilet use, teeth whitening strips, terpenes [essential
oils], tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations,
toilet water, toiletry preparations, tripoli stone for polishing, turpentine for degreasing, preparations for
unblocking drain pipes, vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes, varnish-removing
preparations, volcanic ash for cleaning, wallpaper cleaning preparations, washing soda, for cleaning, wax for
parquet floors, whiting, windscreen cleaning liquids / windshield cleaning liquids.
, (4) additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel, alcohol [fuel], anthracite, beeswax, beeswax for use in the
manufacture of cosmetics, belting wax, benzene fuel, benzene, biomass fuel, bone oil for industrial purposes,
candles* / tapers, carburants / motor fuel, carnauba wax, castor oil for industrial purposes, ceresine, charcoal
[fuel], Christmas tree candles ,coal briquettes, coal, coal tar oil, coal naphtha, coal dust [fuel], coke, combustible
briquettes, cutting fluids, diesel oil / gas oil, dust binding compositions for sweeping, dust removing
preparations, dust laying compositions, dust absorbing compositions, electrical energy,, ethanol [fuel],
firelighters, firewood, fish oil, not edible, fuel with an alcohol base, fuel, fuel gas, fuel oil / combustible ,gas
for lighting, gasoline, grease for arms [weapons], grease for footwear, grease for belts, grease for leather,
greases for the preservation of leather, illuminating wax, illuminating grease, industrial wax, industrial grease,
industrial oil, kerosene, Lamp wicks, lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics,lighting fuel, Lignite,
ligroin, lubricants, lubricating oil, Lubricating graphite, lubricating grease, mazut, methylated spirit, mineral
fuel, moistening oil, motor oil, naphtha, nightlights [candles], Non-slipping preparations for belts, oil-gas, oils
for releasing form work [building], oils for the preservation of masonry, oils for the preservation of leather, oils
for paints, oleine, ozokerite / ozocerite, paper spills for lighting, paraffin, peat briquettes [fuel], peat [fuel],
perfumed candles, petrol, petroleum ether, petroleum jelly for industrial purposes, petroleum, raw or refined,
producer gas, rape oil for industrial purposes / colza oil for industrial purposes, solidified gases [fuel], soya
bean oil preparations for non-stick treatment of cooking utensils, stearine, sunflower oil for industrial purposes,
tallow,, textile oil, tinder, Vaporized fuel mixtures, wax [raw material], wax for skis, wicks for candles, wood
spills for lighting, wood briquettes, wool grease/ lanolin, xylene fuel,, (5) absorbent cotton / absorbent wadding,
acai powder dietary supplements acaricides acetates for pharmaceutical purposes , acids for pharmaceutical
purposes, acne treatment preparations, aconitine, adhesive plasters / sticking plasters, adhesive tapes for medical
purposes / adhesive bands for medical purposes, adhesives for dentures, adjuvants for medical purposes, air
purifying preparations, air deodorizingpreparations / air deodorising preparations. albumin dietary supplements,
albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes,albuminous preparations for medical purposes, alcohol for
pharmaceutical purposes, aldehydes for pharmaceutical purposes, algicides, alginate dietary supplements,
alginates for pharmaceutical purposes, alkaline iodides for pharmaceutical purposes, alkaloids for medical
purposes, alloys of precious metals for dental purposes, almond milk for pharmaceutical purposes, aloe vera
preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, aluminium acetate for pharmaceutical purposes,amino acids for
medical purposes, amino acids for veterinary purposes, anaesthetics, analgesics, angostura bark for medical
purposes, animal washes [insecticides], anti-uric preparations, antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes,
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antibiotics, anticryptogamic preparations, antioxidant pills, antiparasitic preparations, antiparasitic collars for
animals, antiseptic cotton, antiseptics, appetite suppressants for medical purposes, appetite suppressant pills,
aseptic cotton, asthmatic tea, astringents for medical purposes, babies' diaper-pants / babies' napkin-pants,
bacterial poisons, bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use, bacteriological preparations for medical
and veterinary use, balms for medical purposes, balsamic preparations for medical purposes, bandages for
dressings, barks for pharmaceutical purposes, bath preparations for medical purposes, bath salts for medical
purposes, bicarbonate of soda for pharmaceutical purposes, biocides, biological preparations for medical
purposes, biological preparations for veterinary purposes, biological tissue cultures for medical purposes,
biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes, bismuth preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, bismuth
subnitrate for pharmaceutical purposes, blood plasma, blood for medical purposes, bone cement for surgical
and orthopaedic purposes / bone cement for surgical and orthopedic purposes, bouillons for bacteriological
cultures / media for bacteriological cultures / ,bacteriological culture mediums, breast-nursing pads, bromine
for pharmaceutical purposes, bronchodilating preparations, bunion pads, by-products of the processing of
cereals for dietetic or medical purposes, cachets for pharmaceutical purposes, cachou for pharmaceutical
purposes, preparations for callouses, calomel [fungicide],
camphor oil for medical purposes, camphor for medical purposes, candy, medicated, candy for medical
purposes, capsules for medicines, carbolineum [parasiticide], casein dietary supplements, castor oil for medical
purposes, cattle washes [insecticides], caustic pencils caustics for pharmaceutical purposes, cedar wood for use
as an insect repellent, cellulose esters for pharmaceutical purposes, cellulose ethers for pharmaceutical
purposes, cement for animal hooves,charcoal for pharmaceutical purposes, chemical conductors for
electrocardiograph electrodes, chemical contraceptives, chemical preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy,
chemical preparations to treat mildew, chemical preparations to treat wheat blight / chemical preparations to
treat wheat smut, chemical preparations for treating phylloxera, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical
purposes, chemical preparations for medical purposes, chemical preparations for veterinary purposes, chemical
reagents for medical or veterinary purposes, chemico pharmaceutical preparations, chewing gum for medical
purposes chilblain preparations, chinoline for medical purposes, chloroform, cocaine, cod liver oil, collagen for
medical purposes, collodion for pharmaceutical purposes, collyrium, compresses, condurango bark for medical
purposes, solutions for contact lenses / solutions for use with contact lenses, contact lens cleaning preparations,
cooling sprays for medical purposes, corn rings for the feet, corn remedies, cotton for medical purposes, cotton
swabs for medical purposes / cotton sticks for medical purposes, cream of tartar for pharmaceutical purposes,
creosote for pharmaceutical purposes, croton bark, cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use,
curare, decoctions for pharmaceutical purposes, dental abrasives, dental amalgams, dental cements, dental
impression materials, dental lacquer, dental mastics, dental amalgams of gold, deodorants, other than for human
beings or for animals, deodorants for clothing and textiles, depuratives, preparations for destroying noxious
animals, preparations for destroying dry rot fungus, preparations for destroying mice, detergents for medical
purposes, diabetic bread adapted for medical use, diagnostic preparations for medical purposes, diagnostic
biomarker reagents for medical purposes, diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes, diapers for pets,
diastase for medical purposes, dietary fibre / dietary fiber, dietary supplements for animals, dietary supplements
with a cosmetic effect, dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes, dietetic beverages adapted for medical
purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, digestives for pharmaceutical purposes, digitalin, dill oil
for medical purposes, disinfectant soap, disinfectants for hygiene purposes disinfectants for chemical toilets
disinfectants dog washes [insecticides] douching preparations for medical purposes dressings, medical drugs
for medical purposes, elixirs [pharmaceutical preparations], enzyme preparations for medical purposes, enzyme
preparations for veterinary purposes, enzyme dietary supplements, enzymes for medical purposes, enzymes for
veterinary purposes, ergot for pharmaceutical purposes, esters for pharmaceutical purposes, ethers for
pharmaceutical purposes, eucalyptol for pharmaceutical purposes, eucalyptus for pharmaceutical purposes,
extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes, eyepatches for medical purposes, preparations to facilitate
teething, febrifuges, fennel for medical purposes, ferments for pharmaceutical purposes, first-aid boxes, filled,
fish meal for pharmaceutical purposes, flour for pharmaceutical purposes / meal for pharmaceutical purposes,
flowers of sulfur for pharmaceutical purposes, fly catching paper, fly glue / fly catching adhesives, fly
destroying preparations, food for babies, formic aldehyde for pharmaceutical purposes, freeze-dried food
adapted for medical purposes / lyophilized food adapted for medical ,purposes / lyophilised food, adapted for
medical purposes, freeze-dried meat adapted for medical purposes / lyophilized meat adapted for medical
purposes / lyophilised meat, adapted for medical purposes, frostbite salve for pharmaceutical purposes,
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fumigating sticks / fumigating pastilles, fumigation preparations for medical purposes, fungicides, gallic acid
for pharmaceutical purposes, gamboge for medical purposes, gases for medical purposes, gauze for dressings,
gelatine for medical purposes, gentian for pharmaceutical purposes, germicides, glucose for medical purposes,
glucose dietary supplements, glycerine for medical purposes, glycerophosphates, greases for medical purposes,
greases for veterinary purposes, guaiacol for pharmaceutical purposes, gum for medical purposes, gurjun
balsam for medical purposes, haematogen / hematogen, haemoglobin / hemoglobin, haemorrhoid preparations
/ hemorrhoid preparations, haemostatic pencils / hemostatic pencils, herbal teas for medicinal purposes, herbal
extracts for medical purposes, herbicides / weedkillers / preparations for destroying noxious plants,
homogenized food adapted for medical purposes / homogenised food adapted for medical purposes, hormones
for medical purposes, hydrastine, hydrastinine, hydrated chloral for pharmaceutical purposes, hydrogen
peroxide for medical purposes, immunostimulants, infant formula, insect repellents, insect repellent incense,
insecticidal animal shampoo, insecticidal veterinary washes, insecticides, iodides for pharmaceutical purposes,
iodine for pharmaceutical purposes, iodoform, Irish moss for medical purposes, isotopes for medical purposes,
jujube, medicated, lacteal flour for babies, larvae exterminating preparations, laxatives, lead water / Goulard
water, lecithin for medical purposes, lecithin dietary supplements, leeches for medical purposes, lice treatment
preparations [pediculicides], lime-based pharmaceutical preparations, liniments, linseed for pharmaceutical
purposes / flaxseed for pharmaceutical purposes, linseed meal for pharmaceutical purposes / flaxseed meal for
pharmaceutical purposes, linseed dietary supplements / flaxseed dietary supplements linseed oil dietary
supplements / flaxseed oil dietary supplements lint for medical purposes liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes
lotions for pharmaceutical purposeslotions for veterinary purposes lupulin forpharmaceutical purposes
magnesia for pharmaceutical purposes ,malt for pharmaceutical purposes malted milk beverages for medical
purposes mangrove bark for pharmaceutical purposes medical preparations for slimming purposes medicated
eye-washes medicated animal feed medicated dentifrices medicated after-shave lotions medicated shampoos
medicated toiletry preparations medicated hair lotions ,medicated dry shampoos, medicated shampoos for pets,
medicated soap ,medicated massage candles,medicinal alcohol medicinal mud / medicinal sediment
[mud],medicinal infusions medicinal tea, medicinal oils, medicinal herbs, medicinal roots, medicinal drinks,
medicinal hair growth preparations, medicine cases, portable, filled, medicines for alleviating constipation,
medicines for dental purposes, medicines for human purposes, Medicines for veterinary purposes, melissa water
for pharmaceutical purposes, menthol, mercurial ointments, preparations of microorganisms for medical or
veterinary use, milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes, milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes / lactose for
pharmaceutical purposes milking grease, mineral waters for medical purposes, mineral water salts, mineral food
supplements, mint for pharmaceutical purposes, moleskin for medical purposes, mothproofing preparations,
mothproofing paper / mothproof paper, moulding wax for dentists / molding wax for dentists, mouthwashes for
medical purposes, mud for baths, mustard oil for medical purposes, mustard for pharmaceutical purposes,
mustard plasters / mustard poultices,myrobalan bark for pharmaceutical purposes, napkins for incontinents /
diapers for incontinents, narcotics, nerviness, nicotine gum for use as an aid to stop smoking, nicotine patches
for use as aids to stop smoking, nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes, nutritive
substances for microorganisms, oil of turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes, ointments for pharmaceutical
purposes, opiates, opium, opodeldoc, opotherapy preparations / organotherapy preparations, oxygen baths
oxygen for medical purposes, pants, absorbent, for incontinents, panty liners [sanitary], paper for mustard
plasters / paper for mustard poultices, parasiticides, pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes / lozenges for
pharmaceutical purposes ,pearl powder for medical purposes, pectin for pharmaceutical purposes, pediculicidal
shampoos, pepsins for pharmaceutical purposes, peptones for pharmaceutical purposes, pesticides, petroleum
jelly for medical purposes, pharmaceutical preparations, pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn,
pharmaceutical preparations for skin care, pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff, pharmaceuticals,
phenol for pharmaceutical purposes, phosphates for pharmaceutical purposes, phytotherapy preparations for
medical purposes, plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes, poisons, pollen dietary supplements, pomades
for medical purposes, porcelain for dental prostheses, potassium salts for medical purposes, poultices, powder
of cantharides, powdered milk for babies, pre-filled syringes for medical purposes, propolis for pharmaceutical
purposes, propolis dietary supplements, protein dietary supplements, protein supplements for animals,
purgatives / evacuants, pyrethrum powder, quassia for medical purposes, quebracho for medical purposes,
quinine for medical purposes, quinquina for medical purposes / cinchona for medical purposes, radioactive
substances for medical purposes, radiological contrast substances for medical purposes, radium for medical
purposes, rat poison, reagent paper for medical purposes, reagent paper for veterinary purposes, preparations
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for reducing sexual activity, remedies for foot perspiration, remedies for perspiration, repellents for dogs,
rhubarb roots for pharmaceutical purposes, royal jelly for pharmaceutical purposes, Royal jelly dietary
supplements, rubber for dental purposes, salts for medical purposes, Sanitary panties / menstruation knickers /
sanitary knickers / sanitary pants, Sanitary tampons / menstruation tampons, sanitary towels / sanitary napkins
/ sanitary pads, sarsaparilla for medical purposes, scapulars for surgical purposes, sea water for medicinal
bathing, sedatives / tranquillizers, Semen for artificial insemination, serotherapeutic medicines, serums,
personal sexual lubricants, sexual stimulant gels medical purposes, slimming pills, slug exterminating
preparations, smelling salts, smoking herbs for medical purposes, sodium salts for medical purposes, soilsterilizing preparations / soil-sterilising preparations, solvents for removing adhesive plasters, starch for dietetic
or pharmaceutical purposes, stem cells for medical purposes, Stem cells for veterinary purposes, sterilizing
preparations / sterilising preparations, Steroids, stick liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes, Strychnine, styptic
preparations, sugar for medical purposes, sulfonamides [medicines], sulfur sticks [disinfectants], Sunburn
ointments, suppositories, surgical dressings, Surgical implants comprised of living tissues, surgical glues,
syrups for pharmaceutical purposes, tanning pills, tartar for pharmaceutical purposes, teeth filling material,
therapeutic preparations for the bath, thermal water, thymol for pharmaceutical purposes, tincture of iodine,
tinctures for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions, tobacco extracts [insecticides],
tobacco-free cigarettes for medical purposes, tonics [medicines], preparations of trace elements for human and
animal use, transplants [living tissues], preparations for the treatment of burns, turpentine for pharmaceutical
purposes, vaccines, vaginal washes for medical purposes, vermifuges / anthelmintics, vermin destroying
preparations, vesicants, Veterinary preparations, vine disease treating chemicals, vitamin preparations, vitamin
supplement patches. Vulnerary sponges, wadding for medical purposes, Wart pencils, wheat germ dietary
supplements, yeast for pharmaceutical purposes, Yeast dietary supplements.
, (6) advertisement columns of metal, alloys of common metal, aluminium, aluminium wire, aluminium foil,
anchor plates / tie plates, anchors, angle irons of metal, anti-friction metal, anvils, anvils [portable], arbours
[structures] of metal, armour-plating of metal / armor plating of metal, armoured doors of metal / armored
doors of metal, aviaries [structures] of metal, badges of metal for vehicles, bag hangers of metal, balls of steel,
balustrades of metal, bands of metal for tying-up purposes / wrapping or binding bands of metal, barbed wire,
barrel hoops of metal, barrels of metal, bars for metal railings, baskets of metal, bathtub grab bars of metal,
beacons of metal, non-luminous, beak-irons / bick-irons, beams of metal / girders of metal, bed casters of metal,
bells for animals, bells, machine belt fasteners of metal, belt stretchers of metal, beryllium [glucinium/
glucinium [beryllium], bicycle parking installations of metal, binding screws of metal for cables, binding thread
of metal for agricultural purposes, bindings of metal, bird baths [structures] of metal,blooms [metallurgy], bolts
of metal, bolts, flat, bottle caps of metal, bottle closures of metal / bottle fasteners of metal, bottles [metal
containers] for compressed gas or liquid air, box fasteners of metal, boxes of common metal, braces of metal
for handling loads / harness of metal for handling loads / braces of ,metal for load handling / harness, of metal
for load handling, brackets of metal for building, brackets of metal for furniture, branching pipes of metal, brass,
unwrought or semi-wrought, brazing alloys, bright steel bars, bronze, bronzes for tombstones / monuments of
bronze for tombs, bronzes [works of art], buckles of common metal [hardware], building materials of metal,
building panels of metal, buildings, transportable, of metal buildings of metal, burial vaults of metal, busts of
common metal, cabanas of metal, cable joints of metal, non-electric / cable linkages of metal, non-electric,
cables of metal, non-electric,, cadmium, metal cages for wild animals, casement windows of metal, cashboxes
[metal or non-metal] casings of metal for oilwells, cask stands of metal, casks of metal, cast steel cast iron,
unwrought or semi-wrought, cattle chains, ceilings of metal, celtium [hafnium] / hafnium [celtium], cermets,
chains of metal*, check rails of metal for railways / guard rails of metal for railways, chests of metal / bins of
metal,, chicken-houses of metal, chill-moulds [foundry] / chill-molds [foundry], chimney cowls of metal,
chimney pots of metal chimney shafts of metal, chimneys of metal, chrome iron, chrome ores, chromium,
cladding of metal for building, clips of metal for cables and pipes, clips of metal for sealing bags, closures of
metal for containers, clothes hooks of metal, cobalt, raw, collars of metal for fastening pipes, common metals,
unwrought or semi-wrought, containers of metal for storing acids, containers of metal [storage, transport],
containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air, containers of metal for liquid fuel, copper, unwrought or
semi-wrought, copper rings, copper wire, not insulated, cornices of metal, cotter pins of metal,couplings of
metal for chains, crampons [climbing irons], cramps of metal [crampons] / crampons of metal [cramps], crash
barriers of metal for roads, crucifixes of common metal, other than jewellery / crucifixes of common metal,
other ,than jewelry, dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal, diving boards of metal, door stops of metal,
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door scrapers / foot scrapers, door bells of metal, non-electric, door closers, non-electric / door springs, nonelectric, door knockers of metal, door handles of metal, door panels of metal, door bolts of metal, door openers,
non-electric, door frames of metal / door casings of metal, door fittings of meta,door fasteners of metal, doors
of metal*, drain pipes of metal, drain traps [valves] of metal, drawn and polished metal bars,duckboards of
metal,ducts of metal, for central heating installations / pipes of metal, for central heating ,installations / ducts
and pipes of metal for central heating installations,ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning
installations, elbows of metal for pipes, enclosures of metal for tombs, eye bolts / screw rings ,fences of metal,
ferrules of metal for walking sticks, ferrules of metal for handles, ferrules of metal,figurines [statuettes] of
common metal / statuettes of common metal, filings of metal,firedogs [andirons],fireplace mantles of metal,fish
plates [rails],fittings of metal for windows, fittings of metal for building, fittings of metal for compressed air
lines, fittings of metal for coffins, fittings of metal for furniture,fittings of metal for beds, flagpoles [structures]
of metal,flanges of metal [collars], flashing of metal for building, floating docks of metal, for mooring boats,
floating containers of metal, floor tiles floors of metal, foils of metal for wrapping and packaging,folding doors
of metal, foundry moulds of metal / foundry molds of metal, frames of metal for building, framework of metal
for building, materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways,furnace fireguards of metal,furniture
casters of metal, galena [ore gates of metal, germanium, gold solder, gratings of metal / grilles of metal, grave
slabs of metal / tomb slabs of metal, grease nipples, greenhouse frames of metal, greenhouses of metal,
transportable, gutter pipes of metal, hand-held flagpoles of metal, handcuffs, handling pallets of metal, hinges
of metal, hooks [metal hardware] hooks of metal for roofing slates, hooks of metal for clothes rails, hoppers of
metal, non-mechanical, horseshoe nails, hot-rolled steel bars, house numbers of metal, non-luminous, ice
moulds of metal, identification bracelets of metal, indium, ingots of common metal, insect screens of metal,
iron slabs, iron, unwrought or semi-wrought iron strip / hoop iron, iron wire, iron ores, ironmongery* /
hardware* of metal, small, ironwork for windows, ironwork for doors, jalousies of metal, jerrycans of metal,
jets of metal, joists of metal, junctions of metal for pipes, keys of metal, knobs of metal, labels of metal, ladders
of metal, latch bars of metal, latches of metal, laths of meta, latticework of metal / trellis of metal, lead seals,
lead, unwrought or semi-wrought, letter boxes of metal, letters and numerals of common metal, except type
limonite, linings of metal for building, lintels of metal, loading pallets of metal, loading gauge rods of metal for
railway wagons lock bolts, locks of metal, other than electric, locks of metal for vehicles locks of metal for bags
magnesium manganese manhole covers of metal,manifolds of metal for pipelines, masts of metal ,memorial
plates of metal / memorial plaques of metal metals in powder form*metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers
,mobile boarding stairs of metal for passengers, molybdenum iron, molybdenum, monuments of metal,
monuments of metal for tombs, mooring bollards of metal, mooring buoys of metal, mouldings of metal for
cornices / moldings of metal for cornices, mouldings of metal for building / moldings of metal for building
nails, nameplates of metal / identity plates of metal nickel silver / German silver, nickel, niobium, nozzles of
metal, nuts of metal, oil drainage containers of metal, ores of metal, outdoor blinds of metal, packaging
containers of metal, padlocks, paint spraying booths of metal / booths of metal for spraying paint, palings of
metal, pantiles of metal, partitions of metal, paving blocks of metal, paving slabs of metal, peeled metal bars,
pegs of metal, penstock pipes of metal, pigsties of metal, pillars of metal for building, pins [hardware], pipe
muffs of metal, pipework of metal, pitons of metal, platforms, prefabricated, of metal, plugs of metal / bungs
of metal, poles of metal, porches [structures] of metal, posts of metal, posts of metal for power lines / poles of
metal for power lines, pot hooks of metal, prefabricated houses [kits] of metal, preserving boxes of metal /
preserve tins / tin cans, props of metal, pulleys of metal, other than for machines, pyrophoric metals, rails of
metal, railway points / railway switches, railway material of metal, railway sleepers of metal / railroad ties of
metal, metal ramps for use with vehicles, reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses, refractory
construction materials of metal, registration plates of metal / numberplates of metal, reinforcing materials, of
metal, for concrete, reinforcing materials of metal for pipes, reinforcing materials of metal for building,
reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts, rings of metal* / stop collars of metal*, rivets of metal, road
signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical of metal rocket launching platforms of metal, rods of metal for
brazing, rods of metal for brazing and welding, rods of metal for welding, roller blinds of steel, roof flashing of
metal, roof gutters of metal, roof coverings of metal, roofing tiles of metal, roofing of metal, roofing of metal,
incorporating photovoltaic cells, rope thimbles of metal, ropes of metal, runners of metal for sliding doors, safes
[metal or non-metal] / strongboxes [metal or non-metal], safes, electronic, safety cashboxes, safety chains of
metal, sash fasteners of metal for windows, scaffolding of metal, screw tops of metal for bottles, screws of
metal, sealing caps of metal, sheaf binders of metal, sheet piles of metal / pilings of metal, sheets and plates of
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metal, shims, shoe pegs of metal, shoe dowels of metal, shuttering of metal for concrete, shutters of metal,
signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical of metal signboards of metal, signs, non-luminous and
non-mechanical of metal, silicon iron, sills of metal, silos of metal, silver solder, silver-plated tin alloys, skating
rinks [structures] of metal, slabs of metal for building, sleeves [metal hardware], slings of metal for handling
loads, soldering wire of metal, split rings of common metal for keys, spring locks, springs [metal hardware],
spurs, stables of metal, stair treads [steps] of metal, staircases of metal, stakes of metal for plants or trees,
statues of common metal, steel, unwrought or semi-wrought, steel alloys, steel strip hoop steel, steel wire, steel
masts, steel sheets, steel tubes / steel pipes, steel buildings, step stools of metal, steps [ladders] of metal,
Stoppers of metal, stops of metal, strap-hinges of metal, straps of metal for handling loads / belts of metal for
handling loads / straps of metal for load handling, street gutters of metal, stretchers for iron bands [tension
links], stretchers for metal bands [tension links], stringers [parts of staircases] of metal, Swimming pools
[structures] of metal, swing doors of metal, tack [nails] / brads tanks of metal / reservoirs of metal, tantalum
[metal], taps of metal for casks / faucets of metal for casks, telegraph posts of metal, telephone booths of metal
/ telephone boxes of metal, telpher cables, tension links, Tent pegs of metal, thread of metal for tying-up
purposes, tile floorings of metal, tiles of metal for building, tin, tinfoil, tinplate packings, tinplate, titanium iron
/ ferrotitanium, titanium, tombac, tombs of metal, tombstone plaques of metal, tombstone stelae of metal, tool
boxes of metal, empty, tool chests of metal, empty, towel dispensers, fixed, of metal, transport pallets of metal,
traps for wild animals*, trays of metal*, tree protectors of metal, troughs of metal for mixing mortar, tubbing
of metal, tubes of metal / pipes of metal, tungsten iron, tungsten, turnstiles of metal, turntables [railways], valves
of metal, other than parts of machines, vanadium, vats of metal, vice claws of metal, wainscotting of metal,
wall plugs of metal, wall claddings of metal for building, wall linings of metal for building, wall tiles of metal,
washers of metal, water-pipe valves of metal, water-pipes of metal, weather- or wind-vanes of metal / weather
vanes of metal / wind vanes of metal, wheel clamps [boots], white metal, wind-driven bird-repelling devices
made of metal, winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses, window stops of metal, window
pulleys / sash pulleys, window casement bolts, window fasteners of metal, window frames of metal, window
openers, non-electric, window closers, non-electric, windows of metal, wire of common metal, wire cloth / wire
gauze, wire stretchers [tension links], wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire, wire rope, works of art
of common metal, zinc, zirconium., (7) 3D printers, 3D printing pens, acetylene cleaning apparatus, adhesive
tape dispensers [machines], adhesive bands for pulleys, aerating pumps for aquaria, apparatus for aerating
beverages, apparatus for aerating water, aerocondensers, aeronautical engines, aeroplane engines, agitators
agricultural machines, agricultural elevators, agricultural implements, other than hand-operated, air condensers,
air cushion devices for moving loads, air pumps [garage installations], air suction machines, air brushes for
applying colour, alternators, anti-friction bearings for machines / anti-friction pads for machines, anti-pollution
devices for motors and engines, aprons [parts of machines] / carriage aprons, electric arc welding apparatus,
electric arc cutting apparatus, axles for machines, ball rings for bearings, ball-bearings, basket presses, bearing
brackets for machines, bearings [parts of machines], bearings for transmission shafts, beaters, electric, beating
machines, beer pumps, bellows [parts of machines], belt conveyors, belts for conveyors, belts for machines,
belts for motors and engines, bending machines, beverage preparation machines, electromechanical, bicycle
dynamos, bicycle assembling machines, binding apparatus for hay / trussing apparatus for hay, bitumen making
machines, blade sharpening [stropping] machines / stropping machines, blade holders [parts of machines],
blades [parts of machines], blenders, electric, for household purposes, blowing machines for the compression,
exhaustion and transport of gases, blowing machines for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain / fans
for the ,compression, sucking and carrying of grain / blowing machines or fans for the compression, sucking
and carrying of grain, blowing machines, bobbins for weaving looms / reels for weaving looms, boiler tubes
[parts of machines], bookbinding apparatus and machines for industrial purposes, bottle filling machines, bottle
washing machines, bottle stoppering machines, bottle capping machines, bottle sealing machines, boxes for
matrices [printing],
braiding machines, brake linings, other than for vehicles, brake shoes, other than for vehicles, brake segments,
other than for vehicles, brake pads, other than for vehicles, bread cutting machines, brewing machines, brushes
[parts of machines], brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines], brushes for vacuum cleaners, bulldozers,
butter machines, calenders / mangles, camshafts for vehicle engines, capstans, carbon brushes [electricity],
carburetter feeders, carburetters, card clothing [parts of carding machines] carding machines, machines and
apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric, cartridges for filtering machines, catalytic converters, central vacuum
cleaning installations centrifugal machines / centrifuges [machines] centrifugal mills, centrifugal pumps, chaff
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cutter blades, chain saws, electromechanical machines for chemical industry, chisels for machines, chucks
[parts of machines], churns, cigarette machines for industrial purposes, cinder sifters [machines], clack valves
[parts of machines], machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric, cleaning appliances utilizing steam, clippers
[machines], clutches, other than for land vehicles, coal-cutting machines, coffee grinders, other than handoperated, coin-operated washing machines, compressed air engines, compressed air machines, compressed air
pumps, compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics, compressors [machines], compressors for
refrigerators, concrete mixers [machines], condensing installations, connecting rods for machines, motors and
engines, control cables for machines, engines or motors, control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors,
hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines, pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines,
converters for steelworks, conveyors [machines], cord making machines, couplings, other than for land
vehicles, cowlings [parts of machines] / guards [parts of machines] / hoods [parts of machines], cranes [lifting
and hoisting apparatus], crank shafts, crankcases for machines, motors and engines, cranks [parts of machines],
cream/milk separators, crushers for kitchen use, electric crushing machines, cultivators [machines], current
generators, curtain drawing devices, electrically operated, cutters [machines], cutting machines, cutting blow
pipes, gas-operated cylinder heads for engines, cylinders for machines, cylinders for motors and engines dairy
machines, darning machines, de-aerators for feedwater, degreasers [machines], derricks, die-cutting and tapping
machines / nut-tapping machines, die-stamping machines, diggers [machines], dishwashers, disintegrators,
ditchers [ploughs], dividing machines, door openers, hydraulic, door openers, pneumatic, door closers, electric,
door openers, electric, door closers, hydraulic, door closers, pneumatic, drainage machines, apparatus for
drawing up beer under pressure, metal drawing machines, drill chucks [parts of machines], drilling heads [parts
of machines], drilling machines, drilling bits [parts of machines], drilling rigs, floating or non-floating, driving
motors, other than for land vehicles, driving chains, other than for land vehicles, drums [parts of machines],
dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes, dust removing installations for cleaning purposes, dyeing
machines, dynamo brushes, dynamo belts, dynamos, earth moving machines, ejectors, electrodes for welding
machines, electroplating machines, elevating apparatus, elevator belts / lift belts, elevator chains [parts of
machines], elevator operating apparatus / lift operating apparatus, elevators [lifts], embossing machines,
emergency power generators, engine mounts, other than for land vehicles, engines for air cushion vehicles,
engines for boats, hydraulic engines and motors, engraving machines, excavators, exhaust manifold for engines,
exhausts for motors and engines, expansion tanks [parts of machines], fan belts for motors and engines, fans
for motors and engines, feeders [parts of machines], feeding apparatus for engine boilers, filling machines, filter
presses, filtering machines, filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines, filters [parts of machines or engines],
finishing machines, fittings for engine boilers, fleshing machines, flour mill machines, flues for engine boilers,
machine fly-wheels, fodder presses, food preparationmachines, electromechanical, food processors, electric,
forge bellows, foundry machines freewheels, other than for land vehicles, friezing machines, fruit presses,
electric, for household purposes, fuel economisers for motors and engines, fuel conversion apparatus for internal
combustion engines, fuel dispensing pumps for service stations, Galvanizing machines, Gas-operated blow
torches, Gear boxes, other than for land vehicles, Gears for weaving looms,gears, other than for land vehicles,
Generators of electricity, Glass-working machines, Glaziers' diamonds [parts of machines], glow plugs for
Diesel engines, glue guns, electric, grain husking machines / corn husking machines / corn and grain husking
machines, grain separators, automatic grapnels for marine purposes, grating machines for vegetables, grease
rings [parts of machines] grease boxes [parts of machines], grinding machines, grindstones [parts of machines]
/ sharpening wheels [parts of machines], guides for machines, guns [tools using explosives], hammers [parts of
machines] pneumatic hammers, electric hammers, electric hand drills, hand-held tools, other than handoperated, handling apparatus for loading and unloading, handling machines, automatic [manipulators], hangers
[parts of machines], harrows, harvesting machines / mowing and reaping machines, haulage apparatus [mining]
/ extractors for mines, heat exchangers [parts of machines], hemming machines, \high pressure washers, Hoists,
holding devices for machine tools, hoppers [mechanical discharging], hosiery looms, housings [parts of
machines], igniting devices for internal combustion engines, igniting magnetos, incubators for eggs, industrial
robots, injectors for engines, inking apparatus for printing machines,ironing machines, jacks [machines],
pneumatic jacks, jet engines, other than for land vehicles, joints [parts of engines] /sealing joints [parts of
engines], journal boxes [parts of machines], journals [parts of machines], joysticks being parts of machines,
other than for game machines, juice extractors, electric, kick starters for motorcycles, kitchen machines,
electric*, kitchen grinders, electric,kneading machines,knitting machines, knives [parts of machines], knives,
electric, knives for mowing machines, labellers [machines], lace making machines, lasts for shoes [parts of
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machines] / shoe lasts [parts of machines], lathes [machine tools], lawnmowers [machines], leather paring
machines, leather-working machines, lifting apparatus, lifts, other than ski-lifts, mechanized livestock feeders,
loading ramps, loom shafts, looms, lubricating pumps, lubricators [parts of machines], machine tools, matrices
for use in printing, meat choppers [machines] / meat mincers [machines], metalworking machines, milking
machines, milling machines, mills [machines], mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated,
millstones, mine borers, machines for the production of mineral water, mineworking machines, mixers
[machines], mixing machines, mortising machines / paring machines, motorized cultivators, motors for
boats,motors, other than for land vehicles / engines, other than for land vehicles motors, electric, other than for
land vehicles, moulding machines / molding machines, moulds [parts of machines] / molds [parts of machines],
moving staircases [escalators] / escalators, Moving walkways / moving sidewalks, mud catchers and collectors
[machines], mufflers for motors and engines / silencers for motors and engines, nail extractors, electric / nail
pullers, electric, net hauling machines [fishing], notchers [machine tools], oil refining machines,ore treating
machines, packaging machines,packing machines, painting machines, paper feeders [printing], paper machines,
papermaking machines, parquet wax polishers, electric, machines for making pasta, pedal drives for sewing
machines, peeling machines, pepper mills, other than hand-operated, pigs for cleaning pipes, piston segments /
piston rings, pistons for cylinders, pistons for engines, pistons [parts of machines or engines], planing machines,
ploughs, ploughshares, machines and apparatus for polishing [electric], potters' wheels, power hammers,
presses [machines for industrial purposes], Pressure reducers [parts of machines], pressure regulators [parts of
machines], pressure valves [parts of machines], printing cylinders printing machines for use on sheet metal
printing plates, printing machines, printing presses, printing rollers for machines, machines for processing
plastics, propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles, puddling machines, pulleys, pulleys [parts of
machines], pulverisers [machines] /atomisers [machines] / spraying machines, pump diaphragms, pumps [parts
of machines, engines or motors], pumps [machines], pumps for heating installations, pumps for counter-current
swimming, punches for punching machines, punching machines, rack and pinion jacks, racket stringing
machines, radiators [cooling] for motors and engines, rail-laying machines, railroad constructing machines,
railway wagon lifts,rakes for raking machines,
raking machines, rammers [machines], rams [machines],
reapers, reapers and binders, reapers and threshers, reduction gears, other than for land vehicles, reeling
apparatus, mechanical, reels, mechanical, for flexible hoses, reels [parts of machines], regulators [parts of
machines], rinsing machines, riveting machines, road sweeping machines, self-propelled, road making
machines / road building machines, roller bridges, roller bearings, rolling mill cylinders, rolling mills, rotary
printing presses, rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics, rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on construction
machines, rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on loading-unloading machines and apparatus, rubber tracks
being parts of crawlers on agricultural machines, rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on mining machines,
rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on snow ploughs, satinizing machines, sausage making machines, saw
benches [parts of machines], saw blades [parts of machines],
saws [machines], scale collectors for machine boilers, scissors, electric, screwdrivers, electric, sealing machines
for industrial purposes,
electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging], self-oiling bearings, self-regulating fuel pumps, sewage
pulverizers / sewage pulverisers, sewing machines, shaft couplings [machines], sharpening machines, sheafbinding machines, shearing machines for animals / hair clipping machines for animals / hair cutting machines
for animals, shears, electric, shock absorber plungers [parts of machines] / dashpot plungers [parts of machines]
/ plunger pistons, shoe polishers, electric, shovels, mechanical, shredders [machines] for industrial use, shuttles
[parts of machines], sieves [machines or parts of machines], sifting installations, sifting machines, sizing
machines, ski edge sharpening tools, electric, slide rests [parts of machines], sliders for knitting machines /
carriages for knitting machines / slides for knitting machines, smoothing presses, snow ploughs, soldering
apparatus, gas-operated / welding apparatus, gas-operated, soldering blow pipes, gas-operated, soldering irons,
gas-operated, soldering apparatus, electric, soldering irons, electric, soldering lamps, sorting machines for
industry, sowers [machines], sparking plugs for internal combustion engines, speed governors for machines,
engines and motors, spin dryers [not heated] / spin driers [not heated], spinning machines, spinning wheels,
spinning frames, spray guns for paint, springs [parts of machines], stalk separators [machines], stamping
machines, stands for machines, starters for motors and engines, stators [parts of machines], steam condensers
[parts of machines], steam/oil separators, steam engines, steam traps, steam engine boilers, steamrollers / road
rollers, stereotype machines, stitching machines, stone-working machines, straw [chaff] cutters / chaff cutters,
stuffing boxes [parts of machines], suction machines for industrial purposes, suction cups for milking machines
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/ teat cups for milking machines, suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners, machines for the production of sugar,
superchargers, superheaters, swaging machines, tables for machines, tambours for embroidery machines, taps
[parts of machines, engines or motors] / faucets [parts of machines, engines or motors], tarring machines,
tedding machines, machines for the textile industry, thermic lances [machines], threading machines, threshing
machines, tilling machines for agricultural purposes, tilt hammers, tin openers, electric / can openers, electric,
tobacco processing machines, tools [parts of machines],, torque converters, other than for land vehicles,
transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles, transmission chains, other than for land vehicles,
transmissions, other than for land vehicles, transmissions for machines, pneumatic transporters, trimming
machines / apparatus for dressing / apparatus for machining, trueing machines, pneumatic tube conveyors / tube
conveyors, pneumatic,
hydraulic turbines, turbines, other than for land vehicles, turbo compressors, turf removing ploughs, tympans
[parts of printing presses], type-setting machines [printing], type-setting machines [photocomposition],
typecasting machines, typographic presses, typographic machines, universal joints [Cardan joints], vacuum
pumps [machines], vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants, vacuum cleaner
hoses, vacuum cleaners, vacuum cleaner bags, valves [parts of machines], vegetable spiralizers, electric,
vending machines / distribution machines, automatic, vibrators [machines] for industrial use, vulcanization
apparatus,, washing apparatus, Washing machines [laundry], Washing installations for vehicles / vehicle
washing installations, Waste disposal units / garbage disposal units, Waste compacting machines / trash
compacting machines, Pneumatic waste oil drainers, Water heaters [parts of machines], Water separators / drain
cocks, Machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric, Weeding machines, Welding machines, electric,
Electric welding apparatus, Machine wheels, Machine wheelwork, Whisks, electric, for household purposes,
Whitewashing machines / colour-washing machines, Winches, wind turbines, Window openers, electric,
Window closers, electric, Window openers, hydraulic, Window closers, hydraulic, Window openers,
pneumatic, Window closers, pneumatic, Wine presses, Winnowers, Woodworking machines, Wrapping
machines, Wringing machines for laundry.
, (8) abrading instruments [hand instruments], adzes [tools], agricultural implements, hand-operated,
agricultural forks [hand tools], air pumps, hand-operated, annular screw plates, augers [hand tools], awls, axes,
metal band stretchers [hand tools],, bayonets, beard clippers, bench vices [hand implements], bill-hooks, bits
[parts of hand tools], bits [hand tools], blade sharpening instruments, blades for planes , blades [hand tools],
blades [weapons], border shears, borers, bow saws, box cutters, braiders [hand tools], branding irons, breast
drills, budding knives, carpenters' augers, cattle shearers, caulking irons, centre punches [hand tools], ceramic
knives, cheese slicers, non-electric, chisels, choppers [knives], clamps for carpenters or coopers, cleavers,
crimping irons, crow bars, curling tongs, cuticle tweezers / cuticle nippers, cutlery*, cutter bars [hand tools],
cutters*, cutting tools [hand tools], daggers, implements for decanting liquids [hand tools], depilation
appliances, electric and non-electric, apparatus for destroying plant parasites, hand-operated, dies [hand tools]
/ screw stocks [hand tools] / screw-thread cutters [hand tools], diggers [hand tools], ditchers [hand tools],
drawing knives drill holders [hand tools], ear-piercing apparatus, earth rammers [hand tools], edge tools [hand
tools], egg slicers, non-electric, embossers [hand tools], emery grinding wheels, Emery boards, engraving
needles, expanders [hand tools], Extension pieces for braces for screw taps, eyelash curlers, farriers' knives,
files [tools], fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric / nail buffers, electric or non-electric, fire irons,
fireplace bellows [hand tools], fish tapes [hand tools] / draw wires [hand tools], flat irons, foundry ladles [hand
tools], frames for handsaws, fruit pickers [hand tools], fruit segmenters, fruit corers, fullers [hand tools], fulling
tools [hand tools], garden tools, hand-operated, gimlets [hand tools], glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools],
goffering irons, gouges [hand tools], grafting tools [hand tools], graving tools [hand tools], grindstones [hand
tools] / sharpening wheels [hand tools], guns [hand tools], guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics,
hackles [hand tools], hainault scythes, hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric, hair clippers for
animals [hand instruments], hair braiders, electric, hair-removing tweezers, hammers [hand tools], hand drills,
hand-operated, hand tools, hand-operated, hand implements for hair curling, hand pumps*, handles for handoperated hand tools, harpoons, harpoons for fishing, hatchets hobby knives [scalpels], hoes [hand tools] holing
axes / mortise axes, hollowing bits [parts of hand tools], hoop cutters [hand tools] hunting knives, ice picks,
insecticide vaporizers [hand tools] / insecticide atomizers [hand tools] / insecticide ,sprayers [hand tools], irons
[non-electric hand tools], jig-saws, kitchen mandolins, Knife handles, knives*, ladles [hand tools], lasts
[shoemakers' hand tools], lawn clippers [hand instruments], leather strops, levers, lifting jacks, hand-operated,
livestock marking tools / cattle marking tools, machetes, mallets [hand instruments], manicure sets, manicure
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sets, electric, marline spikes, masons' hammers, mattocks, milling cutters [hand tools], mincing knives [hand
tools] / fleshing knives [hand tools] / meat choppers [hand tools], mitre boxes [hand tools] / miter boxes [hand
tools], money scoops, mortars for pounding [hand tools], mortise chisels, moulding irons / molding irons, nail
extractors, hand-operated / nail pullers, hand-operated, nail drawers [hand tools], nail punches, nail nippers,
nail files, nail files, electric, nail clippers, electric or non-electric, needle files, non-electric caulking guns,
numbering punches, oyster openers, palette knives, paring irons [hand tools], paring knives, pedicure sets,
penknives, perforating tools [hand tools], pickaxes, pickhammers / bushhammers, picks [hand tools], pin
punches, pincers / nippers / tongs, pizza cutters, non-electric, plane irons, planes, pliers, polishing irons [glazing
tools] / glazing irons, priming irons [hand tools], pruning scissors / secateurs, Pruning shears, pruning knives,
punch rings [knuckle dusters] / knuckle dusters, punch pliers [hand tools], punches [hand tools], instruments
for punching tickets, rabbeting planes, rakes [hand tools], rammers [hand tools] / pestles for pounding [hand
tools], rams [hand tools], rasps [hand tools], ratchets [hand tools], razor strops, razor cases, razor blades, razors,
electric or non-electric, reamer sockets, reamers, Riveters [hand tools], riveting hammers [hand tools], sabres,
sand trap rakes, saw blades [parts of hand tools], saw holders, saws [hand tools], scaling knives, scissors*,
scrapers [hand tools], scrapers for skis, scraping tools [hand tools], screwdrivers, non-electric, sculptors' chisels,
scythe rings, scythe stones / whetstones, scythe handles, scythes, sharpening stones, sharpening steels / knife
steels, sharpening instruments, shaving cases, shear blades, shearers [hand instruments], Shears, shovels [hand
tools], sickles, side arms, other than firearms, silver plate [knives, forks and spoons], ski edge sharpening tools,
hand-operated, instruments and tools for skinning animals, sledgehammers, spades [hand tools], spanners [hand
tools] / wrenches [hand tools], spatulas [hand tools], spatulas for use by artists, spoons*, squares [hand tools],
stamping-out tools [hand tools] / stamps [hand tools], stirring sticks for mixing paint, stone hammers, scrapers
for skis, scraping tools [hand tools], screwdrivers, non-electric, sculptors' chisels, scythe rings, scythe stones /
whetstones, scythe handles, scythes, sharpening stones, sharpening steels / knife steels, sharpening instruments,
shaving cases, shear blades, shearers [hand instruments], shears, shovels [hand tools], sickles, side arms, other
than firearms, silver plate [knives, forks and spoons], ski edge sharpening tools, hand-operated, instruments and
tools for skinning animals, sledgehammers, spades [hand tools], spanners [hand tools] / wrenches [hand tools],
Spatulas [hand tools], spatulas for use by artists, spoons*, squares [hand tools], stamping out tools [hand tools]
/ stamps [hand tools], stirring sticks for mixing paint, Stone hammers, wire strippers [hand tools], metal wire
stretchers [hand tools]., (9) 3D spectacles, Abacuses, Accelerometers, accumulators, electric, acid
hydrometers,, acidimeters for batteries, acoustic alarms / sound alarms, acoustic conduits, acoustic couplers,
actinometers, electrical adapters, adding machines, aerials / antennas, aerometers, air analysis apparatus, alarm
bells, electric, alarms*, alcoholmeters, alidades, altimeters, ammeters, amplifiers, amplifying tubes / amplifying
valves, anemometers, animated cartoons, anode batteries / high tension batteries, anodes, answering machines,
anti-glare glasses, anti-interference devices [electricity], anti-theft warning apparatus, anticathodes,
apertometers [optics], armatures [electricity], asbestos gloves for protection against accidents, asbestos clothing
for protection against fire, asbestos screens for firemen, apparatus and instruments for astronomy, audio- and
video-receivers, audio interfaces, audio mixers, audiovisual teaching apparatus, automated teller machines
[ATM], azimuth instruments, baby monitors, baby scales, bags adapted for laptops, balances [steelyards] / lever
scales [steelyards] / steelyards [lever scales], balancing apparatus, bar code readers, barometers, bathroom
scales, batteries, electric, for vehicles / accumulators, electric, for vehicles, batteries for lighting, batteries,
electric, batteries for electronic cigarettes, battery jars / accumulator jars, battery boxes / accumulator boxes,
battery chargers, beacons, luminous, bells [warning devices], betatrons, binoculars, biochips, black boxes [data
recorders], blueprint apparatus, boiler control instruments, branch boxes [electricity], breathing apparatus for
underwater swimming, breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration, bullet-proof waistcoats / bulletproof vests, bullet-proof clothing, cabinets for loudspeakers, cables, electric, calculating machines, calibrating
rings, calipers, calorimeters, camcorders, cameras [photography], capillary tubes, carpenters' rules, carriers for
dark plates [photography], cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments, cases for
smartphones, cash registers, cassette players, cathodes, cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus, cell switches
[electricity] / reducers [electricity], cell phone straps centering apparatus for photographic transparencies,
apparatus for changing record player needles,
chargers for electric batteries, chargers for electronic cigarettes, charging stations for electric vehicles, apparatus
to check franking / apparatus to check stamping mail, chemistry apparatus and instruments, chips [integrated
circuits], choking coils [impedance], chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, chronographs [time
recording apparatus], cinematographic cameras, cinematographic film, exposed, circuit closers, circuit
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breakers, circular slide rules, cleaning apparatus for phonograph records / cleaning apparatus for sound
recording ,discs, close-up lenses, clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, clothing for
protection against fire / garments for protection against fire, clothing especially made for laboratories, coaxial
cables, coils, electric, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, coin-operated mechanisms for television sets,
collectors, electric, electric apparatus for commutation, commutators, compact discs [audio-video], compact
discs [read-only memory], compact disc players, comparators, compasses for measuring, computer memory
devices, computer programs, recorded, computer keyboards, computer operating programs, recorded, computer
peripheral devices, computer software, recorded, computer programs [downloadable software], computer game
software, computer software applications, downloadable, computer hardware, computer software platforms,
recorded or downloadable, computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable, computers, condensers
[capacitors] / capacitors, conductors, electric, connected bracelets [measuring instruments], connections for
electric lines, connectors [electricity], contact lenses, contacts, electric, containers for microscope slides,
containers for contact lenses, control panels [electricity], converters, electric, copper wire, insulated, cordless
telephones, correcting lenses [optics], cosmographic instruments, mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus,
counterfeit coin detectors, counters / meters, couplers [data processing equipment], couplings, electric /
connections, electric, covers for electric outlets, covers for smartphones, covers for personal digital assistants
[PDAs], covers for tablet computers, crash test dummies, crucibles [laboratory] / cupels [laboratory], current
rectifiers, cyclotrons, darkroom lamps [photography], darkrooms [photography], data processing apparatus,
decompression chambers, decorative magnets, demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes, densimeters,
densitometers, metal detectors for industrial or military purposes, detectors, diagnostic apparatus, not for
medical purposes, diaphragms [acoustics], diaphragms for scientific apparatus, diaphragms [photography],
dictating machines, diffraction apparatus [microscopy], digital photo frames, digital signs, digital weather
stations, personal digital assistants [PDAs], directional compasses, discharge tubes, electric, other than for
lighting / electric discharge tubes, other than for lighting, disk drives for computers, disks, magnetic, distance
measuring apparatus, distance recording apparatus / apparatus for recording distance, distillation apparatus for
scientific purposes, distribution boxes [electricity], distribution boards [electricity], distribution consoles
[electricity], masks, diving suits, DNA chips, dog whistles, electric door bells, dosage dispensers / dosimeters,
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones, downloadable music files, downloadable image files,
downloadable graphics for mobile phones, drainers for use in photography / photographic racks, dressmakers'
measures, drying racks [photography], drying apparatus for photographic prints, ducts [electricity], DVD
players, Dynamometers, ear plugs for divers, apparatus for editing cinematographic film, egg timers
[sandglasses] / hourglasses, egg-candlers, electricity conduits, materials for electricity mains [wires, cables],
electrified rails for mounting spot lights, electrified fences, electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of
railway points, electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals, electrolysers, electromagnetic coils,
electronic pens [visual display units], electronic agendas, electronic pocket translators, electronic tags for goods,
electronic notice boards, electronic publications, downloadable, electronic book readers, electronic collars to
train animals, electronic access control systems for interlocking doors, electric and electronic effects units for
musical instruments, electronic interactive whiteboards, electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus,
electronic sheet music, downloadable, electronic numeric displays, encoded magnetic cards, encoded
identification bracelets, magnetic, encoded key cards, enlarging apparatus [photography], epidiascopes,
equalizers [audio apparatus] / equalisers [audio apparatus],ergometers, exposure meters [light meters],
eyepieces, instruments containing eyepieces, eyewear, facsimile machines, apparatus for fermentation
[laboratory apparatus], fibre optic cables / fiber optic cables, film cutting apparatus, films, exposed, filters for
respiratory masks, filters [photography], filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography, finger sizers, fire
extinguishers, fire alarms, fire beaters, fire escapes, fire hose nozzles, fire engines, fire pumps, fire boats, fire
blankets, fire hose, fire extinguishing apparatus, flash-bulbs [photography], flashing lights [luminous signals] /
blinkers [signalling lights],flashlights [photography], floppy disks, flowmeters, fluorescent screens, fog signals,
non-explosive, food analysis apparatus, frames for photographic transparencies, frequency meters, furnaces for
laboratory use / ovens for laboratory use, furniture especially made for laboratories, fuse wire, fuses, galena
crystals [detectors], galvanic cells, galvanic batteries, galvanometers, gas testing instruments,, gasoline gauges
/ petrol gauges, gasometers [measuring instruments], gauges, glazing apparatus for photographic prints, Global
Positioning System [GPS] apparatus, gloves for protection against accidents, gloves for divers, gloves for
protection against X-rays for industrial purposes, goggles for sports, grids for batteries, hand-held electronic
dictionaries, hands-free kits for telephones, head cleaning tapes [recording], head guards for sports, headphones,
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heat regulating apparatus, heliographic apparatus, hemline markers, high-frequency apparatus, holders for
electric coils, holograms, horns for loudspeakers, humanoid robots with artificial intelligence, hydrometers,
hygrometers, identification threads for electric wires, identification sheaths for electric wires, identity cards,
magnetic, igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance / electric apparatus for remote ,ignition,
incubators for bacteria culture, automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres / automatic indicators of
low pressure in vehicle tires, inductors [electricity], infrared detectors, integrated circuits, integrated circuit
cards [smart cards] / smart cards [integrated circuit cards], interactive touch screen terminals,
intercommunication apparatus, interfaces for computers, inverters [electricity], invoicing machines, ionization
apparatus not for the treatment of air or water, joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games
juke boxes, musical / coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes], juke boxes for computers, junction boxes
[electricity], junction sleeves for electric cables, knee-pads for workers, laboratory trays, laboratory centrifuges,
laboratory robots, lactodensimeters, lactometers, laptop computers, lasers, not for medical purposes, lens hoods,
lenses for astrophotography, letter scales, levelling staffs [surveying instruments] / rods [surveying
instruments], levelling instruments, evels [instruments for determining the horizontal], life saving apparatus
and equipment, life buoys,life jackets, life belts, life-saving rafts, life-saving capsules for natural disasters, light
dimmers [regulators], electric / light regulators [dimmers], electric, light-emitting electronic pointers, lightemitting diodes [LED], lighting ballasts, lightning conductors / lightning arresters / lightning rods, limiters
[electricity], locks, electric, logs [measuring instruments], electric loss indicators, loudspeakers, magic lanterns,
magnetic tapes, magnetic wires, magnetic data media, magnetic encoders, magnetic tape units for computers,
magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus, not for medical purposes, magnets, magnifying glasses [optics],
marine compasses, marine depth finders, marking gauges [joinery], marking buoys, masts for wireless aerials,
mathematical instruments, measures, appliances for measuring the thickness of leather, measuring apparatus,
measuring devices, electric, measuring glassware / graduated glassware, measuring instruments, apparatus for
measuring the thickness of skins, measuring spoons, megaphones, memory cards for video game machines,
mercury levels, meteorological balloons, meteorological instruments, metronomes, micrometer screws for
optical instruments, micrometers / micrometer gauges, microphones, microprocessors , microscopes
microtomes, mileage recorders for vehicles / kilometer recorders for vehicles, mirrors for inspecting work,
mirrors [optics], mobile telephones / cell phones / cellular phones, modems, money counting and sorting
machines, monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes, monitors [computer hardware], monitors
[computer programs], mouse [computer peripheral], mouse pads, mouth guards for sports, nautical apparatus
and instruments, naval signalling apparatus, navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers],
navigational instruments, needles for record players / styli for record players, needles for surveying compasses,
neon signs, nets for protection against accidents, nose clips for divers and swimmers, notebook computers,
objectives [lenses] [optics], observation instruments, octants, ohmmeters, optical lanterns / optical lamps,
optical lenses, optical apparatus and instruments, optical glass, optical fibres [light conducting filaments] /
optical fibers [light conducting filaments], optical condensers, optical character readers, optical data media,
optical discs, oscillographs, oxygen transvasing apparatus, ozonisers [ozonators], parking meters, particle
accelerators, pedometers, peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors, periscopes, Petri dishes, phonograph records
/ sound recording discs, photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic], photometers, phototelegraphy
apparatus, photovoltaic cells, apparatus and instruments for physics, pince-nez, pipettes, Pitot tubes, plane
tables [surveying instruments], planimeters, plates for batteries, plotters, plugs, sockets and other contacts
[electric connections], plumb bobs, plumb lines, pocket calculators, polarimeters, portable media players,
precision measuring apparatus, precision balances, pressure indicator plugs for valves, pressure gauges /
manometers, pressure measuring apparatus, pressure indicators, printed circuits, printed circuit boards, printers
for use with computers*, prisms [optics], probes for scientific purposes, processors [central processing units] /
central processing units [processors], projection screens, projection apparatus, protection devices for personal
use against accidents, protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes, protective suits for aviators,
protective helmets, protective masks*, protective helmets for sports, protective films adapted for computer
screens, protective films adapted for smartphones, protractors [measuring instruments], punched card machines
for offices, push buttons for bells, pyrometers, quantity indicators, radar apparatus, radio pagers, radiological
apparatus for industrial purposes, radiology screens for industrial purposes, radios, radiotelegraphy sets,
radiotelephony sets, railway traffic safety appliances, range finders / telemeters, readers [data processing
equipment], rearview cameras for vehicles, record players, reflective articles for wear, for the prevention of
accidents, reflective safety vests, refractometers, refractors, regulating apparatus, electric, relays, electric,
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electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations, remote control apparatus, rescue laser
signalling flares, resistances, electric, respirators for filtering air, respiratory masks, other than for artificial
respiration, resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus], resuscitation training simulators, retorts, retorts'
stands, revolution counters, rheostats, riding helmets, ring sizers, road signs, luminous or mechanical, rods for
water diviners, rulers [measuring instruments], rules [measuring instruments], saccharometers, safety nets /
life nets, safety tarpaulins, safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment, salinometers,
satellite navigational apparatus, satellite finder meters, satellites for scientific purposes, scales, scales with body
mass analysers / scales with body mass analyzers, scanners [data processing equipment], screens
[photography], screens for photoengraving, screw-tapping gauges, security tokens [encryption devices],
security surveillance robots, selfie sticks [hand-held monopods], selfie lenses, semi-conductors, sextants,
sheaths for electric cables, shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, shutter releases
[photography], shutters [photography], sighting telescopes for firearms / telescopic sights for firearms, signal
bells, signal lanterns, signaling panels, luminous or mechanical, signaling whistles, signaling buoys, signals,
luminous or mechanical, mechanical signs, signs, luminous, simulators for the steering and control of vehicles,
sirens, sleeves for laptops, slide calipers, slide projectors / transparency projection apparatus, slide-rules, slope
indicators / clinometers / gradient indicators / inclinometers, smart rings, smart glasses, smartphones,
smartwatches, smoke detectors, snorkels, solar batteries, solar panels for the production of electricity, solderers'
helmets solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches], sonars, sound recording carriers, sound recording strips,
sound transmitting apparatus, sound recording apparatus, sound reproduction apparatus, sound locating
instruments, sounding lines, sounding apparatus and machines, sounding leads, spark-guards, speaking tubes,
spectacle chains / eyeglass chains, spectacle cords / eyeglass cords, spectacle lenses / eyeglass lenses, spectacle
frames / eyeglass frames, spectacle cases / eyeglass cases, spectacles / eyeglasses, spectrograph apparatus,
spectroscopes, speed checking apparatus for vehicles, speed indicators, speed measuring apparatus
[photography], speed regulators for record players, spherometers, spirit levels, spools [photography], sports
whistles, sprinkler systems for fire protection, square rulers for measuring, squares for measuring, stage lighting
regulators, stands for photographic apparatus, starter cables for motors, steering apparatus, automatic, for
vehicles, step-up transformers, personal stereos, stereoscopes, stereoscopic apparatus, stills for laboratory
experiments, stroboscopes, subwoofers, sulfitometers, sunglasses, surveying instruments, surveying chains,
surveying apparatus and instruments, surveyors' levels, switchboards, switchboxes [electricity], switches,
electric, T-squares for measuring, tablet computers, tachometers, tape recorders, taximeters, teaching
apparatus, teaching robots, teeth protectors*, telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery /
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry, telegraph wires, telegraphs [apparatus], telephone
receivers, telephone apparatus, telephone transmitters, telephone wires, teleprinters / teletypewriters,
teleprompters, telerupters, telescopes, telescopic sights for artillery, television apparatus, temperature
indicators, temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes, terminals [electricity], test tubes, material
testing instruments and machines, testing apparatus not for medical purposes, theft prevention installations,
electric, theodolites, thermal imaging cameras, thermionic valves / thermionic tubes, thermo-hygrometers,
thermometers, not for medical purposes, thermostats, thermostats for vehicles, thin client computers, thread
counters, ticket dispensers, time switches, automatic, time recording apparatus, time clocks [time recording
devices], tone arms for record players, toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers, totalizators,
traffic cones, traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices], transformers [electricity], transistors [electronic],
transmitters of electronic signals, transmitters [telecommunication], transmitting sets [telecommunication],
transparencies [photography] / slides [photography], transponders, triodes, tripods for cameras, urinometers,
USB flash drives, vacuum gauges, vacuum tubes [radio], variometers, vehicle radios, vehicle breakdown
warning triangles, verniers, video recorders, video cassettes, video game cartridges, video screens, video
telephones, video baby monitors, videotapes, viewfinders, photographic, virtual reality headsets, viscosimeters,
visors for helmets, voltage regulators for vehicles, voltage surge protectors, voltmeters, voting machines,
wafers for integrated circuits, walkie-talkies, washing trays [photography], Nwater level indicators,
wavemeters, wearable activity trackers, wearable computers, wearable video display monitors, weighbridges,
weighing machines, Nweighing apparatus and instruments, weights, whistle alarms, wind socks for indicating
wind direction, wire connectors [electricity], electric wire harnesses for automobiles, wires, electric, workmen's
protective face-shields wrist rests for use with computers, X-ray tubes not for medical purposes, X-ray apparatus
not for medical purposes, X-ray films, exposed, X-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes, apparatus
and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes.
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, (10) abdominal belts, abdominal corsets, abdominal pads, apparatus for acne treatment, acupuncture needles,
electric acupuncture instruments, aerosol dispensers for medical purposes, air pillows for medical purposes, air
cushions for medical purposes, air mattresses for medical purposes, air beds for medical purposes, ambulance
stretchers, anaesthetic apparatus, anaesthetic masks, analysers for bacterial identification for medical purposes
/ analyzers for bacterial ,identification for medical purposes, anti-nausea wristbands,anti-rheumatism bracelets,
anti-rheumatism rings, apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes, apparatus for the regeneration
of stem cells for medical purposes, arch supports for footwear, armchairs for medical or dental purposes
artificial teeth, artificial jaws, artificial limbs, artificial skin for surgical purposes, apparatus for artificial
respiration, artificial breasts, artificial eyes, baby feeding dummies / baby feeding pacifiers, balling guns / bolus
guns, bandages for joints, anatomical / supportive bandages, bandages, elastic, basins for medical purposes, bed
pans, bed vibrators, beds specially made for medical purposes, belts for medical purposes, belts, electric, for
medical purposes, biodegradable bone fixation implants, blankets, electric, for medical purposes, blood testing
apparatus, body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes, body fat monitors, body composition monitors,
boots for medical purposes, bracelets for medical purposes, brain pacemakers, breast pumps, brushes for
cleaning body cavities, cannulae, instrument cases for use by doctors, cases fitted for medical instruments,
castrating pincers, catgut, catheters, childbirth mattresses, clips, surgical, clothing especially for operating
rooms, commode chairs, compression garments, compressors [surgical], condoms, containers especially made
for medical waste, contraceptives, non-chemical, cooling patches for medical purposes, cooling pads for first
aid purposes, corn knives, corsets for medical purposes, crutches, cupping glasses, cushions for medical
purposes, defibrillators, dental burs, dental apparatus and instruments, dental apparatus, electric, dentists'
armchairs, dentures / sets of artificial teeth, diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, dialyzers, douche bags,
drainage tubes for medical purposes, draw-sheets for sick beds, dropper bottles for medical purposes, droppers
for medical purposes, dummies [teats] for babies / babies' pacifiers [teats] / pacifiers for babies / teats ear
trumpets, ear picks, ear plugs [ear protection devices], elastic stockings for surgical purposes,
electrocardiographs, electrodes for medical use, endoscopy cameras for medical purposes, enema apparatus for
medical purposes, esthetic massage apparatus, feeding bottles / babies' bottles, feeding bottle valves, feeding
bottle teats, filters for ultraviolet rays, for medical purposes, finger guards for medical purposes, forceps,
fumigation apparatus for medical purposes, furniture especially made for medical purposes, galvanic belts for
medical purposes, galvanic therapeutic appliances, gastroscopes, gloves for medical purposes, gloves for
massage, haemocytometers / hemocytometers, hair prostheses, hearing aids, hearing protectors,heart
pacemakers, heart rate monitoring apparatus, heating cushions, electric, for medical purposes / heating pads,
electric, for medical purposes, hot air therapeutic apparatus, hot air vibrators for medical purposes, hydrogen
inhalers, hydrostatic beds for medical purposes / water beds for medical purposes, hypodermic syringes,
hypogastric belts ice bags for medical purposes, implantable subcutaneous drug delivery devices, ncontinence
sheets, incubators for medical purposes, incubators for babies, inhalers, injectors for medical purposes,
insufflators,invalids' hoists, knee bandages, orthopaedic / knee bandages, orthopedic,knives for surgical
purposes, lamps for medical purposes, lancets, lasers for medical purposes, lenses [intraocular prostheses] for
surgical implantation / intraocular prostheses ,[lenses] for surgical implantation, lice combs, love dolls [sex
dolls], magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus for medical purposes, masks for use by medical personnel,
massage apparatus, maternity belts, medical apparatus and instruments, medical guidewires, menstrual cups,
microdermabrasion apparatus, mirrors for dentists, mirrors for surgeons, nasal aspirators, needles for medical
purposes, nursing appliances, obstetric apparatus for cattle, obstetric apparatus, operating tables,
ophthalmometers, ophthalmoscopes, orthodontic appliances, orthodontic rubber bands, orthopaedic belts /
orthopedic belts, orthopaedic footwear / orthopedic footwear, Northopaedic soles / orthopedic soles, orthopedic
articles / orthopaedic articles, pads for preventing pressure sores on patient bodies, pessaries, physical exercise
apparatus for medical purposes, physiotherapy apparatus, pins for artificial teeth, plaster bandages for
orthopaedic purposes / plaster bandages for orthopedic purposes, portable hand-held urinals, probes for medical
purposes, protection devices against X-rays, for medical purposes, pulse meters, pumps for medical purposes,
quad canes for medical purposes, quartz lamps for medical purposes, radiological apparatus for medical
purposes, Nradiology screens for medical purposes, radiotherapy apparatus, radium tubes for medical purposes,
receptacles for applying medicines, Nrespirators for artificial respiration, respiratory masks for artificial
respiration, Nresuscitation apparatus, saws for surgical purposes, scalpels, scissors for surgery, sex toys, slings
[supporting bandages], soporific pillows for insomnia, sphygmotensiometers / arterial blood pressure measuring
apparatus /sphygmomanometers, spirometers [medical apparatus], spittoons for medical purposes, splints,
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surgical, spoons for administering medicine, stents, sterile sheets, surgical, stethoscopes, stockings for varices,
strait jackets, stretchers, wheeled / gurneys, wheeled, supports for flat feet, surgical bougies, surgical sponges,
surgical apparatus and instruments, surgical cutlery, surgical drapes, surgical implants comprised of artificial
materials, surgical robots, suspensory bandages, suture needles, suture materials, syringes for injections,
syringes for medical purposes, teeth protectors for dental purposes, teething rings, temperature indicator labels
for medical purposes, testing apparatus for medical purposes / apparatus for use in medical analysis, thermal
packs for first aid purposes, thermo-electric compresses [surgery], thermometers for medical purposes, thread,
surgical, tips for crutches, toe separators for orthopaedic purposes / toe separators for orthopedic purposes,
tomographs for medical purposes, tongue scrapers, tongue depressors for medical purposes, traction apparatus
for medical purposes, apparatus for the treatment of deafness, trocars, trusses / hernia bandages, ultraviolet ray
lamps for medical purposes, umbilical belts, urethral probes, urethral syringes, urinals [vessels], urological
apparatus and instruments, uterine syringes, vaginal syringes, vaporizers for medical purposes, veterinary
apparatus and instruments, vibromassage apparatus, walking frames for disabled persons, walking sticks for
medical purposes / canes for medical purposes, appliances for washing body cavities, water bags for medical
purposes, wheeled walkers to aid mobility, X-ray apparatus for medical purposes, X-ray photographs for
medical purposes, X-ray tubes for medical purposes,apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays,
for medical purposes,, (11) acetylene burners, acetylene generators ,acetylene flares ,air deodorizing apparatus
/air deodorizing, apparatus, air cooling apparatus, air reheaters, air dryers / air driers air, filtering installations,
air conditioners for vehicles, air valves for steam heating, installations ,air purifying apparatus and machines,
air sterilizers / air sterilizers, air fryers, air-conditioning installations, air-conditioning apparatus alcohol
burners, anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings] / anti-dazzle devices for vehicles [lamp fittings] , antisplash tap nozzles, aquarium filtration apparatus aquarium heaters aquarium lights arc lamps, ash conveyor
installations, automatic, autoclaves , electric, for cooking / pressure cookers, electric bakers' ovens barbecues
bath tubs bath tubs for sitz bath s bath fittings, bath installations / bath plumbing fixtures bed warmers, beverage
cooling apparatus bicycle lights bidets, blankets , electric, not for medical purposes boiler pipes [tubes] for
heating installations boilers , other than parts of machines, book sterilization apparatus / book sterilization
apparatus brackets for gas burners bread toasters / toasters, bread baking machines bread-making machines
burners for lamps burners, candle lanterns, carbon for arc lamps, electrically heated carpet, ceiling lights, central
heating radiators, chandeliers chimney flues, chimney blowers Chinese lanterns, chocolate fountains, electric,
chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes, clean chambers [sanitary installations] electrically heated
clothing coffee roasters, coffee percolators, electric coffee machines, electric coils [parts of distilling, heating
or cooling installations] cooking utensils, electric cooking stoves / cookers, cooking apparatus and installations
cooking rings, electric cooktops cool boxes, electric / coolers , electric coolers for furnaces / cooling vats for
furnaces, cooling installations for water, cooling installations for liquids, cooling installations and machines,
cooling appliances and installations, cooling installations for tobacco, curling lamps dampers [heating] deep
fryers, electric defrosters for vehicles, apparatus for dehydrating food waste dental ovens deodorizing apparatus,
not for personal use / deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use, chandeliers chimney flues, chimney blowers
Chinese lanterns, chocolate fountains, electric, chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes clean
chambers [sanitary installations] electrically heated clothing coffee roasters, coffee percolators, electric coffee
machines, electric coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations] cooking utensils, electric cooking
stoves / cookers, cooking apparatus and installations cooking rings, electric cooktops cool boxes, electric /
coolers , electric, coolers for furnaces / cooling vats for furnaces, cooling installations for water, cooling
installations for liquids, cooling installations and machines, cooling appliances and installations cooling
installations for tobacco, curling lamps, dampers [heating] deep fryers, electric defrosters for vehicles, apparatus
for dehydrating food waste dental ovens, deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use / deodorizing apparatus,
not for personal use, desalination plants desiccating apparatus, directional lights for bicycles discharge tubes,
electric, for lighting ,disinfectant dispensers for toilets / disinfectant distributors for toilets, disinfectant
apparatus, disinfectant apparatus for medical purposes distillation columns, distillation apparatus* diving lights,
drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings] drying apparatus, drying apparatus for fodder and forage / forage
drying apparatus drying apparatus and installations evaporators, expansion tanks for central heating installations
extractor hoods for kitchens, fabric steamers, fairy lights for festive, decoration / string lights for festive
decoration fans [air-conditioning], fans [parts of air-conditioning installations] electric fans for personal use,
feeding apparatus for heating boilers filaments for electric lamps filters for air conditioning filters for drinking
water fireplaces , domestic, fittings , shaped, for furnaces / fittings , shaped, for ovens / shaped fittings for
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furnaces / shaped fittings for ovens flaming torches, flare stacks for use in the oil industry flues for heating
boilers, flushing tanks food steamers, electric footmuffs , electrically heated, foot warmers , electric or nonelectric forges , portable fountains freezers, friction lighters for igniting gas fruit roasters, fumigation apparatus,
not for medical purposes, furnace grates / fire bars, furnace ash boxes / ash pits for furnaces, furnaces , other
than for laboratory use / ovens , other than for laboratory use gas lighters, gas scrubbing apparatus, gas scrubbers
[parts of gas installations] / scrubbers [parts of gas installations] gas burners gas boilers gas lamps, gas
condensers, other than parts of machines germicidal burners, germicidal lamps for purifying air glue-heating
appliances hair dryers / hair driers, hand drying apparatus for washrooms head torches / portable headlamps
headlights for automobiles hearths, heat accumulators heat regenerators heat exchangers, other than parts of
machines, heat pumps, heat guns, heated display cabinets, heaters for baths, heaters for vehicles, heaters for
heating irons, heaters , electric, for feeding bottles heating apparatus heating installations, heating installations
[water] / hot water heating installations heating boilers, heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels
heating apparatus, electric heating elements, heating plates, heating apparatus for defrosting vehicle windows
heating filaments, electric, heating cushions, electric, not for medical purposes / heating pads, electric, not for
medical purposes heating and cooling apparatus for dispensing hot and cold beverages hot air ovens, hot air
apparatus hot air bath fittings hot plates, hot water bottles luminous house numbers, humidifiers for central
heating radiators hydrants, hydromassage bath apparatus, ice machines and apparatus, ice-cream making
machines, immersion heaters, incandescent burners incinerators ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or
water kettles , electric kiln furniture, [supports] kilns, kitchen ranges [ovens] laboratory burners laboratory
lamps, lamp mantles / lamp casings, lamp glasses, lamp chimneys, lamp globes / globes for lamps lamp
reflectors lamp shades electric lamps lamps, lampshade holders lanterns for lighting, laundry room boilers /
washing coppers, laundry dryers, electric / laundry driers, electric lava rocks for use in barbecue grills level
controlling valves in tanks light bulbs, light bulbs, electric, light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles light
diffusers light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus lighters *lighting installations for air vehicles, lighting
apparatus and installations, lighting apparatus for vehicles lights for vehicles, lights , electric, for Christmas
trees / electric lights for Christmas trees lights for automobiles / automobile lights loading apparatus for furnaces
magnesium filaments for lighting malt roasters micro bubble generators for baths microwave ovens [cooking
apparatus] microwave ovens for industrial purposes milk cooling installations miners' lamps mixer taps for
water pipes / mixer faucets for water pipes motorcycle lights multicookers nail lamps nuclear reactors / atomic
piles oil lamps oil burners oil-scrubbing apparatus ornamental fountains oven fittings made of fireclay
oxyhydrogen burners pasteurisers petrol burners pipes [parts of sanitary installations] / water-pipes for sanitary
installations plate warmers pocket warmers polymerization installations pounded rice cake making machines,
electric, for household purposes, pressure water tanks, processing installations for fuel and nuclear moderating
material / installations for processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material, purification installations
for sewage radiator caps, radiators , electric radiators [heating], refining towers for distillation refrigerating
cabinets, refrigerating apparatus and machines, refrigerating chambers / walk-in refrigerators refrigerating
containers, refrigerating appliances and installations refrigerating display cabinets refrigerators, regulating
accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes regulating and
safety accessories for water apparatus regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus roasters, roasting jacks
roasting spits, roasting apparatus / griddles [cooking appliances] / grills [cooking appliances] rotisseries, safety
lamps, safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes sanitary apparatus and installations sauna bath,
installations, searchlights shower cubicles / shower enclosures showers sinks, sockets for electric lights socks ,
electrically heated, solar thermal collectors [heating] solar furnaces, sous-vide cookers, electric spa baths
[vessels], steam boilers, other than parts of machines, steam generating installations, steam accumulators, steam
facial apparatus [saunas] sterilizers / sterilisers, stills *, stoves [heating apparatus] street lamps / standard lamps,
structural plates for ovens / framework of metal for ovens swimming pool chlorinating apparatus tanning
apparatus [sun beds], taps for pipes and pipelines / faucets for pipes and pipelines / spigots for pipes and
pipelines / cocks for pipes and pipelines, taps * / faucets * thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations]
tobacco roasters, toilet bowls toilet seats toilets , portable, toilets [water-closets] / water closets electric torches
/ electric flashlights tortilla presses, electric luminous tubes for lighting, Turkish bath cabinets, portable,
ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes, Urinals [sanitary fixtures] vehicle headlights vehicle reflectors,
ventilation hoods ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus ventilation [air-conditioning]
installations for vehicles ventilation hoods for laboratories, waffle irons, electric warming pans, wash-hand
basins [parts of sanitary installations] / wash-hand bowls [parts of sanitary installations] washers for water taps
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/ washers for water faucets water heaters, water distribution installations water conduits installations, water
purification installations water filtering apparatus, water sterilizers / water sterilizers, water purifying apparatus
and machines water heaters [apparatus],water softening apparatus and installations water supply installations,
water flushing installations / flushing apparatus water intake apparatus, watering installations, automatic
watering machines for agricultural purposes whirlpool-jet apparatus wicks adapted for oil stoves wine cellars,
electric, electric appliances for making yogurt, , (12) adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes, aerial
conveyors, aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances aeroplanes air vehicles, air pumps [vehicle
accessories] air cushion vehicles, air bags [safety devices for automobiles] aircraft airships dirigible balloons
ambulances / amphibious airplanes, anti-dazzle devices for vehicles* / anti-glare devices for vehicles*, antiskid chains anti-theft devices for vehicles anti-theft alarms for vehicles armoured vehicles / armored vehicles
ashtrays for automobiles automobile hoods, automobile chains automobile chassis automobile tyres /
automobile tires automobile bodies, autonomous underwater vehicles for seabed inspections axle journals, axles
for vehicles, bags adapted for pushchairs / bags adapted for strollers balance weights for vehicle wheels bands
for wheel hubs barges, baskets adapted for bicycles bellows for articulated buses, bicycle kickstands bicycle
chains, bicycle handlebars, bicycle tyres / bicycle tires bicycle brakes, bicycle mudguards bicycle cranks bicycle
motors bicycle pedals bicycle wheels bicycle saddles bicycle frames, bicycle bells bicycle trailers bicycles,
electric bicycles boat hooks, boats bodies for vehicles, bogies for railway cars brake linings for vehicles brake
shoes for vehicles, brake segments for vehicles brake pads for automobiles brake discs for vehicles, brakes for
vehicles, buffers for railway rolling stock bumpers for automobiles cable transport apparatus and installations
caissons [vehicles], camera drones / photography drones camping cars / motor homes, canoes caps for vehicle
fuel tanks caravans, cars for cable transport installations /cars motor cars / automobiles carts casings for
pneumatic tires [tyres],casters for trolleys [vehicles] / casters for carts [vehicles] casting carriages / casting cars
/ ladle carriages / ladle cars chairlifts cigar lighters for automobiles, hydraulic circuits for vehicles civilian
drones, cleaning trolleys cleats [nautical], clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies
clutches for land vehicles,concrete mixing vehicles,connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors
and engines couplings for land vehicles, covers for vehicle steering wheels, crankcases for land vehicle
components, other than for engines davits for boats,delivery tricycles / carrier tricycles dining carriages / dining
cars disengaging gear for boats doors for vehicles,dredgers [boats] dress guards for bicycles driverless cars
[autonomous cars] driving motors for land vehicles driving chains for land vehicles ejector seats for
aircraft,engine mounts for land vehicles, engines for land vehicles / motors for land vehicles fenders for ships
ferry boats,fishing trolleys, flanges for railway wheel tyres / flanges for railway wheel tires fitted footmuffs for
prams / fitted footmuffs for baby carriages fitted footmuffs for pushchairs / fitted footmuffs for strollers forklift
trucks, freewheels for land vehicles funiculars funnels for ships funnels for locomotives, gear boxes for land
vehicles gearing for land vehicles gears for bicycles golf carts [vehicles] / golf cars [vehicles] handling carts,
head-rests for vehicle seats headlight wipers, hoods for vehicle engines hoods for vehicles, horns for vehicles
hose carts hot air balloons hub caps hubs for vehicle wheels / vehicle wheel hubs hubs for bicycle wheels /
bicycle wheel hubs hydroplanes, inclined ways for boats jet engines for land vehicles kick sledges launches,
locomotives lorries / trucks lug nuts for vehicle wheels luggage carriers for vehicles luggage nets for vehicles
masts for boats, military vehicles for transport, military drones mine cart wheels mine cars, mobility scooters
mopeds, motor buses motor coaches motor scooters motor racing cars, motorcycle kickstands motorcycle
saddles motorcycle chains motorcycle frames, motorcycle handlebars motorcycle engines motorcycles, motors
, electric, for land vehicles mudguards, non-skid devices for vehicle tyres / non-skid devices for vehicle tires
oars omnibuses paddles for canoes,panniers adapted for bicycles panniers adapted for motorcycles parachutes
pontoons portholes /prams baby carriages propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles pumps for bicycle tyres /
pumps for bicycle tires push scooters [vehicles], pushchair covers / stroller covers pushchair hoods / stroller
hoods, fitted pushchair mosquito nets / fitted stroller mosquito nets pushchairs / strollers railway couplings
railway carriages rearview mirrors, reduction gears for land vehicles refrigerated vehicles, refrigerated railway
wagons remote control vehicles, other than toys, remotely operated vehicles for underwater inspections repair
outfits for inner tubes rescue sleds, reversing alarms for vehicles, rims for bicycle wheels / bicycle wheel rims
rims for vehicle wheels / vehicle wheel rims, robotic cars roll cage t eysroll rolling stock for funicular railways
rolling stock for railways rowlocks / oarlocks, rubbish trucks / garbage trucks rudders, saddle covers for bicycles
saddle covers for, motorcycles saddlebags adapted for bicycles safety belts for vehicle seats, safety seats for
children, for vehicles screw-propellers for boats screw-propellers, screws [propellers] for ships sculls stern oars/
seaplanes seat covers for vehicles, security harness for vehicle seats ship hulls ships, shock absorbing springs
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for vehicles shock absorbers for automobiles, shopping trolleys / shopping carts side cars, side view mirrors for
vehicles signal arms for vehicles ski carriers for cars, ski lifts, sleeping berths for vehicles sleeping cars, sleighs
[vehicles] snowmobiles, solid tyres for vehicle wheels / solid tires for vehicle wheels space vehicles, spare
wheel covers / spare tire covers / spare tyre covers spars for ships, spikes for tyres / spikes for tires spoilers for
vehicles spoke clips for wheels, spokes for bicycle wheels / bicycle wheel spokes sports cars, sprinkling trucks,
steering gears for ships steering wheels for vehicles, sun-blinds adapted for automobiles suspension shock
absorbers for vehicles, tailboard lifts [parts of land vehicles] / elevating tailgates [parts of land vehicles] / power
tailgates [parts of land vehicles],telpher railways [cable cars] / cable cars tilt trucks,tilting-carts timbers [frames]
for ships, tipping bodies for lorries / tipping bodies for trucks tipping apparatus [parts of railway wagons] torque
converters for land vehicles torsion bars for vehicles tow trucks / wreckers for transport tractors, trailer hitches
for vehicles trailers [vehicles] trailers for transporting bicycles tramcars, transmission chains for land vehicles
transmission shafts for land vehicles transmissions for land vehicles,treads for vehicles [tractor type] / treads
for vehicles [roller belts] treads for retreading tyres / treads for retreading tires tricycles, trolleys * / hand cars
tubeless tyres for bicycles / tubeless tires for bicycles,inner tubes for pneumatic tyres / inner tubes for pneumatic
tires inner tubes for bicycle tyres / inner tubes for bicycle tires turbines for land vehicles, two-wheeled trolleys
/ luggage trucks / sack-barrows tyre mousse inserts / tire mousse inserts, tyres for vehicle wheels / tires for
vehicle wheels pneumatic tyres / pneumatic tires undercarriages for vehicles upholstery for vehicles, valves for
vehicle tyres / valves for vehicle tires vans [vehicles] vehicle wheels, vehicle chassis vehicle bumpers, vehicle
running boards vehicle wheel spokes, vehicle suspension springs vehicle seats vehicle covers [shaped] vehicle
joysticks electric vehicles, vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail water vehicles,wheelbarrows
wheelchairs windows for vehicles windscreens / windshields,windshield wipers / windscreen wipers yachts, ,
(13) acetyl-nitrocellulose air pistols [weapons], ammonium nitrate explosives ammunition ammunition for
firearms artillery guns [cannons]ballistic weapons / ballistic missiles belts adapted for ammunition Bengal lights
breeches of firearms cannons cartridge cases cartridge loading apparatus cartridge pouches cartridges cleaning
brushes for firearms detonating plugs detonating fuses for explosives / firing lanyards for explosives detonating
caps, other than toys / percussion caps, other than toys detonators dynamite, explosive cartridges explosive
powders explosives apparatus for filling cartridge belts automatic firearm ammunition belts firearms
firecrackers fireworks firing platforms flare pistols fog signals, explosive fuses for explosives, for use in mines
fuses for explosives gun carriages [artillery] guncotton / pyroxylin gunpowder guns [weapons] machine guns
gunstocks hammers for guns and rifles / hammers for guns / hammers for rifles hand grenades harpoon guns
[weapons]hunting firearms / sporting firearms lead shot for hunting mines [explosives] mortars [firearms]
motorized weapons noise-suppressors for guns pistols [arms] powder horns primings [fuses], projectiles
[weapons] pyrophoric substances pyrotechnic products, rescue flares, explosives or pyrotechnical revolvers
rifle barrels / gun barrels rifle cases / gun cases rifles / carbines rocket launchers rockets [projectiles] shells
[projectiles]shoulder straps for weapons / bandoliers for weapons side arms [firearms]sighting mirrors for guns
and rifles / sighting mirrors for guns / sighting mirrors for rifles sights , other than telescopic sights , for firearms
sights , other than telescopic sights , for artillery signal rocket flares sprays for personal defense purposes /
sprays for personal defense purposes tanks [weapons] tear-gas weapons torpedoes trigger guards for guns and
rifles / trigger guards for rifles trunnions for heavy weapons,, (14) Agates, alarm clocks alloys of precious metal,
amulets [jewellery] / amulets [jewelry] anchors [clock- and watchmaking] atomic clocks, badges of precious
metal barrels [clock- and watchmaking], beads for making jewellery / beads for making jewelry boxes of
precious metal, bracelets [jewellery] / bracelets [jewelry, bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewellery] /
bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewelry]brooches [jewellery] / brooches [jewelry] busts of precious
metal cabochons chains [jewellery] / chains [jewelry] charms for key rings / charms for key chains chronographs
[watches] chronometers chronometric instruments chronoscopes clasps for jewellery / clasps for jewelry clock
hands clock cases clocks clocks and watches, electric clockworks cloisonné jewellery / cloisonné jewelry coins,
control clocks [master clocks] / master clocks copper tokens, crucifixes of precious metal, other than jewellery
/ crucifixes of precious metal, other than jewelry crucifixes as jewellery / crucifixes as jewelry cuff links dials
[clock- and watchmaking] diamonds, earrings, figurines [statuettes] of precious metal / statuettes of precious
metal gold , unwrought or beaten, gold thread [jewellery] / gold thread [jewelry] hat jewellery / hat jewelry
ingots of precious metals, iridium ivory jewellery / ivory jewelry jet , unwrought or semi-wrought,jewellery of
yellow amber / jewelry of yellow amber jewellery charms / jewelry charms / charms for jewellery / charms for
jewelry jewellery / jewelry jewellery boxes / jewelry boxes jewellery findings / jewelry findings jewellery rolls
/ jewelry rolls key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob] / key chains [split rings with trinket or
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decorative fob] lockets [jewellery] / lockets [jewelry] medals misbaha [prayer beads] movements for clocks and
watches necklaces [jewellery] / necklaces [jewelry] olivine [gems] / peridot ornamental pins ornaments of jet
osmium palladium paste jewellery / paste jewelry [costume jewelry] pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]
pearls [jewellery] / pearls [jewelry] pendulums [clock- and watchmaking] pins [jewellery] / pins [jewelry]
platinum [metal] precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought precious stones presentation boxes for watches
presentation boxes for jewellery / presentation boxes for jewelry rhodium, rings [jewellery] / rings [jewelry]
rosaries / chaplets ruthenium, semi-precious stones shoe jewellery / shoe jewelry, silver thread [jewellery] /
silver thread [jewelry] silver , unwrought or beaten spinel [precious stones],split rings of precious metal for
keys spun silver [silver wire] statues of precious metal stopwatches sundials threads of precious metal
[jewellery] / wire of precious metal [jewellery] / threads of precious metal [jewelry] / wire of precious metal
[jewelry] tie clips tie pins watch bands / straps for wristwatches / watch straps watch chains watch springs watch
glasses / watch crystals watch cases [parts of watch es] watch hands watches works of art of precious metal
wristwatches., (15) accordions bagpipes balalaikas [stringed musical instruments] bamboo flutes band onions
banjos barrel organs basses [musical instruments] bellows for musical instruments bow nuts for musical
instruments bows for musical instruments bridges for musical instruments buccins [trumpets]carillons [musical
instruments] cases for musical instruments castanets catgut for musical instruments chin rests for
violinsclarionets, clarions colophony for stringed musical instruments / rosin for stringed musical instruments
concertinas conductors' batons cornets [musical instruments] cymbals double basses drumheads skins for drums
/drums [musical instruments] drumsticks electronic musical instruments flutes gongs guitars hand bells
[musical instruments] harmonicas harmoniums harp strings harps hats with bells [musical instruments] horns
[musical instruments] horsehair for bows for musical instruments huqin [Chinese violins] intensity regulators
for mechanical pianos Jews' harps [musical instruments] kettledrum frames kettledrums keyboards for musical
instruments keys for musical instruments lyres mandolins, melodicas mouthpieces for musical instruments
music rolls [piano] music stands, music synthesizers musical instruments musical boxes mutes for musical
instruments / dampers for musical instruments oboes ocarinas organs pedals for musical instruments pegs for
musical instruments perforated music rolls piano keyboards piano strings piano keys pianos pipa [Chinese
guitars] / robotic drums saxophones sheng [Chinese musical wind instruments] stands for musical instruments
sticks for bows for musical instruments stringed musical instruments strings for musical instruments suona
[Chinese trumpets] tambourines tom-toms plectrums picks for stringed instruments reeds, triangles [musical
instruments] trombones trumpets tuning hammers tuning forks, turning apparatus for sheet music valves for
musical instruments, violas violins, wind pipes for organs xylophones zithers., (16) absorbent sheets of paper
or plastic for foodstuff packaging address stamps address plates for addressing machines addressing machines
adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites] adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes adhesive bands
for stationery or household purposes adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes advertisement
boards of paper or cardboard albums / scrapbooks, almanacs animation cells, announcement cards [stationery]
/aquarelles watercolors [paintings] / watercolors [paintings] architects' models, arithmetical tables / calculating
tables artists' watercolor saucers / artists' watercolor saucers atlases, bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or
plastics, for packaging bags for microwave cooking balls for ball-point pens banknotes, banners of paper bibs
of paper bibs , sleeved, of paper binding strips [bookbinding], biological samples for use in microscopy
[teaching materials] blackboards, blotters blueprints / plans bookbinding material, bookbinding apparatus and
machines [office equipment] bookends, booklets bookmarkers books, bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard
bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard boxes of paper or cardboard bunting of paper cabinets for stationery
[office requisites], calendars canvas for painting carbon paper cardboard *, cardboard tubes cards * / charts
cases for stamps [seals] catalogues, chalk for lithography chalk holders, charcoal pencils chart pointers, nonelectronic, chromolithographs [chromos] / chromos cigar bands clipboards, clips for offices / staples for offices,
clips for name badge holders [office requisites] cloth for bookbinding / bookbinding cloth coasters of paper
comic books, compasses for drawing, composing frames [printing] composing sticks conical paper bags
copying paper [stationery],cords for bookbinding / bookbinding cords correcting fluids [office requisites]
correcting ink [heliography] correcting tapes [office requisites] covers [stationery] / wrappers [stationery] cream
containers of paper, credit card imprinters, non-electric dental tray covers of paper desk mats, diagrams
document files [stationery] document laminators for office use document holders [stationery], drawer liners of
paper, perfumed or not drawing pads drawing pins / thumbtacks drawing boards drawing materials drawing
instruments drawing sets drawing pens drawing rulers duplicators elastic bands for offices electrocardiograph
paper electrotypes embroidery designs [patterns] engraving plates engravings envelope sealing machines for
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offices envelopes [stationery] erasing products erasing shields etching needles etchings fabrics for bookbinding
face towels of paper, figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché files [office requisites] filter paper filtering materials
[paper] finger-stalls [office requisites] flags of paper flower-pot covers of paper / covers of paper for flower
pots flyers folders for papers / jackets for papers forms , printed fountain pens franking machines for office use
/ postage meters for office use French curves galley racks [printing] garbage bags of paper or of plastics
geographical maps glue for stationery or household purposes / pastes for stationery or household purposes
gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes graining combs graphic prints graphic reproductions graphic
representations greeting cards gummed tape [stationery] gummed cloth for stationery purposes gums
[adhesives] for stationery or household purposes hand labelling appliances hand-rests for painters handkerchiefs
of paper
handwriting specimens for copying hat boxes of cardboard, figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché files [office
requisites] filter paper filtering materials [paper] finger-stalls [office requisites] flags of paper flower-pot covers
of paper / covers of paper for flower pots flyers folders for papers / jackets for papers forms , printed fountain
pens franking machines for office use / postage meters for office use French curves galley racks [printing]
garbage bags of paper or of plastics geographical maps glue for stationery or household purposes / pastes for
stationery or household purposes gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes graining combs graphic
prints graphic reproductions graphic representations greeting cards gummed tape [stationery] gummed cloth for
stationery purposes gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes hand labelling appliances hand-rests
for painters handkerchiefs of paper handwriting specimens for copying hat boxes of cardboard, hectographs
histological sections for teaching purposes holders for stamps [seals] holders for cheque books / holders for
checkbooks house painters' rollers humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging index
cards [stationery] indexes Indian inks ink * ink sticks ink stones [ink reservoirs] inking pads inking ribbons
inking sheets for duplicators inking sheets for document reproducing machines inking ribbons for computer
printers inkstands inkwells isinglass for stationery or household purposes labels of paper or cardboard ledgers
[books] letter trays lithographic works of art lithographic stones lithographs loose-leaf binders magazines
[periodicals] manifolds [stationery] manuals [handbooks] / handbooks [manuals] marking chalk, marking pens
[stationery] mats for beer glasses, mimeograph apparatus and machines modelling clay modelling wax, not for
dental purposes modelling materials modelling paste moisteners [office requisites] moisteners for gummed
surfaces [office requisites] money clips moulds for modelling clays [artists' materials] / molds for modelling
clays [artists' materials] apparatus for mounting photographs musical greeting cards name badge holders [office
requisites] newsletters newspapers nibs nibs of gold note books numbering apparatus numbers [type]
obliterating stamps office perforators office requisites, except furniture oleographs packaging material made of
starches packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard padding materials of paper or cardboard
/ stuffing of paper or cardboard pads [stationery] page holders paint boxes [articles for use in school], paint
trays paintbrushes painters' brushes painters' easels paintings [pictures], framed or unframed palettes for
painters pamphlets pantographs [drawing instruments] paper * paper for recording machines paper sheets
[stationery] paper clasps luminous paper paper creasers [office requisites] paper tapes and cards for the recordal
of computer programmes paper for radiograms paper ribbons, other than haberdashery or hair decorations paper
shredders for office use paper knives [letter openers] paper coffee filters paper bows, other than haberdashery
or hair decorations paper bags for use in the sterilization of medical instruments / paper bags for use in the
sterilisation of medical instruments paper for medical examination tables paper cutters [office requisites] paperclips papers for painting and calligraphy paperweights papier mâché parchment paper passport holders, pastels
[crayons] pen clips pen cases / boxes for pens pen wipers pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric
pencil leads pencil holders pencil lead holders pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric pencils penholders
pens [office requisites] perforated cards for Jacquard looms periodicals photo-engravings photograph stands
photographs [printed] pictures placards of paper or cardboard place mats of paper plastic film for wrapping
plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization plastic bags for
pet waste disposal plastics for modeling polymer modeling clay portraits postage stamps postcards posters
printed timetables, printed matter printed publications printed coupons printed sheet music printers' blankets,
not of textile printers' reglets printing blocks printing type printing sets, portable [office requisites] prints
[engravings] prospectuses punches [office requisites] retractable reels for name badge holders [office requisites]
rice paper* rollers for typewriters rubber erasers school supplies [stationery] scrapers [erasers] for offices
sealing stamps sealing wax sealing machines for offices sealing compounds for stationery purposes sealing
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wafers seals [stamps] self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes sewing patterns sheets of
reclaimed cellulose for wrapping shields [paper seals]
signboards of paper or cardboard silver paper slate pencils, song books spools for inking ribbons spray chalk
square rulers for drawing squares for drawing stamp pads stamp stands stamps [seals] stands for pens and
pencils stapling presses [office requisites] starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes
stationery steatite [tailor's chalk] steel letters steel pens stencil cases stencil plates stencils [stationery] stencils
stickers [stationery] T-squares for drawing table linen of paper table napkins of paper table runners of paper
tablecloths of paper tablemats of paper tags for index cards tailors' chalk teaching materials [except apparatus]
terrestrial globes tickets, tissues of paper for removing make-up toilet paper / hygienic paper towels of paper
tracing patterns tracing paper tracing cloth, tracing needles for drawing purposes trading cards, other than for
games, transfers [decalcomanias] / decalcomanias transparencies [stationery],trays for sorting and counting
money type [numerals and letters] / letters [type] typewriter ribbons typewriter keys, typewriters , electric or
non-electric vignetting apparatus, viscose sheets for wrapping washi, waxed paper, wood pulp board
[stationery] wood pulp paper, wrapping paper / packing paper, wristbands for the retention of writing
instruments writing slates, writing or drawing books writing chalk, writing materials writing paper writing cases
[stationery] writing cases [sets] writing brushes, writing instruments, writing board erasers
, (17) acrylic resins, semi-processed adhesive bands, other than stationery and not for medical or household
purposes / adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes anti-glare films for
windows [tinted films] / anti-dazzle films for windows [tinted films] asbestos safety curtains / safety curtains
of asbestos asbestos slate / slate asbestos asbestos sheets asbestos felt asbestos paper asbestos coverings asbestos
fabrics, asbestos cloth, asbestos packing asbestos millboards, asbestos fibres / asbestos fibers asbestos, bags
[envelopes, pouches] of rubber, for packaging balata, bark coverings for sound insulation, boiler composition
to prevent the radiation of heat brake lining materials, partly processed canvas hose pipes carbon fibres, other
than for textile use / carbon fibers, other than for textile use caulking materials, cellulose acetate, semiprocessed, chemical compositions for repairing leaks clack valves of rubber, clutch linings, connecting hose for
vehicle radiators cords of rubber, cotton wool for packing [caulking] cylinder jointings, dielectrics [insulators]
door stops of rubber draught excluder strips / weatherstripping duct tapes ebonite ebonite moulds / ebonite
molds elastic yarns, other than for textile use / elastic threads, other than for textile use expansion joint fillers /
fillers for expansion joints fibreglass for insulation / fiberglass for insulation / glass fibers for insulation / glass
fibres for insulation fibreglass fabrics for insulation / fiberglass fabrics for insulation, filtering materials [semiprocessed foams or films of plastic] fittings , not of metal, for compressed air lines fittings , not of metal, for
flexible pipes fittings , not of metal, for rigid pipes flexible hoses, not of metal floating anti-pollution barriers
foam supports for flower arrangements [semi-finished products] foil of regenerated cellulose, other than for
wrapping / sheets of regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping foils of metal for insulating / metal foil for
insulation gaskets joint packings / seals glass wool for insulation gum , raw or semi-worked gutta-percha / hoses
of textile material insulating materials insulating felt insulating gloves insulating oil for transformers insulating
oils insulating paper insulating fabrics insulating varnish substances for insulating buildings against moisture
insulating paints insulating bands / insulating tapes insulating plaster insulating refractory materials insulators
for railway tracks insulators for cables insulators for electric mains insulators, junctions , not of metal, for pipes
latex [rubber] liquid rubber lutemica , raw or partly processed mineral wool [insulator] non-conducting
materials for retaining heat packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics padding materials of
rubber or plastics / stuffing of rubber or plastics paper for electrical capacitors pipe gaskets / joint packings for
pipes pipe muffs, not of metal / pipe jackets, not of metal plastic film, other than for wrapping plastic substances,
semi-processed plastic fibres, other than for textile use / plastic fibers, other than for textile use plastic sheeting
for agricultural purposes compositions to prevent the radiation of heat quay wall-mounted rubber cushioning
materials for the prevention of damage to docks, ships and vessels reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes
rings of rubber rubber seals for jars rubber , raw or semi-worked rubber stoppers rubber sleeves for protecting
parts of machines / sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines rubber material for recapping tyres /
rubber material for recapping tires rubber solutionssealant compounds for joints self-adhesive tapes, other than
stationery and not for medical or household purposes shock-absorbing buffers of rubber slag wool [insulator]
soundproofing materials, stops of rubber synthetic rubber, synthetic resins, semi-processed / artificial resins,
semi-processed threads of plastic for soldering / soldering threads of plastic threads of rubber, other than for
textile use,threads of plastic materials, other than for textile use valves of india-rubber or vulcanized fibre /
valves of india-rubber or vulcanized fiber, viscose sheets, other than for wrapping vulcanized fibre / vulcanized
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fiber, washers of rubber or vulcanized fibre / washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber water-tight rings / stuffing
rings watering hose, waterproof packings, weatherstripping compositions window stops of rubber, , (18) animal
skins / pelts attaché cases, bags for climbers bags for campers, bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for
packaging bags for sports* bags * beach bags bits for animals [harness] blinkers [harness] / blinders [harness]
boxes of leather or leatherboard boxes of vulcanized fibre / boxes of vulcanized fiber bridles [harness], bridoons
briefcases business card cases,butts [parts of hides] card cases [notecases] cases of leather or leatherboard,
casings , of leather, for springs / casings , of leather, for plate springs cat o' nine tails cattle skins chain mesh
purses chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes / skins of chamois, other than for cleaning purposes
chin straps, of leather clothing for pets collars for animals* compression cubes adapted for luggage conference
folders / conference portfolios covers for animals covers for horse saddles credit card cases [wallets] curried
skins fastenings for saddles frames for umbrellas or parasols fur / fur-skins furniture coverings of leather game
bags [hunting accessories] garment bags for travel girths of leather goldbeaters' skin grips for holding shopping
bags halters / head-stalls handbag frames, handbags harness straps /harness traces harness for animals harness
fittings hat boxes of leather haversacks hiking sticks / trekking sticks horse collars horse blankets horseshoes
imitation leather key cases kid knee-pads for horses labels of leather leather leashes / leather leads leather laces
leather straps / leather thongs leather , unworked or semi-worked leather twist / leather thread leatherboard
luggage tags moleskin [imitation of leather] motorized suitcases mountaineering sticks / alpenstocks music
cases muzzles net bags for shopping nose bags [feed bags] pads for horse saddles parasols, pocket wallets
pouch baby carriers purses randsels [Japanese school satchels] reins reins for guiding children riding saddles
rucksacks / backpacks saddle trees saddlebags * saddlecloths for horses saddler school bags / school satchels
shopping bags shoulder belts [straps] of leather / leather shoulder belts / leather shoulder straps sling bags for
carrying infants slings for carrying infants stirrup leathers parts of rubber for stirrups stirrups straps for soldiers'
equipment straps of leather [saddlery] straps for skates suitcase handles suitcases suitcases with wheels tefillin
[phylacteries] tool bags, empty traces [harness] travelling trunks travelling bags, travelling sets [leatherware],
trimmings of leather for furniture / leather trimmings for furniture trunks [luggage] umbrella rings,umbrella or
parasol ribs umbrella sticks, umbrella covers umbrella handles umbrellas valises valves of leather
vanity cases, not fitted walking sticks* / canes * walking stick seats, walking stick handles / walking cane
handles wheeled shopping bags whips,
, (19) advertisement columns, not of metal agglomerated cork for building agglomerated bagasses of cane
[building material] alabaster glass alabaster angle irons, not of metal aquaria [structures] aquarium gravel
aquarium sand arbours [structures], not of metal armour-plating , not of metal / armor-plating , not of metal
armoured doors, not of metal / armored doors, not of metal artificial stone asbestos cement asbestos mortar
asphalt, asphalt paving aviaries [structures], not of metal balustrades , not of metal beacons , not of metal, nonluminous beams , not of metal / girders , not of metal bicycle parking installations, not of metal binding agents
for making briquettes / binding agents for making stones binding material for road repair bird baths [structures],
not of metal bitumen, bitumen paper for building bituminous products for building bituminous coatings for
roofing brackets , not of metal, for building branching pipes, not of metal bricks building timber / lumber
building paper building glass building stone building materials, not of metal / construction materials, not of
metal building panels, not of metal buildings not of metal buildings , transportable, not of metal burial vaults,
not of metal busts of stone, concrete or marble cabanas , not of metal caissons for construction work under
water calcareous marl casement windows, not of metal cask wood / stave wood ceilings , not of metal cement
*,cement slabs cement posts cement for furnaces cement for blast furnaces raw chalk chicken-houses , not of
metal chimney cowls, not of metal chimney pots, not of metal chimney shafts, not of metal chimneys , not of
metal, cladding , not of metal, for building clay *, clinker ballast coal tar, materials for making and coating
roads coatings [building materials] concrete, concrete building elements cornices , not of metal crash barriers,
not of metal, for roads diving boards, not of metal door panels, not of metal door frames, not of metal / door
casings, not of metal doors , not of metal* drain pipes, not of metal drain traps [valves], not of metal or plastic
duckboards , not of metal ducts, not of metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning installations earth for bricks
ceilings , not of metal cement *, cement slabs cement posts cement for furnaces cement for blast furnaces raw
chalk, chicken-houses , not of metal chimney cowls, not of metal chimney pots, not of metal chimney shafts,
not of metal chimneys , not of metal cladding , not of metal, for building clay *, clinker ballast coal tar materials
for making and coating roads coatings [building materials] concrete concrete building elements cornices , not
of metal crash barriers, not of metal, for roads diving boards, not of metal door panels, not of metal door frames,
not of metal / door casings, not of metal doors , not of metal* drain pipes, not of metal drain traps [valves], not
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of metal or plastic duckboards , not of metal ducts , not of metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning installations
earth for bricks, enamelled glass, for building fair huts, felt for building fences , not of metal figurines
[statuettes] of stone, concrete or marble / statuettes of stone, concrete or marble fire burrs fireclay grog [fired
refractory material] fireplace mantles, not of metal fireproof cement coatings/flagpoles [structures], not of metal
flashing , not of metal, for building floating docks, not of metal, for mooring boats floor tiles, not of metal floors
, not of metal folding doors, not of metal foundry moulds, not of metal / foundry molds, not of metal framework
, not of metal, for building furrings of wood gates , not of metal geotextiles, glass granules for road marking /
glass granules for marking out roads granite grave slabs, not of metal / tomb slabs, not of metal gravel
gravestones / tombstones, greenhouse frames, not of metal / horticultural frames, not of metal greenhouses ,
transportable, not of metal gutter pipes, not of metal gypsum [building material] hips for roofing, huts, insect
screens, not of metal insulating glass for building jalousies , not of metal joists , not of metal laths , not of metal
latticework , not of metal / trellises , not of metal lengthening pieces, not of metal, for chimneys letter boxes of
masonry, lime limestone calcareous stone / linings , not of metal, for building lintels , not of metal macadam,
magnesia cement, manhole covers, not of metal manufactured timber, marble masts [poles], not of metal
memorial plaques, not of metal monuments , not of metal, mooring bollards, not of metal mortar for building /
grout mosaics for building, mouldable wood / moldable wood mouldings , not of metal, for cornices / moldings
, not of metal, for cornices mouldings , not of metal, for building / moldings , not of metal, for building nonluminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal olivine for building outdoor blinds, not of metal and not of
textile paint spraying booths, not of metal palings , not of metal / palisading , not of metal, pantiles , not of
metal paperboard for building / building cardboard parquet floor boards parquet flooring partitions , not of metal
luminous paving blocks paving blocks, not of metal paving slabs, not of metal penstock pipes, not of metal
perches pigsties , not of metal pilings , not of metal / sheet piles, not of metal pillars , not of metal, for building
pitch planks of wood for building plaster * plastic landscape edgings plate glass [windows] for building
platforms , prefabricated, not of metal plywood porches [structures], not of metal porphyry [stone] posts , not
of metal, for power lines / poles , not of metal, for power lines posts , not of metal potters' clay prefabricated
houses [kits], not of metal props , not of metal quartz railway sleepers, not of metal / railroad ties, not of metal
reeds for building refractory construction materials, not of metal, reinforcing materials, not of metal, for
building rigid pipes, not of metal, for building, road marking sheets and strips of synthetic material road coating
materials road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal rock crystal rocket launching platforms,
not of metal roof gutters, not of metal roof flashing, not of metal roof coverings, not of metal roofing slates
roofing shingles, roofing tiles, not of metal roofing , not of metal, roofing , not of metal, incorporating
photovoltaic cells rubber bearings for seismic isolation of buildings rubble safety glass sand , except foundry
sand sandstone for building sandstone pipes sawn timber scaffolding , not of metal scantlings [carpentry] schists
shuttering , not of metal, for concrete shutters , not of metal signalling panels, non-luminous and nonmechanical, not of metal silica [quartz], sills , not of metal silos , not of metal, silver sand skating rinks
[structures], not of metal slabs , not of metal, for building slag [building material] slag stone / clinker stone
slate, slate powder, stables , not of metal stained-glass windows, stair-treads [steps], not of metal staircases ,
not of metal, statues of stone, concrete or marble stone street gutters, not of metal, stringers [parts of staircases],
not of metal swimming pools [structures], not of metal swing doors, not of metal tanks of masonry tar, tarred
strips for building telegraph posts, not of metal telephone booths, not of metal / telephone boxes, not of metal
terra-cotta [building material] tile floorings, not of metal tiles , not of metal, for building, tomb or grave
enclosures, not of metal / grave or tomb enclosures, not of metal tombs , not of metal tombs [monuments], not
of metal tombstone stelae, not of metal tombstone plaques, not of metal tufa, turnstiles , not of metal veneer
wood vinyl siding wainscotting , not of metal wall claddings, not of metal, for building wall linings, not of
metal, for building wall tiles, not of metal water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic water-pipes , not of metal
window glass, other than vehicle window glass window glass for building window frames, not of metal
windows , not of metal wood , semi-worked wood for making household utensils wood paving wood veneers /
veneers wood paneling wood pulp board for building wooden floor boards works of stonemasonry
works of art of stone, concrete or marble xylolith,
, (20) air pillows, not for medical purposes air cushions, not for medical purposes air mattresses, not for medical
purposes air beds, not for medical purposes ambroid bars ambroid plates animal claws animal horns animal
hooves anti-roll cushions for babies, armchairs baby changing mats, bag hangers, not of metal bakers' bread
baskets, bamboo bamboo curtains, barrels , not of metal baskets , not of metal bassinets / cradles, bathtub grab
bars, not of metal bead curtains for decoration, bed fittings, not of metal bed casters, not of metal bed
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bases,bedding , except linen beds for household pets beds *bedsteads of wood beehivesbenches [furniture] work
benches binding screws, not of metal, for cables bins , not of metal / chests , not of metal birdhouses bolsters
bolts , not of metal book rests [furniture] bookcases bottle racks bottle caps, not of metal bottle closures, not of
metal / bottle fasteners, not of metal, bottle casings of wood boxes of wood or plastic, brackets , not of metal,
for furniture brush mountings bumper guards for cots, other than bed linen / bumper guards for cribs, other than
bed linen busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic cabinet work camping mattresses cask stands, not of metal cask
hoops, not of metal / barrel hoops, not of metal casks of wood for decanting wine casks , not of metal chaise
longues / chaise lounges chests of drawers chests for toys chopping blocks [tables] clips , not of metal, for
cables and pipes clips of plastic for sealing bags closures , not of metal, for containers clothes hooks, not of
metal coat hangers / clothes hangers coathooks , not of metal / hooks , not of metal, for clothes rails coatstands
coffin fittings, not of metal coffins collars , not of metal, for fastening pipes comb foundations for beehives
console tables containers , not of metal, for liquid fuel containers , not of metal [storage, transport] coral, corks
for bottles corks corozo costume stands cots for babies / cribs for babies counters [tables] covers for clothing
[wardrobe] crates crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, other than jewellery / crucifixes of wood, wax,
plaster or plastic, other than jewelry cupboards curtain rings curtain holders, not of textile material curtain
rollers curtain rails curtain rods curtain hooks curtain tie-backs cushions deck chairs decorations of plastic for
foodstuffs desks dinner wagons [furniture] dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, not of metal display boards
display stands divans dog kennels door fittings, not of metal door handles, not of metal door bolts, not of metal
door bells, not of metal, non-electric door knockers, not of metal door stops, not of metal or rubber door
fasteners, not of metal doors for furniture dowels , not of metal / pegs [pins], not of metal / pins [pegs], not of
metal drafting tables drain traps [valves] of plastic dressing tables edgings of plastic for furniture embroidery
frames fans for personal use, non-electric feet for furniture figurines [statuettes] of wood, wax, plaster or plastic
/ statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic filing cabinets fishing baskets floating containers, not of metal
flower-pot pedestals flower-stands [furniture] fodder racks footstools freestanding partitions [furniture]
funerary urns furniture furniture fittings, not of metal furniture of metal furniture partitions of wood / partitions
of wood for furniture furniture casters, not of metal furniture shelves garment covers [storage] gun racks
hairdressers' chairs hampers [baskets] for the transport of items hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors] hand-held
flagpoles, not of metal handling pallets, not of metal hat stands head support cushions for babies head
positioning pillows for babies head-rests [furniture] high chairs for babies hinges , not of metal honeycombs
horn , unworked or semi-worked hospital beds house numbers, not of metal, non-luminous hydrostatic beds,
not for medical purposes / water beds, not for medical purposes identification bracelets, not of metal imitation
tortoiseshell index cabinets [furniture] indoor window blinds [shades] [furniture] / indoor window shades
[furniture] infant walkers inflatable publicity objects inflatable furniture ivory , unworked or semi-worked
jerrycans , not of metal jewellery organizer displays / jewelry organizer displays kennels for household pets
keyboards for hanging keys knobs , not of metal labels of plastic ladders of wood or plastics, latches , not of
metal lecternslegs for furniture letter boxes, not of metal or masonry library shelves loading pallets, not of metal
loading gauge rods, not of metal, for railway wagons lockers locks , not of metal, for vehicles locks , other than
electric, not of metal magazine racks massage tables mats , removable, for sinks / removable mats or covers for
sinks mats for infant playpens mattresses * meat safes medicine cabinets meerschaum mirror tiles mirrors
[looking glasses] mobile boarding stairs, not of metal, for passengers mobiles [decoration] mooring buoys, not
of metal Moses baskets mother-of-pearl , unworked or semi-worked mouldings for picture frames / moldings
for picture frames nameplates , not of metal / identity plates, not of metal nesting boxes for household pets
nesting boxesnewspaper display stands numberplates , not of metal / registration plates, not of metal, nuts , not
of metal office furniture oil drainage containers, not of metal oyster shells packaging containers of plastic paper
blinds pet cushions picture frames picture frame brackets / picture rods [frames] pillows placards of wood or
plastics plaited straw, except matting plastic key cards, not encoded and not magnetic plastic keys plastic ramps
for use with vehicles plate racks playpens for babies plugs , not of metal / bungs , not of metal plugs [dowels],
not of metal / wall plugs, not of metal poles , not of metal pulleys of plastics for blinds racks [furniture] rattan
reeds [plaiting materials] reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord reels , not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible
hoses reservoirs , not of metal nor of masonry / tanks , not of metal nor of masonry rivets , not of metal sash
fasteners, not of metal, for windows saw horses saw benches [furniture], school furniture scratching posts for
cats screens for fireplaces [furniture] screens [furniture] screw tops, not of metal, for bottles screws , not of
metal sealing caps, not of metal seats chairs [seats] seats of metal/ sections of wood for beehives settees shells
shelves for file cabinets shelves for storage shelving units shoe pegs, not of metal shoe dowels, not of metal
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shoulder poles [yokes] showcases [furniture] shower chairs sideboards signboards of wood or plastics silvered
glass [mirrors] slatted indoor blinds sleeping pads / sleeping mats sofas split rings, not of metal, for keys stag
antlers stair rodsstakes , not of metal, for plants or trees standing desks, stands for calculating machines statues
of wood, wax, plaster or plastic staves of wood step stools, not of metal steps [ladders], not of metal stools
stoppers , not of glass, metal or rubber straw mattresses / straw mattress straw plaits straw edgings stuffed
animals stuffed birds table tops tables * tables of metal tailors' dummies / dressmakers' dummies / mannequins
taps , not of metal, for casks / faucets , not of metal, for casks tea trolleys / tea carts tent pegs, not of metal
interior textile window blinds tool boxes, not of metal, empty tool chests, not of metal, empty tortoiseshell towel
dispensers, fixed, not of metal / towel dispensers, not of metal, fixed towel stands [furniture] transport pallets,
not of metal trays , not of metal* trestles [furniture] trolleys [furniture] trolleys for computers [furniture] / carts
for computers [furniture] troughs , not of metal, for mixing mortar, typing desks / shelves for typewriters
umbrella stands valet stands valves , not of metal, other than parts of machines vats , not of metal vice benches
[furniture] wall-mounted baby changing platforms wardrobes washstands [furniture] water-pipe valves of
plastic whalebone , unworked or semi-worked wickerwork wind chimes [decoration] winding spools, not of
metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses window fittings, not of metal window stops, not of metal or rubber
window fasteners, not of metal wood ribbon works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic woven timber blinds
[furniture] writing desks yellow amber, typing desks / shelves for typewriters umbrella stands, valet stands,
valves , not of metal, other than parts of machines vats , not of metal, vice benches [furniture], wall-mounted
baby changing platforms wardrobes, washstands [furniture] water-pipe valves of plastic, whalebone , unworked
or semi-worked wickerwork, wind chimes [decoration], winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for
flexible hoses window fittings, not of metal, window stops, not of metal or rubber window fasteners, not of
metal wood ribbon, works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic woven timber blinds [furniture] writing desks
yellow amber,, (21) abrasive pads for kitchen purposes abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin aerosol
dispensers, not for medical purposes animal bristles [brushware] aquarium hoods, electric devices for attracting
and killing insects autoclaves , non-electric, for cooking / pressure cookers, non-electric baby baths, portable
baking mats basins [receptacles] baskets for household purposes basting spoons [cooking utensils] basting
brushes beaters , non-electric beer mugs bird baths* birdcages blenders , non-electric, for household purposes
boot jacks boot trees [stretchers] bottle openers, electric and non-electric bottles bowls [basins] / basins [bowls]
boxes for dispensing paper towels boxes of glass bread baskets for household purposes bread boards bread bins
broom handles brooms brush goods material for brush-making brushes * brushes for footwear electric brushes
, except parts of machines brushes for cleaning tanks and containers, buckets / pails buckets made of woven
fabrics bulb basters busts of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass butter dishesbutter-dish covers
buttonhooks cabarets [trays]cages for household pets cake moulds / cake molds cake decorating tips and
tubescandelabra [candlesticks] / candlesticks candle rings candle extinguishers candle jars [holders] candy
boxes / boxes for sweetmeats car washing mitts carpet beaters [hand instruments] carpet sweepers cauldrons
ceramics for household purposes chamber pots chamois leather for cleaning / buckskin for cleaning / skins of
chamois for cleaning cheese-dish covers china ornaments chopsticks cinder sifters [household utensils] cleaning
instruments, hand-operated cleaning tow closures for pot lids cloth for washing floors, clothes-pegs / clothespins clothing stretchers / stretchers for clothing cloths for cleaning / rags for cleaning coasters , not of paper or
textile cocktail shakers cocktail stirrers coffee grinders, hand-operated coffee services [tableware] coffee filters,
non-electric coffee percolators, non-electric coffeepots , non-electric coin banks cold packs for chilling food
and beverages comb cases combs for animals combs * electric combs confectioners' decorating bags [pastry
bags] containers for household or kitchen use cookery moulds / cookery molds cookie [biscuit] cutters cookie
jars cooking pot sets cooking skewers of metal / cooking pins of metal cooking pots cooking utensils, nonelectric cooking mesh bags, other than for microwaves corkscrews , electric and non-electric cosmetic utensils
cosmetic spatulas cotton waste for cleaning, cruet sets for oil and vinegar cruets crumb trayscrushers for kitchen
use, non-electric crystal [glassware] cups cups of paper or plastic currycombs cutting boards for the kitchen
decanter tags decanters deep fryers, non-electric demijohns / carboys deodorizing apparatus for personal use /
deodorising apparatus for personal use dish covers / covers for dishes dishes dishwashing brushes disposable
table plates drinking troughs drinking vessels drinking horns drinking bottles for sports drinking glasses
dripping pans drying racks for laundry / dustbins garbage cans / refuse bins / trash cans dusting apparatus, nonelectric dusting cloths [rags] earthenware / crockery earthenware saucepans egg cups, egg separators, nonelectric, for household purposes enamelled glass, not for building epergnes eyebrow brushes eyelash brushes
feather-dusters feeding troughs fibreglass , other than for insulation or textile use / fiberglass , other than for
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insulation or textile use fibreglass thread, other than for textile use / fiberglass thread, other than for textile use
figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass / statuettes of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware,
terra-cotta or glass flasks * flat-iron stands floss for dental purposes flower pots flower-pot covers, not of paper
/ covers , not of paper, for flower pots fly swatters fly traps foam toe separators for use in pedicures food
steamers, non-electric fruit cups fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes frying pans funnels furniture
dusters fused silica [semi-worked product], other than for building gardening gloves garlic presses [kitchen
utensils] glass bulbs [receptacles] / glass vials [receptacles] glass flasks [containers] glass jars [carboys], glass
stoppers glass bowls glass , unworked or semi-worked, except building glass glass wool, other than for
insulation, glass incorporating fine electrical conductors glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]
glasses [receptacles] glove stretchers, gloves for household purposes glue-pots, graters for kitchen use grill
supports / gridiron supports grills [cooking utensils] / griddles [cooking utensils] hair for brushes heads for
electric toothbrushes, heat-insulated containers for beverages heat-insulated containers heaters for feeding
bottles, non-electric hip flasks holders for flowers and plants [flower arranging] horse brushes horsehair for
brush-making hot pots, not electrically heated ice cube moulds / ice cube molds ice buckets / coolers [ice pails]
/ ice pails ice tongs ice cream scoops indoor terrariums [plant cultivation] indoor aquaria / tanks [indoor aquaria]
indoor terrariums [vivariums] inflatable bath tubs for babies, insect traps insulating flasks / vacuum bottles
ironing board covers, shaped ironing boards isothermic bags jugs / pitchers kettles , non-electric kitchen
grinders, non-electric kitchen containers kitchen utensils knife rests for the table ladles for serving wine lampglass brushes large-toothed combs for the hair lazy susans lint removers, electric or non-electric liqueur sets
litter boxes for pets / litter trays for pets lunch boxes majolica make-up removing appliances make-up sponges
make-up brushes mangers for animals menu card holders mess-tins mills for household purposes, hand-operated
mixing spoons [kitchen utensils] mop wringers mop wringer buckets mops, mortars for kitchen use mosaics of
glass, not for building, moulds [kitchen utensils] / molds [kitchen utensils] mouse traps mugs nail brushes
napkin rings nest eggs, artificial noodle machines, hand-operated nozzles for watering hose nozzles for watering
cans / roses for watering cans nutcrackers opal glass opaline glass oven mitts / kitchen mitts / barbecue mitts
painted glassware paper plates pastry cutters pepper mills, hand-operated pepper pots perfume burners perfume
vaporizers / perfume sprayers pestles for kitchen use fitted picnic baskets, including dishes pie servers / tart
scoops pig bristles for brush-making piggy banks pipettes [wine-tasters] / wine tasters [siphons] place mats, not
of paper or textile plate glass [raw material] plates to prevent milk boiling over , plug-in diffusers for mosquito
repellents plungers for clearing blocked drains polishing leather polishing apparatus and machines, for
household purposes, non-electric polishing materials for making shiny, except preparations, paper and stone
polishing gloves polishing cloths porcelain ware portable cool boxes, non-electric / portable coolers, nonelectric pot lids potholders pots pottery poultry rings pouring spouts powder puffs powder compacts powdered
glass for decoration rat traps refrigerating bottles reusable ice cubes rings for birds rolling pins, domestic rotary
washing lines salad bowls salad tongs salt cellars / salt shakers saucepan scourers of metal saucers scoops for
household purposes scouring pads / pads for cleaning, scrubbing brushes services [dishes] serving ladles
shaving brushes shaving brush stands / stands for shaving brushes shoe trees [stretchers] shoe horns sieves
[household utensils] sifters [household utensils] signboards of porcelain or glass siphon bottles for carbonated
water ski wax bru smoke absorbers for household purposes soap boxes soap dispensers soap holders / dishes
for soap soup bowls spatulas for kitchen use spice sets sponge holders sponges for household purposes
sprinklers stands for portable baby baths statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass steel
wool for cleaning stew-pans strainers for household purposes straws for drinking / drinking straws sugar bowls
sugar tongs syringes for watering flowers and plants / sprinklers for watering flowers and plants, table napkin
holders table plates tablemats , not of paper or textile tableware , other than knives, forks and spoons tankards
tar-brushes , long handled tea caddies tea services [tableware] tea infusers / tea balls tea strainers tea cosies tea
bag rests teapots thermally insulated containers for food tie presses toilet brushes toilet cases / fitted vanity
cases toilet paper dispensers toilet sponges toilet utensils toilet paper holders toothbrushes toothbrushes ,
electric toothpick holders toothpicks tortilla presses, non-electric [kitchen utensils] towel rails and rings / rails
and rings for towels trays of paper, for household purposes trays for household purposes trivets [table utensils]
trouser presses, urns * utensils for household purposes vases vegetable dishes vessels of metal for making ices
and iced drinks vitreous silica fibres, other than for textile use / vitreous silica fibers, other than for textile use
waffle irons, non-electric washing boards washtubs waste paper baskets water apparatus for cleaning teeth and
gums watering devices / sprinkling devices watering cans apparatus for wax-polishing , non-electric waxpolishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes whisks , non-electric, for household purposes window-boxes wine
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aerators wool waste for cleaning works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass, , (22)
animal hair animal feeding nets awnings of textile awnings of synthetic materials bags [envelopes, pouches] of
textile, for packaging binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes bindings , not of metal body bags
braces , not of metal, for handling loads / harness ,not of metal, for handling loads brattice cloth cables , not of
metal, camel hair canvas for sails car towing ropes carbon fibres for textile use / carbon fibers for textile use
carded wool coconut fibre / coconut fiber cocoons combed wool cords for hanging pictures raw cotton cotton
tow cotton waste [flock] for padding and stuffing covers for camouflage down [feathers] dust sheets / drop
cloths eiderdown esparto grass feathers for bedding feathers for stuffing upholstery raw fibrous textile fibrous
gaskets for ships fishing nets fleece wool flock [stuffing] glass fibres for textile use / glass fibers for textile use
grasses for upholstering hammocks hemp hemp bands horsehair * jute, kapok ladder tapes for venetian blinds
/ ladder tapes or webbing for venetian blinds liber raw linen [flax] linters mail bags mesh bags for washing
laundry net pens for fish farming nets for camouflage nets * network outdoor blinds of textile packing
[cushioning, stuffing] materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard packing string packing rope padding
materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard / stuffing , not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard pig
bristles* plastic fibres for textile use / plastic fibers for textile use purse seines raffiaramie fibre / ramie fiber
rope ladders ropes , not of metal ropes * sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk sails sails for
ski sailing sash cords sawdust schappe [raw silk waste] / silk waste seaweed for stuffing, sheaf-binding yarns
shorn wool raw silk silk flock sisal slings , not of metal, for handling loads snares [nets] straps , not of metal,
for handling loads / belts , not of metal, for handling loads straw for stuffing upholstery straw wrappers for
bottles / bottle envelopes of straw / packing , of straw, for bottles string strips for tying-up vines tarpaulins tents
textile fibres / textile fibers thread , not of metal, for wrapping or binding tow twine made of paper twine for
nets upholstery wool [stuffing] vehicle covers, not fitted vitreous silica fibres for textile use / vitreous silica
fibers for textile use wadding for filtering wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery wax ends whipcord
wood shavings wood wool wool flock raw or treated wool wrapping or binding bands, not of metal, , (23)
chenille yarn coir thread and yarn cotton thread and yarn darning thread and yarn elastic thread and yarn for
textile use embroidery thread and yarn fibreglass thread for textile use / fiberglass thread for textile use hemp
thread and yarn jute thread and yarn linen thread and yarn rayon thread and yarn rubber thread for textile use
sewing thread and yarn silk thread and yarn spun cotton spun thread and yarn spun wool / worsted spun silk
thread of metal for embroidery threads of plastic materials for textile use woollen thread and yarn yarn * / thread
., (24) adhesive fabric for application by heat baby buntings banners of textile or plastic bath linen, except
clothing bath mitts bed covers / bedspreads coverlets [bedspreads] / quilts bed covers of paper bed linen / bed
blankets bed valances billiard clothblankets for household pets bolting cloth brocades buckram, bunting of
textile or plasticcalicocanvas for tapestry or embroidery cheese clothchenille fabriccheviots [cloth] cloth *cloths
for removing make-up coasters of textilecot bumpers [bed linen] / crib bumpers [bed linen] cotton fabricsovers
[loose] for furniture / loose covers for furniture covers for cushionscrepe [fabric] crepon curtain holders of
textile material curtains of textile or plastic damaskdiaper changing cloths for babies diapered linen door
curtains druggeteiderdowns [down coverlets] elastic woven material esparto fabric fabric , impervious to gases,
for aeronautical balloons fabric of imitation animal skins fabric * fabric for footwear fabrics for textile use face
towels of textile, felt * fibreglass fabrics for textile use / fiberglass fabrics for textile use filtering materials of
textile flags of textile or plastic flannel [fabric] frieze [cloth] furniture coverings of plastic / coverings of plastic
for furniture furniture coverings of textile fustian / dimity gauze [cloth] glass cloths [towels] gummed cloth,
other than for stationery purposes haircloth [sackcloth] handkerchiefs of textile hat linings, of textile, in the
piece hemp fabric hemp cloth household linen jersey [fabric] jute fabric knitted fabric labels of textile linen
cloth lingerie fabric lining fabric for footwear linings [textile] marabouts [cloth] mattress covers moleskin
[fabric] mosquito nets muslin fabric, net curtains non-woven textile fabrics oilcloth for use as tablecloths pillow
shams pillowcases place mats of textile plastic material [substitute for fabrics] printed calico cloth printers'
blankets of textile ramie fabric rayon fabric sheets [textile] shower curtains of textile or plastic shrouds silk
fabrics for printing patterns silk [cloth] sleeping bag liners sleeping bags for babies sleeping bags table runners,
not of paper table linen, not of paper table napkins of textile / serviettes of textile tablecloths , not of paper
tablemats of textile taffeta [cloth] textile material tick [linen] ticks [mattress covers] fitted toilet lid covers of
fabric towels of textile traced cloths for embroidery / traced cloth for embroidery, travelling rugs [lap robes]
trellis [cloth] tulle upholstery fabrics velvet wall hangings of textile / tapestry [wall hangings], of textile woolen
cloth / woolen fabric zephyr [cloth]., (25) Albs, ankle boots, aprons [clothing], ascots, babies' pants
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[underwear],bandanas [neckerchiefs] bath sandals, bath slippers, bath robes, bathing caps, bathing trunks /
bathing drawers, bathing suits / swimsuits, beach clothes, beach shoes ,berets, bibs, not of paper,
bibs, sleeved, not of paper, boas [necklets], bodices [lingerie], boot uppers, boots*, boots for sports*, boxer
shorts, brassieres, breeches for wear, camisoles, cap peaks, caps [headwear], chasubles, clothing*, clothing for
gymnastics, clothing of imitations of leather, clothing of leather, coats, collars [clothing], combinations
[clothing], corselets, corsets [underclothing], cuffs / wristbands [clothing], cyclists' clothing, detachable collars,
dress shields, dresses, dressing gowns, ear muffs [clothing], esparto shoes or sandals, fishing vests, fittings of
metal for footwear, football shoes / football boots, footmuffs, not electrically heated, footwear*, footwear
uppers, fur stoles, furs [clothing], gabardines [clothing], galoshes / galoshes, garters, girdles, gloves [clothing],
gymnastic shoes, hairdressing capes, half-boots, hat frames [skeletons], hats, headbands [clothing], headgear
for wear, heelpieces for stockings, heelpieces for footwear, heels, hoods [clothing] ,hosiery, jackets [clothing],
jerseys [clothing], judo uniforms, jumper dresses / pinafore dresses, karate uniforms, kimonos, knickers /
panties, knitwear [clothing], lace boots, layettes [clothing], leggings [leg warmers] / leg warmers, leggings
[trousers], leotards, Liveries, maniples, mantillas, masquerade costumes, mitres [hats] / miters [hats], Mittens,
money belts [clothing], motorists' clothing, Muffs [clothing], neck scarves [mufflers] / neck scarfs [mufflers] /
mufflers [neck scarves], neckties, non-slipping devices for footwear, outerclothing, overalls / smocks, overcoats
/ topcoats, paper clothing, paper hats [clothing], parkas, pelerines pelisses, petticoats, pocket squares, pockets
for clothing, ponchos, pyjamas / pajamas, ready-made clothing, ready made linings [parts of clothing], sandals,
saris, sarongs, sashes for wear, scarves / scarfs, shawls, shirt fronts, shirt yokes, shirts, shoes*, short-sleeve
shirts, shower caps, ski boots, ski gloves, skirts, skorts, skull caps, sleep masks, slippers, slips [underclothing],
sock suspenders, socks, inner soles, soles for footwear, spats / gaiters, sports jerseys, sports shoes*, sports
singlets, stocking suspenders, stockings, studs for football boots, stuff jackets [clothing], suits, suspenders /
braces for clothing [suspenders], sweat-absorbent stockings, sweat-absorbent underwear / sweat-absorbent
underclothing, sweat-absorbent socks, sweaters / pullovers / jumpers [pullovers], teddies [underclothing] /
bodies [underclothing], tee-shirts, tights, tips for footwear, togas, top hats, Trouser straps / gaiter straps,
Trousers / pants (Am.), Turbans, Underpants, underwear / underclothing, uniforms, valenki [felted boots], veils
[clothing], visors [headwear], waistcoats / vests, waterproof clothing, welts for footwear, wet suits for waterskiing, wimples, Wooden shoes,
, (26) Appliqués [haberdashery], artificial flowers, artificial fruit, artificial garlands, Artificial plants, other than
Christmas trees artificial Christmas garlands, artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights, artificial
Christmas wreaths, artificial Christmas wreaths incorporating lights, badges for wear, not of precious metal,
beads, other than for making jewellery / beads, other than for making jewelry, belt clasps, binding needles,
birds' feathers [clothing accessories], blouse fasteners / dress body fasteners, bobbins for retaining embroidery
floss or wool [not parts of machines], bodkins, bows for the hair, boxes for needles, braids, brassards / arm
bands [clothing accessories], brooches [clothing accessories], buckles [clothing accessories], buttons*, charms,
other than for jewellery, key rings or key chains / charms, other than for jewelry, key rings or key chains,
Chenille [passementerie], collar supports, competitors' numbers, cords for clothing,
cords for trimming, corset busks / whalebones for corsets, crochet hooks / crochet needles, darning needles,
darning lasts, decorative articles for the hair, edgings for clothing, elastic ribbons, embroidery / fancy goods
[embroidery] embroidery needles entomological pins expanding bands for holding sleeves, eyelets for clothing,
false beards, false hair, false hems, false moustaches, fastenings for clothing, fastenings for suspenders /
fastenings for braces, feathers [clothing accessories festoons [embroidery], frills [lacework], frills for clothing,
fringes, gold embroidery, haberdashery [dressmakers' articles]*, except thread, haberdashery ribbons,
haberdashery bows, hair bands, hair grips / bobby pins, hair curling pins, hair barrettes / hair slides, hair pins,
hair nets, hair colouring caps / hair coloring caps, hair curling papers, hair extensions, hair curlers, electric and
non-electric, other than hand implements, hat trimmings, hatbands / hat bands, heat adhesive patches for
repairing textile articles, heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles [haberdashery], hook and pile
fastening tapes, hooks [haberdashery], hooks for corsets, human hair, knitting needles, lace for edgings, lace
trimmings / passementerie, letters for marking linen, mica spangles monogram tabs for marking linen / numerals
or letters for marking linen, needle cushions, needle cases, needle-threaders, needles*, needles for wool
combing machines, numerals for marking linen, ornamental novelty badges [buttons], ostrich feathers [clothing
accessories], picot [lace], pin cushions, pins, other than jewellery / pins, other than jewelry, plaited hair / tresses
of hair, prize ribbons, ribbons for the hair, ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping, rosettes
[haberdashery], rug hooks, saddlers' needles, sewing needles, sewing boxes, sewing thimbles, sewing kits, shoe
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fasteners, shoe hooks, shoe laces shoe trimmings, shoe eyelets, shoe buckles, shoemakers' needles, shoulder
pads for clothing, Shuttles for making fishing nets, silver embroidery, skirt flounces, snap fasteners, spangles
for clothing, tapes for curtain headings, tassels [haberdashery], top-knots [pompoms], toupees, Trimmings for
clothing, trouser clips for cyclists, wigs, woollen laces Wreaths of artificial flowers, Zip fasteners / slide
fasteners [zippers] / zippers, Zippers for bags / zip fasteners for bags.
, (27) Artificial turf, Bath mats, Carpet underlay, Carpets for automobiles / automobile carpets, Carpets / rugs*,
Decorative wall hangings, not of textile, Door mats, Floor coverings, Floor mats, fire-resistant, for fireplaces
and barbecues, Gymnastic mats / gymnasium mats, Mats*, Mats of woven rope for ski slopes, Non-slip mats,
Reed mats, Textile wallpaper, Vinyl floor coverings, Wallpaper, Yoga mats., (28) machines, automatic and
coin-operated amusement, video game machines arcade, implements archery, fishing bait artificial, snow for
Christmas trees artificial, [mountaineering equipment] ascenders, gyms baby, games backgammon, especially
designed for skis and surfboards bags, pitching machines ball, for games balls, bar-bells, gloves baseball, gloves
[accessories for games] batting, for Christmas trees bells, table cushions billiard, balls billiard, markers billiard,
cues billiard, cue tips billiard, tables billiard, cards bingo, indicators [fishing tackle] bite, sensors [fishing tackle]
bite, of balls for games bladders, Games board, bob-sleighs, apparatus / apparatus / rehabilitation apparatus
body-building body-training body, bodyboards, apparatus and machinery bowling, for archery bows, Gloves
boxing, blocks [toys] building, games building, nets butterfly, Screens [sports articles] camouflage, holders for
Christmas trees candle for pistols [toys] caps, masks carnival, for billiard cues chalk, Games chess, chessboards,
expanders [exercisers] / [expanders] chest exercisers, For gambling chips, trees of synthetic material Christmas,
crackers [party novelties] Christmas, Tree stands Christmas, pigeon traps clay, pigeons [targets] clay, Harness
climbers', billiard tables coin-operated, Confetti, apparatus conjuring, for game consoles controllers, for toys
controllers, [Discs] for games counters, [fishing traps] creels, bags cricket, for dice cups, darts for hunting or
fishing / for hunting or fishing decoys lures, dice for sports discuses, repair tools [golf accessories] / mark
repair tools [golf accessories] divot pitch dolls, feeding bottles dolls', beds dolls', houses dolls', clothes dolls',
rooms dolls', dominoes, draughtboards checkerboards, [games] / [games] draughts checkers, [toys] drones,
dumb-bells of skis edges, guards [sports articles] elbow, targets electronic, ride apparatus fairground, weapons
fencing, masks fencing gauntlets / gloves fencing fencing, hooks fish, tackle fishing, lines fishing for
swimming / webs [flippers] flippers swimming for fishing floats, discs [toys] flying, tables foosball, * games
apparatus for games, machines for gambling gaming for games gloves clubs golf, bags, with or without wheels
golf gloves golf, bag trolleys / bag carts golf golf, for rackets gut for fishing gut, appliances for gymnastics
and flight stabilizers for model aircraft gyroscopes, gliders hang for sailboards harness, guns [sports articles]
harpoon, sticks hockey, games horseshoe, game calls hunting, skates ice ,roller skatesin-line , puzzles jigsaw
for video games joysticks, kaleidoscopes, reels kite, kitesguards [sports articles] knee, nets for anglers landing
mah-jong for games marbles, [playthings]masks for sailboards masts, dolls matryoshka, athletic supporters
[sports articles] men's, for pumps for inflating balls for games needles for sports nets, toys for parties novelty,
toys for playing jokes ,novelty for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery ornaments,
pachinkos, paddleboards, guns [sports apparatus] paintball, [ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]
paintballs, party hats paper, paragliders games / games parlour parlor, poppers [ novelties] party party, caps
[toys] / caps [toys] percussion detonating, machines for exercises physical, piñatas, balloons play, balls
playing, cards playing, toys plush, toys with attached comfort blanket plush for pole vaulting poles, games
with liquid crystal displays portable, games and toys incorporating telecommunication functions portable,
paddings [parts of sports suits] protective, films adapted for screens for portable games protective, specially
adapted for use with balls for games pumps, bags punching / puppets marionettes, Quoits for games rackets
bats, [playthings] rattles, for fishing reels, toy vehicles remote-controlled, gymnastics ribbons rhythmic, games
ring, horses rocking for fishing rods, skates roller for stationary exercise bicycles rollers, used by athletes rosin,
wheels roulette, sailboards, model vehicles sca model kits [toys] scale, lures for hunting or fishing scent,
[toys] scooters, cards for playing lottery games scratch skins [coverings for skis] seal, guards [sports articles]
shin, shuttlecocks, skateboards, boots with skates attached skating bindings ski, skis, skittles, [games] /
skittles ninepins, [sports articles] sleds, [playthings] slides, shots [sports articles] sling, machines [gaming
machines] slot, globes snow, snowboards, snowshoes, bubbles [toys] soap, coverings for skis sole, tops [toys]
spinning, boards [sports articles] spring, blocks for sports starting, exercise bicycles stationary, for rackets
strings, toys stuffed, skis surf, leashes surfboard, surfboards, pools [play articles] swimming, kick boards
swimming, belts swimming, jackets swimming, pool air floats swimming, swings, for table tennis tables,
targets, bears teddy, nets tennis, ball throwing apparatus tennis, masks theatrical, pistols toy, air pistols toy,
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mobiles toy, vehicles toy, models toy, figures toy, robots toy, imitation cosmetics toy, putty toy, dough toy,
for pets toys, * toys, Trampolines for infants [toys] tricycles, batons twirling, game machines video, wings
water, waterskis, lifting belts [sports articles] weight,
, (29) [preserved peppers] ajvar, for culinary purposes albumen,milk / milk albumin protein, for culinary
purposes alginates, milk for culinary purposes almond, milk almond, milk-based beverages almond, ground
almonds, vera prepared for human consumption aloe, not live anchovy, marrow for food animal, purée apple of
processed fruit arrangements, preserved artichokes, paste / paste aubergine eggplant, bacon preserved beans ,
preserved berries,edible nests birds',pudding / sausage black blood, oil for food bone, preparations for making
bouillon/broth bouillon, concentrates / concentrates broth bouillon, [Korean beef dish] bulgogi, Butter,
Buttercream, nuts candied, caviar, charcuterie, cheese, not live clams, butter for food cocoa, butter coconut,
desiccated coconut ,fat coconut,oil for food coconut, milk coconut, milk for culinary purposes coconut, milkbased beverages coconut, compotes, milk condensed, dogs corn, cheese fritters cottage, compote cranberry,
not live ,crayfish, [dairy products] cream, Croquettes, not live crustaceans, fruits / fruits crystallized, frosted,
curd, dates,* eggs, [edible ant larvae, prepared] escamoles, virgin olive oil for food extra, falafel, mixtures for
bread slices fat-containing, edible fats, substances for the manufacture of edible fats fatty, fillets fish, not live
fish, preserved fish, tinned / , canned fish fishmeal for human consumption fish, mousses fish, roe, prepared
fish, foodstuffs fish-based, nuts / nuts flavoured flavored, meat / meat / meat freeze-dried lyophilized
lyophilized, vegetables / vegetables / vegetables freeze-dried lyophilized lyophilized, preserved fruit, stewed
fruit,jellies fruit pulp fruit, salads fruit, peel fruit, chips fruit, preserved in alcohol fruit, snack food fruit-based,
frozen fruits, tinned / , canned fruits fruits, [grilled meat dish] galbi,, not live game, preserved garlic, * gelatin,
Gherkins, jam ginger, [mashed avocado] guacamole Ham, prepared hazelnuts, not live herrings ,dog sausages
hot, [chickpea paste] hummus, edible , not live insects for food isinglass, jams for food jellies, [milk beverage]
/ [milk beverage] kephir kefir, [fermented vegetable dish] kimchi, [salted and dried cod] klipfish, [milk
beverage] / [milk beverage] / [milk beverage] / [milk beverage] koumiss kumys kumiss ,kumyss ,Lard,
preserved laver for culinary purposes lecithin, juice for culinary purposes lemon, preserved lentils oil for food
/ oil for food linseed flaxseed, pâté / pastes liver liver ,liver, not live lobsters, potato crisps / potato chips lowfat low-fat oil for food / oil for food maize corn, margarine, marmalade, meat, jellies meat, extracts meat,
preserved meat, tinned / , canned meat meat, Milk, beverages, predominating milk milk products, milk, shakes
milk, ferments for culinary purposes milk substitutes milk, preserved, mushrooms, not live mussels, eggnog
non-alcoholic spreads nut-based, prepared nuts, milk oat for food oils, oil for food olive, preserved olives rings
onion, preserved onions , not live oysters, kernel oil for food palm,oil for food palm, butter peanut, milk for
culinary purposes peanut, milk peanut, milk-based beverages peanut, prepared peanuts, preserved peas for
culinary purposes pectin, pickles, prepared as foodstuff pollen, pork, crisps / chips potato potato, fritters potato,
flakes potato, dumplings potato-based, not live poultry eggs powdered, milk* powdered, not live prawns fruit
paste pressed, [soured milk] prostokvasha, Raisins, oil for food / oil for food rape colza ,rennet, milk rice, milk
for culinary purposes rice, [fermented baked milk] ryazhenka , not live salmon meats salted,fish salted, not live
sardines ,Sauerkraut, casings, natural or artificial sausage, sausages, in batter sausages, not live sea-cucumbers,
extracts for food seaweed , prepared* seedoil for food sesame, not live shellfish, not live shrimps,chrysalis for
human consumption silkworm, [sour cream] Smetana, eggs for consumption snail, preparations for making
soup, soups, beans, preserved, for food soya, milk soya, bean oil for food soya, patties soya, lobsters, not live
spiny, for food suet, oil for food sunflower, seeds, prepared sunflower, corn, processed sweet, [sesame seed
paste] tahini tofu, patties tofu,purée tomato,juice for cooking tomato,paste tomato tripe, preserved truffles, not
live tuna, soup preparations vegetable, juices for cooking vegetable, salads vegetable, mousses vegetable,
marrow paste vegetable, cream vegetable-based, preserved vegetables, cooked vegetables,dried vegetables,
tinned / , canned vegetables vegetables whey, cream whipped of eggs white, yakitori/ yoghurt, yogurt of eggs
yolk, [tofu skin].,, (30) syrup [natural sweetener] agave, allspice, paste almond, confectionery almond, aniseed,
sauce [condiment] apple, preparations for food aromatic, coffee artificial, powder baking, soda [bicarbonate
of soda for cooking purposes] / of soda for cooking purposes [baking soda] baking bicarbonate, [stuffed buns]
baozi, meal barley, mixes for okonomiyaki [Japanese savoury pancakes] / mixes for okonomiyaki [Japanese
savory batter batter pancakes], meal bean, vinegar beer, [rice mixed with vegetables and beef] bibimbap, agents
for ice cream binding, / biscuits cookies, * bread rolls bread, Bread crumbs, processed buckwheat, flour
buckwheat, bulgur, buns, burritos, powder cake, frosting [icing] cake, cakes, * candy, capers, decorations
for cakes candy , [candy] caramels , bars cereal,
batter / dough cake cake
snack food cereal-based,
beverages chamomile-based, [sandwiches] cheeseburgers, gum* chewing,
gum for breath freshening
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chewing, [coffee substitute] chicory,
[cereal products] chips ,Chocolate, beverages with milk chocolate,
mousses chocolate, decorations for cakes chocolate, spreads containing nuts chocolate, [condiment] chowchow, condiments] chutneys, [spice] cinnamon, [spice] cloves, Cocoa, beverages with milk cocoa, beverages
cocoa-based, flavourings / flavorings coffee coffee, coffee, beverages with milk coffee, beverages coffeebased, condiments for decorating Christmas trees confectionery, / confectionery confectionery , salt cooking,
flakes / flakes corn maize, flour / meal / flour / meal corn corn maize maize , milled / , milled corn maize,
, roasted / , roasted corn maize, [semolina] couscous, Crackers, sauce [condiment] cranberry, of tartar for
culinary purposes cream, / croûtons croutons, barley crushed , mousses [confectionery] dessert dough for
salad dressings,
de leche dulce
for foodstuffs, except etheric and essential oils essences ,essences for
pastes ferments, other than essential oils, for cakes / , other than essential oils, for cakes flavourings flavorings,
other than essential oils, for beverages / , other than essential oils, for beverages flavourings flavorings,
dumplings flour-based or leaves for use as tea substitutes flowers, [confectionery] fondants flavourings, other
than essential oils / flavorings, other than essential oils food food, dishes with the main ingredient being rice /
dishes with the main ingredient being rice / freeze dried lyophilized dishes with the main ingredient being
ricelyophilised, dishes with the main ingredient being pasta / dishes with the main ingredient being pasta /
,freeze-dried lyophilized dishes with the main ingredient being pastalyophilised, jellies [confectionery] fruit ,
syrup golden for human food groats, halvah , glaze ham, cereal bars high-protein, hominy, grits hominy
,honey, dog sandwiches hot, barley husked, oats husked, cream ice, natural or artificial ice for refreshment,
ice cubes tea iced edible ices ,not medicinal infusions, rice instant [stuffed dumplings] jiaozi, [sauce] ketchup,
[fermented vegetable pancakes] kimchijeon, Leaven for culinary purposes [seasoning] / for culinary purposes
[seasoning] linseed flaxseed, [confectionery] liquorice, [potato-based flatbread] lomper,
[confectionery] /
[confectionery] lozenges pastilles, Macaroni, [pastry] macaroons, biscuits malt, extract for food malt, for
human consumption malt, maltose, marinades, marzipan, mayonnaise, meal flour, pies meat, tenderizers for
household purposes meat, gravies meat, garlic [condiment] minced for confectionery mint, for breath freshening
mints, icing [ glaze] mirror mirror, for food molasses, muesli, meal mustard ,mustard, sweeteners natural,
prepared meals noodle-based, vermicelli noodles ribbon, flours nut, nutmegs, flakes oat, food oat-based,
oatmeal, [Japanese savoury pancakes] / [Japanese savory pancakes] okonomiyaki okonomiyaki [rice balls]
onigiri , sugar palm, pancakes, edible paper, pasta, sauce pasta, [confectionery] pastila, Pastries,
dough pastry, en croûte pâtés, confectionery peanut, [dumplings stuffed with meat] pelmeni, Pepper, sweets
peppermint, [seasonings] peppers [sauce] pesto, biscuits petit-beurre, fours [cakes] petits, piccalilli, pies,
pizzas, popcorn, flour* potato, for making ice cream powders, pralines, * / glue* propolis bee, Puddings,
quiches, processed quinoa , [Japanese noodle-based dish] ramen, Ravioli, [condiment] relish, Rice, cakes rice,
pudding rice,
pulp for culinary purposes rice, edible paper rice,
snack food rice-based, jelly* royal,
rusks, [seasoning] saffron, Sago, for preserving foodstuffs salt, sandwiches[condiments] sauces, binding
materials sausage, water for cooking sea, seasonings, [condiment] seaweed, processed for use as a seasoning
seeds, semolina,
[rice crackers] senbei,
seeds [seasonings] sesame,
ice with sweetened red beans
shaved, [ices] / [ices] sherbets sorbets,noodles soba, flour soya, sauce soya, bean paste [condiment] /
[condiment] soya miso spaghetti, spices, rolls spring, aniseed star, for food starch, liquorice [confectionery]
stick, preparations for whipped cream stiffening, * sugar, Sushi, [candy] sweetmeats, Tabbouleh, tacos,
tapioca, flour* tapioca, tarts, * tea, beverages tea-based, agents for cooking foodstuffs thickening, sauce
tomato, tortillas, * turmeric, noodles udon, bread unleavened, coffee unroasted, flavourings for culinary
purposes / flavorings for culinary purposes vanilla vanilla, [vanilla substitute] vanillin, [stuffed dumplings]
vareniki, preparations for use as coffee substitutes vegetal, [noodles] vermicelli, Vinegar, waffles, flour wheat,
germ for human consumption wheat, * yeast, frozen [confectionery ices] / frozen [confectionery ices]
yoghurt yogurt, [confectionery] / [confectionery] zephyr zefir., (31) algae, unprocessed, for human or animal
consumption / seaweed, unprocessed, for human or animal consumption, algarovilla for animal consumption
,almonds [fruits] aloe vera plants, anchovy, live, animal foodstuffs, animal fattening preparations / livestock
fattening preparations, live animals, aromatic sand [litter] for pets, arrangements of fresh fruit, artichokes, fresh,
bagasses of cane [raw material], raw barks, barley*, beans, fresh, beet, fresh, berries, fresh, beverages for pets,
bird food, bran, bran mash for animal consumption, bred stock, buckwheat, unprocessed, by-products of the
processing of cereals, for animal consumption / residual products of cereals for animal, consumption, cereal
seeds, unprocessed, chestnuts, fresh, edible chews for animals, chicory roots, chicory, fresh, Christmas trees*,
citrus fruit, fresh, cocoa beans, raw, coconut shell, coconuts, copra, crayfish, live, crustaceans, live, cucumbers,
fresh, cuttle bone for birds, distillery waste for animal consumption, dog biscuits, draff, preparations for egg
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laying poultry, eggs for hatching, fertilized / eggs for hatching, fertilized fish spawn, fish, live, fish meal for
animal consumption, fishing bait, live, flax meal [fodder], flower bulbs / bulbs, flowers, natural, flowers, dried,
for decoration, fodder / cattle food / forage, fruit, fresh, fruit residue [marc] / marc, garden herbs, fresh, garlic,
fresh, grains [cereals], grains for animal consumption,grapes, fresh, groats for poultry, hay, hazelnuts, fresh,
herrings, live, hop cones, hops, edible insects, live, juniper berries, kola nuts / cola nuts, leeks, fresh, lemons,
fresh, lentils, fresh, lettuce, fresh, lime for animal forage,, linseed for animal consumption / flaxseed for animal
consumption, linseed meal for animal consumption / flaxseed meal for animal consumption, edible linseed,
unprocessed / edible flaxseed, unprocessed, litter for animals, litter peat, lobsters, live, locust beans, raw, maize,
maize cake for cattle, malt for brewing and distilling, mash for fattening livestock, meal for animals, menagerie
animals, mushroom spawn for propagation, mushrooms, fresh, mussels, live, nettles, nuts [fruits], oats, oil cake
/ cattle cake, olives, fresh, onions, fresh oranges, fresh, oysters, live, palm trees, palms [leaves of the palm tree],
peanut meal for animals, peanut cake for animals, peanuts, fresh, peas, fresh, peppers [plants], pet food, pine
cones, plants, plants, dried, for decoration, pollen [raw material], potatoes, fresh, poultry, live, quinoa,
unprocessed, rape cake for cattle, residue in a still after distillation, hubarb, fresh, rice meal for forage, rice,
unprocessed, roots for animal consumption, rose bushes, rough cork, rye, salmon, live, salt for cattle, sanded
paper [litter] for pets, sardines, live, sea-cucumbers, live, seed germ for botanical purposes, seedlings, seeds for
planting / plant seeds, edible sesame, unprocessed, shellfish, live, shrubs / bushes, silkworm eggs, silkworms,
spinach, fresh, spiny lobsters, live, squashes, fresh, stall food for animals, straw mulch, straw litter, straw
[forage], strengthening animal forage, sugarcane, unprocessed sweet corn ears [husked or unhusked], trees,
truffles, fresh, trunks of trees, tuna, live, turf, natural / sod, undressed timber, unsawn timber, vegetable
marrows, fresh, vegetables, fresh, vine plants, wheat, Wheat germ for animal consumption, wood chips for the
manufacture of wood pulp, Wreaths of natural flowers, yeast for animal consumption., (32) preparations for
making aerated water, aerated water, aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic, aperitifs, non-alcoholic, barley wine
[beer], beer, beer wort, beer-based cocktails, preparations for making beverages, cider, non-alcoholic, cocktails,
non-alcoholic, energy drinks, essences for making beverages, extracts of hops for making beer, fruit juices /
fruit juice, fruit nectars, non-alcoholic, ginger beer / ginger ale, grape must, unfermented, isotonic beverages,
kvass [non-alcoholic beverage], lemonades, preparations for making liqueurs lithia water, malt beer, malt wort,
mineral water [beverages], must, non-alcoholic fruit extracts, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, non-alcoholic
beverages, non-alcoholic honey-based beverages, non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee / nonalcoholic beverages flavored with coffee, non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea / non-alcoholic beverages
flavored with tea, orgeat, pastilles for effervescing beverages, powders for effervescing beverages, proteinenriched sports beverages, rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes, sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic
beverage], seltzer water, sherbets [beverages] / sorbets [beverages], smoothies, soda water, soft drinks, soyabased beverages, other than milk substitutes, syrups for beverages, syrups for lemonade, table waters, tomato
juice [beverage], vegetable juices [beverages], waters [beverages], whey beverages., (33) anise [liqueur] ,
anisette [liqueur]; aperitifs; arrack [arak] / arak [arrack]; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage] alcoholic
beverages; except beer ; alcoholic beverages containing fruit ; bitters; brandy; cider; cocktails*; curacao;
digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; distilled beverages; alcoholic essences; alcoholic extracts; fruit extracts;
alcoholic; gin; hydromel [mead] / mead [hydromel]; kirsch; liqueurs; nira [sugarcane-based alcoholic
beverage]; peppermint liqueurs ; perry ; piquette; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; rice
alcohol 330033 rum; sake; spirits [beverages]; vodka; whisky; win. and (34) absorbent paper for tobacco pipes;
ashtrays for smokers ; books of cigarette papers; chewing tobacco; cigar cutters; cigar cases; cigar holders;
cigarette tips; cigarette filters ; cigarette cases; cigarette holders ; cigarette paper ; cigarettes containing tobacco
substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarettes; cigarillos; cigars; electronic cigarettes; firestones; flavourings,
other than essential oils, for tobacco / flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; flavourings, other than
essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes / flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes
; gas containers for cigar lighters; herbs for smoking* ; humidors ; lighters for smokers ; liquid solutions for
use in electronic cigarettes ; match holders ; matchboxes; matches; mouthpieces for cigarette holders; oral
vaporizers for smokers ; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; pocket machines for
rolling cigarettes; snuff; snuff boxes; spittoons for tobacco users; tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette
holders; tobacco; tobacco pouches; tobacco pipes; tobacco jars.
(510) Int Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34
(540) MADE IN RWANDA (and logo)
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___________
(111) 772/2018
(151) 17/05/2019
(750) YIWU(CHINA)KINKO COMPANY LIMITED
(731) Hongkong, Zhejiang, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Hair dyes, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing,
scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) SMART HANNAH (and logo)
___________
(111) 773/2018
(151) 17/05/2019
(750) YIWU(CHINA)KINKO COMPANY LIMITED
(731) Hongkong, Zhejiang, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Hair dyes, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use;cleaning, polishing, scouring
and abrasive preparations;soaps;perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions;dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) SMART HANNAH (and logo)

___________
(111) 4/2019 (151) 13/05/2019
(750) LAIKI Technology Limited
(731) 1 Urambo Street, P.O. Box 20027, Dar es Salaam, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (9) Electronic asset management, monitoring, tracking and immobilization systems; software
applications; computer servers and databases. and (35) Business management and business administration
services including business information services; commercial and industrial management assistance including
management of information relating to vehicles, vehicle fleets and other assets; retail and wholesale services
related to the sale of electronic asset management, monitoring and tracking systems; import and export services.
(510) Int Class 9 and 35
(540) AFRITRACK (and logo)

__________
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(111) 6/2019 (151) 13/05/2019
(750) Off Grid Electric Ltd
(731) Clifton House, 75 Fort Street, PO Box 1350, Grand Cayman, KY1-1108, C/O Estera Trust (Cayman)
Limited, Cayman Islands
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (4) Renewable energy, solar energy.
(510) Int Class 4
(540) FLEX
___________

(111) 7/2019 (151) 13/05/2019
(750) Off Grid Electric Ltd
(731) Clifton House, 75 Fort Street, PO Box 1350, Grand Cayman, KY1-1108, C/O Estera Trust (Cayman)
Limited, Cayman Islands
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (4) Renewable energy, solar energy
(510) Int Class 4
(540) INFINITY
___________
(111) 8/2019 (151) 13/05/2019
(750) Off Grid Electric Ltd
(731) Clifton House, 75 Fort Street, PO Box 1350, Grand Cayman, KY1-1108, C/O Estera Trust (Cayman)
Limited, Cayman Islands
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (9) Solar cells and batteries and associated hardware, local software and devices., (35) Sale of energy
and associated services including energy efficiency management services. and (37) Installation of solar energy
systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use.
(510) Int Class 9, 35 and 37
(540) ZOLA
___________
(111) 11/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
(731) 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (12) Automobiles and structural parts thereof.
(510) Int Class 12
(540) ADVENTURE
___________
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(111) 13/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) Moja Group Inc
(731) C/o Mondial Management Services Ltd, MABCO Centre 16 Leoville L'homme Street, Port Louis,
Mauritius
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (41) Entertainment; provision of bookmaking, betting, gambling, and gaming services; bookmaking,
betting, gambling, and gaming services provided via electronic sites, computer networks, telephone centres,
mobile or cellular telephone, wireless devices, or any other communications means; operating lotteries;
organization of competitions; providing on-line electronic publications (not downloadable); provision of
information, instruction, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid via any medium; sports
information services provided via any medium.
(510) Int Class 41
(540) Mojabet
___________
(111) 14/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) Johnson & Johnson
(731) One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A.
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (5) Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for gastrointestinal relief.
(510) Int Class 5
(540) MYLANTA
___________
(111) 15/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
(731) 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (12) Automobiles and structural parts thereof.
(510) Int Class 12
(540) RAV4
___________
(111) 25/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) Afrocare (and logo)

___________
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(111) 27/2019
(151) 21/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes;cleaning preparations;polishing preparations;scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations;soaps;soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile;perfumery;essential oils,
cosmetics;hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners;hair straightening
preparations;dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) Fairever (and logo)

___________
(111) 28/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) Fiancée (and logo)

__________
(111) 30/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) NITE QUEEN (and logo)

_________
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(111) 31/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes;cleaning preparations;polishing preparations;scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations;soaps;soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile;perfumery;essential oils,
cosmetics;hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners;hair straightening
preparations;dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) MEDICARE (and logo)

___________
(111) 32/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) PINK LADY (and logo)

___________
(111) 33/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) PRETTY WOMAN (and logo)

___________
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(111) 34/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) SHOSTI (and logo)

________
(111) 35/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) Silent Love (and logo)

__________
(111) 36/2019
(151) 21/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) SILKY CARE (and logo)

No exclusive right shall be given to the use of the word SILKY and CARE separately.
___________
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(111) 38/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) Top Line (and logo)

___________
(111) 40/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, bleaching preparations [decolorants]
for cosmetic purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring solutions and abrasive
preparations; soaps; soap for foot perspiration, soap for brightening textile; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics;
hair lotions, hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations;
dentifrices.
(510) Int Class 3
(540) Waka Waka (and logo)

___________
(111) 41/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS LIMITED
(731) P.O Box 1748, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (4) Industrial oils, greases and wax; lubricating oil, lubricating greases and graphite, dust absorbing,
wetting and binding compositions, removing preparations; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants;
candles and wicks for lighting.
(510)
(540)

Int Class 4
SPEED (and logo)

___________
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(111) 43/2019
(151) 21/05/2019
(750) Rubis Energie
(731) Tour Franklin, 100 Terasse Boieldieu, 92800 Puteaux, France
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (4) Non-chemical additives to motor-fuel, lubricants and fuel; solidified or liquefied gases for industrial
purposes; carburants including vehicle fuel; liquid, solid and gas fuels, including petrol for motor engines; fuel
oil; liquefied petroleum gas in particular butane, propane, LPG fuel; natural gas; raw or refined petroleum; any
other fuel gases in liquid or solid form; diesel oil; industrial oils and greases for engines; automobile and
industrial lubricants; any type of fuel for gas producers, natural wood (fuel); roasted wood (fuel); charcoal
(fuel); mixture of charcoal and mineral charcoal (fuel); pressed vegetable mineral charcoal duff (fuel); peat
(fuel); sawdust (fuel); petrol., (35) Marketing studies and research services; advertising; business
administration; business management and organization consultancy; bill-posting; dissemination of advertising
matter, direct mail advertising; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, organization
of trade fairs and of events for commercial or advertising purposes, rental of advertising space; public relations;
on-line advertising on global telecommunication networks; providing business communication, such as direct
marketing, promotion, stimulation, merchandising; organization of any promotional event and of any eventdriven communication for commercial or advertising purposes; data storage (entry); data search in computer or
electronic files for others; computerized file management; compilation and systemization of information into
computer databases; business management assistance and consultancy services, business information and
inquiries; marketing studies; business management., (37) Vehicle service stations; services of construction,
installation and maintenance of canalized networks for conveying liquefied fuel gases and petroleum gases in
particular propane., (38) Telecommunications, telecommunications by computer network, telephone, telematic
means, global telecommunications network; services of transmission and broadcasting of data, messages,
images, information and any other data by electronic means by using internet and extranet, by telematic and
computer means; communication by computer terminals; electronic mail services; providing user access to
global telecommunications networks, telecommunication site portals, telecommunication network search
engines. and (39) Distribution (delivery), transport, packaging, storage and distribution of energy, electricity
and gas; distribution (delivery), transport, packaging, storage of fuels, in particular of liquefied petroleum gases
intended for household domestic installations as well as for local, professional or industrial collective
installations.
(510) Int Class 4, 35, 37, 38 and 39
(540) RUBIS (and logo)

___________
(111) 44/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) Rubis Energie
(731) Tour Franklin, 100 Terasse Boieldieu, 92800 Puteaux, France
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (4) Non-chemical additives to motor-fuel, lubricants and fuel; solidified or liquefied gases for industrial
purposes; carburants including vehicle fuel; liquid, solid and gas fuels, including petrol for motor engines; fuel
oil; liquefied petroleum gas in particular butane, propane, LPG fuel; natural gas; raw or refined petroleum; any
other fuel gases in liquid or solid form; diesel oil; industrial oils and greases for engines; automobile and
industrial lubricants; any type of fuel for gas producers, natural wood (fuel); roasted wood (fuel); charcoal
(fuel); mixture of charcoal and mineral charcoal (fuel); pressed vegetable mineral charcoal duff (fuel); peat
(fuel); sawdust (fuel); petrol., (6) Gas, butane or propane bottles (containers of metal); pipelines, pipes and
tubes of metal for conveying gas; tanks of metal, vats of metal, tanks of metal for storing gas; steel buildings;
steel wire; steel tubes; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or
liquid; bottle caps of metal; bottle closures of metal; knobs of metal; containers of metal [storage, transport];
branching pipes of metal; winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; signboards of metal;
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containers of metal for compressed gas; packaging containers of metals; containers of metal for liquid fuel;
containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; gas bottles namely containers of metal for compressed gas;
bottles and containers of metal for transporting and storing compressed gas., (35) Marketing studies and
research services; advertising; business administration; business management and organization consultancy;
bill-posting; dissemination of advertising matter, direct mail advertising; organization of exhibitions for
commercial or advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs and of events for commercial or advertising
purposes, rental of advertising space; public relations; on-line advertising on global telecommunication
networks; providing business communication, such as direct marketing, promotion, stimulation, merchandising;
organization of any promotional event and of any event driven communication for commercial or advertising
purposes; data storage (entry); data search in computer or electronic files for others; computerized file
management; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; business management
assistance and consultancy services, business information and inquiries; marketing studies; business
management.
and (39) Distribution (delivery), transport, packaging, storage and distribution of energy, electricity and gas;
distribution (delivery), transport, packaging, storage of fuels, in particular of liquefied petroleum gases intended
for household domestic installations as well as for local, professional or industrial collective installations.
(510) Int Class 4, 6, 35 and 39
(540) RUBIGAZ (and logo)

___________
(111) 45/2019
(151) 21/05/2019
(750) Afia International Company
(731) Industrial City, Phase 3, Street 3,1
P.O. Box 30439 Jeddah 21477, Saudi Arabia
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (29) Sunflower oil for food; Margarine; Edible oils.
(510) Int Class 29
(540) SLITE
________
(111) 47/2019
(151) 28/05/2019
(750) TWINSET LTD
(731) KG 101/036, Kimironko, Kigali, Rwanda
(740) ADEWUNMI TAIWO DUROJAIYE
KG 101/036, Kimironko, Kigali
(511) (30) Tea
(510) Int Class 30
(540) TWINSET WOREVAT (and logo)

_________
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(111) 49/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) Instagram, LLC
(731) 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, U.S.A.
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (9) Computer hardware; Computer software for social networking and interacting with online
communities; Computer software development tools; Computer software for use as an application programming
interface (API); Application programming interface (API) for use in building software applications; Application
programming interface (API) for computer software which facilitates online services for social networking and
for data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; Computer software for creating, managing, and
interacting with an online community; Computer software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading,
accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment
about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or
information via computer the internet and communication networks; Computer software for modifying and
enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; Computer software for
modifying photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-visual content with photographic filters and
augmented reality (AR) effects, namely, graphics, animations, text, drawings, geotags, metadata tags,
hyperlinks; Computer software for the collection, managing, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission,
sharing, and storage of data and information; Computer software for sending and receiving electronic messages,
alerts, notifications and reminders; Computer search engine software; Computer software for use in creating,
managing, measuring, and disseminating advertising of others; Ad server, namely, a computer server for storing
advertisements and delivering advertisements to websites; Augmented reality software; Computer software for
integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment, communicating, and
social networking; Computer software to enable development, assessment, testing, and maintenance of mobile
software applications for portable electronic communication devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones,
handheld computers and computer tablets; Computer software, namely, an interpretive interface for facilitating
interaction between humans and machines; Location-aware computer software, downloadable computer
software and mobile application software for searching, determining and sharing locations; Computer software
for wireless content, data and information delivery; Computer software to enable accessing, displaying, editing,
linking, sharing and otherwise providing electronic media and information via the internet and communications
networks; Computer software, namely, an application providing social networking functionalities; Computer
software, downloadable computer software and mobile application software for creating, managing and
accessing groups within virtual communities; Downloadable computer software for viewing and interacting
with a feed of images, audio, audio-visual and video content and associated text and data; Downloadable
computer software for finding content and content publishers, and for subscribing to content; Software for
creating and managing social media profiles and user accounts; Interactive photo and video equipment, namely,
kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing, printing and sharing digital images and video; Software that enables
individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and maintain an online presence for marketing purposes;
Software for advertisers to communicate and interact with online communities; Software for streaming
multimedia entertainment content; Computer software; Computer software for sending and receiving electronic
messages, graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via computer the internet and communication
networks; Computer software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text; Messaging Software.,
(35) Marketing, advertising and promotion services, namely, providing information regarding discounts,
coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to retail websites of others, and special offers for the goods and services of
others; Provision of market research and information services; Promoting the goods and services of others via
the internet and communication networks; business and advertising services, namely, media planning and media
buying for others business and advertising services, namely, advertising services for tracking advertising
performance, for managing, distributing and serving advertising, for analyzing advertising data, for reporting
advertising data, and for optimizing advertising performance; consulting services in the fields of advertising
and marketing, namely, customizing advertising and marketing efforts of others; Providing online facilities for
connecting sellers with buyers; Advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others by
means of providing photo and video equipment at special events; Providing online facilities for live streaming
video of promotional events; Arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or
advertising purposes; Providing online business directories featuring the businesses, products and services of
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others., (38) Photo sharing and video sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files,
videos and audio visual content among internet users; Telecommunications; Providing access to computer,
electronic and online databases; Telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of data,
messages, graphics, photographs, images, audio, video, audio-visual content, and information; Providing online
forums for communication, namely, transmission on topics of general interest; Providing online
communications links which transfer mobile device and internet users to other local and global online locations;
Facilitating access to third party websites or to other electronic third party content via a universal login;
Providing online chat rooms, instant messaging services, and electronic bulletin boards; Audio, text and video
broadcasting services over the internet and other communications networks; providing access to computer
databases in the fields of social networking and social introduction and dating; Peer-to-peer photo and data
sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files, graphics and audio content among
internet users; Telecommunications and peer-to-peer network computer services, namely, electronic
transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages,
advertisements, media advertising communications and information; Streaming and live streaming of video,
audiovisual, and interactive audiovisual content via the internet., (41) Entertainment services, namely,
providing an online forum for the dissemination of content, data, and information for entertainment and social
and business networking purposes; Entertainment services, namely, providing access to interactive electronic
and online databases of user-defined content, third-party content, photos, video, audio, visual, and audio-visual
material in the field of general interest; Photosharing and video sharing services; Electronic publishing services
for others; online journals, namely, weblogs (blogs) featuring user-defined content; Providing computer,
electronic and online databases in the field of entertainment; Publishing services, namely, publishing of
electronic publications for others; Rental of photography and videography kiosks for capturing, uploading,
editing and sharing of pictures and videos; Entertainment services, namely, providing online facilities for
streaming entertainment content and live streaming video of entertainment events; Organizing live exhibitions
and conferences in the fields of culture, entertainment and social networking for non-business and noncommercial purposes; providing entertainment information from searchable indexes and databases of
information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, photographic images and audio visual
information, via the internet and communication networks; Entertainment and educational services, namely,
providing non-downloadable movies, television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and multimedia works via the
internet, as well as information, reviews, and recommendations regarding movies, television shows, webcasts,
audiovisual, and multimedia works., (42) Computer services, namely creating virtual communities for
registered users to organize groups, meetings, and events, participate in discussions and engage in social,
business and community networking; Computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for
organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive discussions via the internet and communication
networks; Computer services in the nature of customized electronic personal and group profiles or webpages
featuring user-defined or specified information, including, audio, video, images, text, content, and data;
Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data via the internet and communications
networks; Providing online facilities featuring technology that enables online users to create personal profiles
featuring social and business networking information, to transfer and share such information among multiple
online facilities to engage in social networking, and to manage their social networking accounts; Providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for social networking, creating a virtual community, and
transmission of audio, video, images, text, content, and data; Application service provider (ASP) services,
namely, hosting computer software applications of others; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring
software for sending and receiving electronic messages, notifications and alerts; Providing temporary use of
online non-downloadable software for use in designing, managing, measuring, analyzing, disseminating, and
serving advertising of others; Online ad-buying platform provider, namely, providing non-downloadable
software programs for allowing buyers and sellers of online advertising to purchase and sell advertising
inventory; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in buying, selling, designing,
managing, tracking, valuing, optimizing, targeting, analyzing, delivery, and reporting of online advertising and
marketing; Providing online facilities that gives users the ability to upload, modify and share augmented reality
content, information, experiences and data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software
enabling development, assessment, testing, and maintenance of mobile software applications for portable
computing devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones, handheld computers and computer tablets; Providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; Providing application
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programming interface (API) software for use in electronic messaging and transmission of audio, video, images,
text, content and data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for electronic messaging;
Mapping services; Providing temporary access to non-downloadable computer software for mapping services;
Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for mapping services; Providing temporary use of nondownloadable computer software for sharing and displaying a user’s location, planning activities with other
users and making recommendations; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or
facilitate the sharing and displaying a user’s location, planning activities with other users and making
recommendations; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for social and destination
mapping; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate social and destination
mapping; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable location-aware computer software for searching,
determining and sharing the location of goods, services and events of interest; Application service provider
(ASP) featuring location-aware software for searching, determining and sharing the location of goods, services
and events of interest; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in purchasing
and disseminating advertising; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for modifying
photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-video content with photographic filters and augmented reality
(AR) effects, namely, graphics, animations, text, drawings, geotags, metadata tags, hyperlinks; Providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for viewing and interacting with a feed of electronic media,
namely, images, audio-visual and video content, live streaming video, commentary, advertisements, news, and
internet links; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for finding content and content
publishers, and for subscribing to content; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for
organizing images, video, and audio-visual content using metadata tags; Application service provider (ASP)
featuring software for social networking, managing social networking content, creating a virtual community,
and transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages,
advertisements, media advertising communications and information; Application service provider (ASP)
featuring application programming interface (API) software which facilitates online services for social
networking, developing software applications; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software
platforms for social networking, managing social networking content, creating a virtual community, and
transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages,
advertisements, media advertising communications and information; Rental of computer software that gives
users the ability to upload, edit, and share images, videos and audio-visual content; Computer services, namely,
curating online user-defined content and advertisements and creating social media feeds; Providing temporary
use of non-downloadable software for taking photographs and recording audio, audio-visual and video content;
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for uploading, downloading, archiving, enabling
transmission of, and sharing images, audio-visual and video content and associated text and data; Providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for streaming multimedia entertainment content; Providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating and maintaining an online presence for individuals,
groups, companies, and brands; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for advertisers to
communicate and interact with online communities; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer
software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Application service
provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate taking and editing photographs and recording and
editing videos; Computer software development; Providing online non-downloadable software; Application
service provider (ASP); Providing online facilities that give users the ability to upload, modify and share audio,
video, photographic images, text, graphics and data. and (45) Social introduction and networking and dating
services; Providing access to computer databases and online searchable databases in the fields of social
networking, social introduction and dating; Online social networking services; Business identification
verification service
(510) Int Class 9, 35, 38, 41, 42 and 45
(540)

___________
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(111) 50/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) Exxon Mobil Corporation
(731) 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving, Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A.
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (1) Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions;
tempering and soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in
industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry
and science; transmission fluids; hydraulic fluids; antifreeze/coolants; de-icer fluids; brake fluids; power
steering fluids., (4) Industrial oils and greases, wax;lubricants;dust absorbing, wetting and binding
compositions;fuels
and illuminants;candles
and
wicks
for
lighting;motor
oils;lubricating
oils;greases;lubricants;synthetic engine lubricants;waxes;basestocks;motor fuels, namely gasoline and diesel
fuels;compressed natural gas. and (37) Building construction; repair; installation services; retail fuel service
stations; car wash services; vehicle lubrication services.
(510) Int Class 1, 4 and 37
(540) MOBIL (and logo)

___________
(111) 51/2019
(151) 21/05/2019
(750) HYPE-IP LIMITED
(731) Suite 5, 39 Irish Town, Gibraltar, Gibraltar
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (32) Non-alcoholic beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and
fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; energy drinks, sports drinks and vitamin
drinks.
(510) Int Class 32
(540) HYPE ENERGY (and logo)

Disclaim the word "Energy" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
___________
(111) 56/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) HOYO LTD
(731) KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
(740) MUHIRE Eden
KICUKIRO,KIGALI CITY
(511) (29) Cocoa butter for food, coconut butter coconut, desiccated coconut fat coconut oil for food coconut
milk, coconut milk for culinary purposes, coconut milk-based beverages, butter, buttercream,candied nuts, fish
fillets, fish, not live, fish, preserved, fruit, preserved, fruit-based snack food, margarine, milk, milk beverages,
milk products, milk shakes, oils for food, olive oil for food, olives, preserved, peanut butter, peanut milk for
culinary purposes, peanut milk, soya milk, soya bean oil for food, tomato puree, tomato juice for cooking,
tomato paste.
, (30) Baking powder,biscuits / cookies, cake powder, cake batter / cake dough, cake frosting [icing], cakes,
candy*, candy decorations for cakes, cereal-based snack food, chewing gum*, chewing gum for breath
freshening, chips [cereal products], chocolate, chocolate beverages with milk, chocolate mousses, chocolate
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decorations for cakes, chocolate spreads containing nut, chocolate-based beverages,chocolate-based spreads,
coffee, coffee beverages with milk, coffee-based beverages, cooking salt, ginger [spice], honey, ice cream
Macaroni,macaroons [pastry], mustard, pepper, peppermint sweets, rice, tomato sauce, vinegar, wheat flour.,
(31) Animal foodstuffs, beans, fresh, coconuts, cucumbers, fresh flowers, natural, flowers, dried, for
decoration,fruit, fresh, garlic, fresh, olives, fresh, onions, fresh, oranges, fresh, poultry, live,vegetables, fresh.
, (32) Beer, cider, non-alcoholic, cocktails, non-alcoholic, energy drinks, fruit juices / fruit juice, fruit nectars,
non-alcoholic, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, non-alcoholic beverages, non-alcoholic beverages flavoured
with coffee , non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea, soda water, soft drinks, table waters, tomato juice
[beverage].
and (34) Cigarettes, cigars, matchboxes, matches, tobacco.

(510) Int Class 29, 30, 31, 32 and 34
(540) HOYO (and logo)
_________
(111) 60/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) PPC International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited
(731) PPC Building, 148 Katherine Street, (Cnr Grayston Drive), Sandton, Gauteng 2146, Republic of South
Africa
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (19) Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and
bitumen; cement; granulated and powdered slag; lime and limestone; concrete; bricks; binders; gelling agents
in this class; sand; plaster; non-metallic transportable buildings; items in this class made from the foregoing
materials.
(510) Int Class 19
(540)

___________
(111) 61/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) PPC International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited
(731) PPC Building, 148 Katherine Street, (Cnr Grayston Drive), Sandton, Gauteng 2146, Republic of South
Africa
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (19) Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and
bitumen; cement; granulated and powdered slag; lime and limestone; concrete; bricks; binders; gelling agents
in this class; sand; plaster; non-metallic transportable buildings; items in this class made from the foregoing
materials.
(510) Int Class 19
(540)

___________
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(111) 62/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
(750) PPC International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited
(731) PPC Building, 148 Katherine Street, (Cnr Grayston Drive), Sandton, Gauteng 2146, Republic of South
Africa
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (19) Building materials (non-metallic);non-metallic rigid pipes for building;asphalt, pitch and
bitumen;cement;granulated and powdered slag;lime and limestone;concrete;bricks;binders;gelling agents in
this class;sand;plaster;non-metallic transportable buildings;items in this class made from the foregoing
materials.
(510) Int Class 19
(540)

(111) 63/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) PPC International Holdings (Proprietary) Limited
(731) PPC Building, 148 Katherine Street, (Cnr Grayston Drive), Sandton, Gauteng 2146, Republic of South
Africa
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (19) Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and
bitumen; cement; granulated and powdered slag; lime and limestone; concrete; bricks; binders; gelling agents
in this class; sand; plaster; non-metallic transportable buildings; items in this class made from the foregoing
materials.
(510) Int Class 19
(540)

___________
(111) 64/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology Co., Ltd.
(731) No. 555, Qianmo Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic of China
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (9) Computer memory devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer operating
programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; parking
meters; apparatus to check franking; false coin detectors; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; holograms;
face recognition equipment; phototelegraphy apparatus; weighing apparatus and instruments; measures;
electronic notice boards; intercommunication apparatus; video telephones; global positioning system [GPS]
apparatus; compact discs [audio-video]; sound recording apparatus; video recorders; camcorders; monitoring
apparatus, electric; video baby monitors; cameras [photography]; screens [photography]; filters [photography];
stands for photographic apparatus; tripods for cameras; lens hoods; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods];
measuring instruments; optical lenses; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; wafers for integrated circuits; chips
[integrated circuits]; capacitors; video screens; remote control apparatus; light conducting filaments [optical
fibers [fibres]]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; lightning arresters;
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electrolysers; fire extinguishers; radiology screens for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use
against accidents; theft prevention installations, electric; anti-theft warning apparatus; pince-nez/glasses;
batteries, electric; slides [photography]; digital camera; analog camera; Liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor;
Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch; switching power supplies; cables; intercom., (35) Business mediation in the
purchase and sale, import and export, and wholesaling and retailing of the in class 9 mentioned products;
provision of commercial information; promotional activities; arranging events for publicity and/or commercial
purposes; compilation and management of data files; consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid
services; the aforesaid services also provided via electronic networks, such as the Internet. and (42) Scientific
and technological services and research and design relating thereto; development services; industrial analysis
and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer system design;
computer rental; rental of computer software; computer programming; updating of computer software;
computer software installation; maintenance of computer software; duplication of computer programs;
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; data conversion of computer programs and
data (not physical conversion); recovery of computer data; computer systems analysis; creating and maintaining
web sites for others; hosting computer sites (websites); server hosting; computer virus protection services;
providing internet search engines; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; technical project studies;
engineering; surveying; urban planning; mechanical research; industrial design; design of interior decor;
consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services; including the aforesaid services provided via
electronic networks, including the Internet.
(510) Int Class 9, 35 and 42
(540) HILOOK (and logo)

_________

(111) 65/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) Facebook Technologies, LLC
(731) 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California, 94025, U.S.A.
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (9) Computer hardware not including ophthalmic and optometric devices or instruments; software for
social networking; software development tools; software for use as an application programming interface (API);
application programming interface (API) for use in building software applications; application programming
interface (API) for software which facilitates online services for social networking and for data retrieval, upload,
download, access and management; software for creating, managing, and interacting with an online community;
software for organizing, searching for and managing events; software for creating, editing, uploading,
downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, annotating,
indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing
electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; software for modifying and
enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; software for collecting,
managing, editing, organizing, modifying, transmitting, sharing, and storing data and information; computer
software for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders; magnetically
encoded gift cards; virtual reality game software; augmented reality game software; mixed reality game
software; virtual reality game computer hardware; augmented reality game computer hardware; mixed reality
game computer hardware; computer peripheral devices not including ophthalmic and optometric devices or
instruments; virtual, augmented, and mixed reality software for use in enabling computers, video game
consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones to provide
virtual reality experiences; game software for wireless devices; game software for handheld electronic devices;
electronic game software; virtual reality software; augmented reality software; mixed reality software; video
game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; downloadable electronic game programs;
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computer game software; headsets for use with computers not including ophthalmic and optometric devices or
instruments; laser equipment for non-medical purposes; software for integrating electronic data with real world
environments for the purposes of entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and social networking;
software for converting natural language into machine-executable commands; software, namely, an interpretive
interface for facilitating interaction between humans and machines; personal assistant software; social assistant
software; software for planning activities with other users and making recommendations; software for social
and destination mapping; software for ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; software for wireless
content, data and information delivery; software for creating, managing and accessing groups within virtual
communities; virtual reality computer hardware; virtual reality software for use in enabling computers, video
game consoles, handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones to
provide virtual reality experiences; computer game software for home video game consoles; wearable
peripherals for computers, tablet computers, mobile devices and mobile telephones not including ophthalmic
and optometric devices or instruments, namely, configurable head-mounted displays; headsets for use with
video game consoles; computer software; augmented reality computer hardware; virtual reality headsets;
virtual, augmented and mixed reality headsets and helmets adapted for use in playing video games; virtual
reality headsets for playing video games for connection to computers, video game consoles, handheld video
game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality
experiences; augmented reality headsets; virtual reality glasses; augmented reality glasses; virtual reality
software for navigating a virtual reality environment; augmented reality software for navigating an augmented
reality environment; augmented reality software for use in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld
video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones to provide augmented reality
experiences; headsets for virtual reality games; headsets for augmented reality games; handheld virtual reality
controllers; handheld augmented reality controllers; video and computer game programs; interactive
entertainment software; gesture recognition software; motion tracking sensors for virtual reality technology;
motion tracking sensors for augmented reality technology; computer software for controlling the operation of
audio and video devices; digital media streaming devices; earphones; headphones; video display software;
video display hardware, namely, video drivers for video eyewear; software for navigating a virtual reality
environment; software for use in enabling computers, video game consoles, handheld video game consoles,
tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones to provide virtual reality and augmented reality
experiences; virtual reality software for object tracking, motion control and content visualization; augmented
reality software for object tracking, motion control and content visualization; virtual reality software for users
to experience virtual reality visualization, manipulation and immersion; augmented reality software for users to
experience augmented reality visualization, manipulation and immersion; virtual reality software for operating
virtual reality headsets; augmented reality software for operating augmented reality headsets; virtual reality
software for interactive entertainment; augmented reality software for interactive entertainment; headsets;
software for recording, storing, transmitting, receiving, displaying and analyzing data from wearable computer
hardware; wearable computing devices comprised primarily of software and display screens for connection to
computers, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones in order to enable virtual reality and
augmented reality world experiences; goggles for enabling virtual reality and augmented reality world
experiences; software for use in creating and designing virtual reality and augmented reality software;
application programming interface (API) for computer software for developing and creating virtual reality and
augmented reality experiences; software and firmware for operating system programs; computer operating
systems; software for tracking motion in, visualizing, manipulating, viewing, and displaying augmented and
virtual reality experiences; software, firmware and hardware for use in visual, voice, audio, motion, eye and
gesture tracking and recognition; hardware and software for operating sensor devices; electronic sensor devices,
cameras, projectors, and microphones for gesture, facial, and voice detection capture and recognition; hardware
and software for detecting objects, user gestures and commands; software and firmware for controlling,
configuring and managing controllers; software and firmware for enabling electronic devices to share data and
communicate with each other; computer operating system software; software driver programs for electronic
devices for enabling computer hardware and electronic devices to communicate with each other; cameras;
batteries; battery chargers; battery cases; battery packs; power charging and power management devices for
mobile electronic devices; charging docks; charging stands for mobile electronic devices; base chargers for
mobile electronic devices; power banks; external chargers; wireless charging cases; rechargeable electric
battery devices, namely, rechargeable batteries and portable power supplies; rechargeable external battery packs
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for use with mobile electronic devices; power adapters; electrical adapters; electrical and electronic connectors;
bags and cases specially adapted for mobile electronic devices; briefcases, backpacks and carrying cases for
mobile electronic devices; cases for mobile electronic devices; faceplates; protective covers and cases for
mobile electronic devices; protective sleeves for mobile electronic devices; holders, armbands, clips and
carrying cases specially adapted for mobile electronic devices; wall mounts for mounting mobile electronic
devices; stands for mobile electronic devices; holders for mobile electronic devices; remote controls for mobile
electronic devices; electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors; audio speakers; docking stations for
mobile electronic devices; loudspeakers; electronic cables parts and fittings; electric cables; connection cables;
cables for optical signal transmission; power cables and cable connectors; microphones; audio receivers; audio
transmitters; wireless computer peripherals; head-mounted video display; receivers of electronic signals; video
receivers; wireless transmitters and receivers for reproduction of sound and signals; electric sensors; sensors
for monitoring physical movements; software in the nature of a mobile application; SIM cards; software for
processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text; messaging software; software for facilitating and arranging
for the financing and distribution of fundraising and donations; software for online charitable fundraising
services and financial donation services., (28) Video game consoles; video game interactive remote control
units; wearable peripherals for playing video games specially adapted for computers, video game consoles,
handheld video game consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and mobile telephones; controllers for
computer games; audio and visual headsets for use in playing video games; hand-held units for playing
electronic, computer, interactive, and video games; gaming devices and mobile gaming devices, namely,
gaming machines with or without video output for playing computer games and video games; computer game
consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for electronic games other than those
adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with
an external display screen or monitor; bags specially adapted for handheld video games and video game
consoles; computer and video game joysticks; computer gaming consoles for recreational game playing; fitted
plastic films known as skins for covering and protecting electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game
consoles and hand-held video game units; game controllers in the nature of keyboards for computer games;
games adapted for use with television receivers; gaming headsets adapted for use in playing video games; hand
held joy stick units for playing video games; handheld game consoles; hand-held electronic games adapted for
use with television receivers only; hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; hand-held units for playing
electronic games for use with external display screen or monitor; video game machines; LCD game machines;
player-operated electronic controllers for electronic video game machines; protective carrying cases specially
adapted for handheld video games and video game consoles; standalone video game machines; stands for
electronic game playing apparatus, namely, video game consoles and hand-held video game units; tabletop units
for playing electronic games other than in conjunction with a television or computer; video game interactive
hand held remote controls for playing electronic games; controllers for game consoles; arcade video game
machines., (35) Marketing, advertising and promotion services; provision of market research and information
services; promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; business and
advertising services; facilitating the exchange and sale of services and products of third parties via computer
and communication networks; providing online marketplaces for sellers of goods and/or services; providing
online facilities for connecting sellers with buyers; business networking; employment and recruiting services;
advertising and information distribution services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the internet
and communications networks; pre-paid gift card services, namely, issuing gift card certificates that may be
redeemed for goods or services; charitable services, namely, promoting public awareness about charitable,
philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities; organizing exhibitions and
events in the field of software and hardware development for commercial or advertising purposes; association
services that promote the interests of professionals and businesses in the field of mobile software application
development; online advertising and promoting the goods and services of others via the internet; marketing and
advertising consultation services; arranging and conducting special events for commercial, promotional or
advertising purposes; advertising via electronic media; organizing, promoting and conducting exhibitions,
tradeshows and events for business purposes; online retail store services featuring virtual reality and augmented
reality headsets, games, content and digital media; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet and
communication networks; promoting the goods and services of others by means of distributing video advertising
on the internet and communication networks; advertising services, namely, targeting and optimization of online
advertising; business management; business administration and office functions; brand consulting; design of
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advertising materials for others; providing online business directories featuring the businesses, products and
services of others., (41) Entertainment services; photo sharing and video sharing services; electronic publishing
services; entertainment services, namely, facilitating interactive and multiplayer and single player game
services for games played via the internet or communications networks; providing information about video
games, electronic or interactive multimedia games via the internet or communications networks; arranging and
conducting competitions and facilitating events for players of electronic or interactive multimedia games;
providing online resources for software developers; organizing contest and incentive award programs for
software developers; publication of educational materials, namely, publishing of books, journals, newsletters,
and electronic publications; online journals, namely, blogs; entertainment services, namely, providing virtual
reality games, interactive entertainment and virtual reality content; entertainment services, namely, providing
augmented reality games, interactive entertainment and augmented reality content; entertainment services,
namely, providing mixed reality games, interactive entertainment and mixed reality content; providing a
computer game for use network-wide by network users; providing online virtual reality games; providing online
augmented reality games; providing online mixed reality games; entertainment services, namely, providing
online video games; organizing exhibitions and events in the field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality,
augmented reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries for cultural or educational
purposes; arranging and conducting educational conferences; organizing exhibitions and events in the field of
software development for educational purposes; educational services, namely, organizing and conducting
conferences and seminars in the fields of virtual reality, augmented reality, artificial intelligence and the internet
of things; providing computer, electronic and online databases in the field of entertainment; rental of
photography and/or videography kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing and sharing of pictures and videos;
entertainment services, namely, providing online facilities for streaming entertainment content and live
streaming video of entertainment events; providing online computer and video games; entertainment services,
namely, arranging and conducting of competitions for encouraging use and development of interactive
entertainment, virtual reality, augmented reality, consumer electronics, and video game entertainment software
and hardware; organizing exhibitions and events for cultural, educational, or entertainment purposes;
production of video and computer game software; virtual reality arcade services; augmented reality arcade
services; virtual reality game services provided online from a computer network; augmented reality game
services provided online from a computer network; providing online computer games and interactive games;
augmented reality video production; virtual reality video production; multimedia production services;
entertainment services, namely, providing augmented reality games and interactive entertainment content;
entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual reality environments; entertainment services, namely,
providing online augmented reality environments; providing entertainment information from searchable
indexes and databases of information, namely text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, photographic
images and audio visual information and communication networks; providing information about online
computer games and video games via computer or communication networks; arranging and conducting
competitions and facilitating events for video gamers and computer game players; organizing exhibitions in the
field of interactive entertainment, virtual reality, consumer electronics and video game entertainment industries
for cultural or educational purposes; education services; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities.,
(42) Design and development of computer hardware and software not for use in connection with ophthalmic
and optometric devices or instruments; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered
users to organize groups and events, participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in
social, business and community networking; computer services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others
for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive discussions via communication networks;
computer services in the nature of customized electronic personal and group profiles or webpages featuring
user-defined or specified information, namely, audio, video, images, text, content, and data; computer services,
namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on the internet and communication networks; providing
online facilities featuring technology that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social and
business networking information and to transfer and share such information among multiple online facilities;
non-downloadable software for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmitting audio, video,
images, text and data; application service provider (ASP) services; providing an online network service that
enables users to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple
online facilities; providing information from searchable indexes and databases of information, namely, text,
electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, images and audio visual content via the internet
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and communication networks; providing non-downloadable software to allow users to perform electronic
business transactions via the internet and communications networks; software as a service (SAAS) services
featuring software for sending and receiving electronic messages, notifications and alerts; development of
hardware for use in connection with electronic and interactive multimedia games; electronic and interactive
multimedia game development services; providing online sites that give users the ability to upload, modify and
share virtual reality content, information, experiences and data; providing online sites that give users the ability
to upload, modify and share augmented reality content, information, experiences and data; providing online
sites that give users the ability to upload, modify and share mixed reality content, information, experiences and
data; non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; platform as a service (PAAS) services
featuring computer software to allow users to perform electronic business and e-commerce transactions;
providing application programming interface (API) software for use in electronic messaging and transmission
of audio, video, images, text, content and data; software for electronic messaging; non-downloadable computer
software for sharing and displaying a user’s location, planning activities with other users and making
recommendations; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the sharing and
displaying of a user’s location, planning activities with other users and making recommendations; nondownloadable computer software for social and destination mapping; application service provider (ASP)
featuring software to enable or facilitate social and destination mapping; non-downloadable software for
ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable
or facilitate ordering and/or purchasing goods and services; non-downloadable software for creating, managing
and accessing user-created and administered private groups within virtual communities; non-downloadable
software for providing a virtual marketplace; non-downloadable computer software for facilitating interaction
and communication between humans and AI (artificial intelligence) platforms, namely, bots, virtual agents and
virtual assistants; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate interaction and
communication between humans and AI (artificial intelligence) platforms, namely, bots, virtual agents and
virtual assistants; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring software platforms for social networking and
transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages; non-downloadable software for
streaming multimedia entertainment content; providing personal assistant software; providing social assistant
software; design and development of computer game hardware and software; design and development of virtual
reality hardware and software; design and development of augmented reality hardware and software; design
and development of mixed reality hardware and software; design and development of video game hardware and
software; computer services in the nature of providing customized online pages featuring user-defined or
specified information, personal profiles, virtual reality, and augmented reality content and data; software
development; design and development of interactive multimedia software; maintenance and repair of computer
software; non-downloadable software for transmitting, sharing, receiving, downloading, displaying, interacting
with and transferring content, text, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files,
documents and electronic works; computer services, namely, providing information in the fields of technology
and software development via the internet; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of
diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider
services; online non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in electronic storage of data; online nondownloadable cloud computing software for virtual and augmented reality applications and environments; file
sharing services, namely, providing online facilities for others featuring technology enabling users to upload
and download electronic files; hosting of digital content on the internet; scientific and technological services
and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; computer services, namely,
providing remote management of devices via computer networks, wireless networks or the internet; providing
software for facilitating and arranging for the financing and distribution of fundraising and donations; providing
software for online charitable fundraising services and financial donation services. and (45) Social introduction,
networking and dating services; online social networking services; user verification services; identification
verification services; business identification verification services.
(510) Int Class 9, 28, 35, 41, 42 and 45
(540) OCULUS
_________
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(111) 66/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(330)
(750) FAES FARMA, S.A.
(731) Avenida Autonomía 10, 48940 Leioa (Bizkaia) , Spain
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (5) Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of respiratory tract infections.
(510) Int Class 5
(540) TOCIMEX
___________
(111) 67/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) WILDERNESS SAFARIS (PTY) LIMITED
(731) 373 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (35) Advertising and business services; research and analysis services, market studies, market share
analysis and planning; advertising research and analysis; creation, publication and dissemination of business
material; public relations, publicity services, marketing and promotional services; business services and related
activities; consultancy, assistance, survey, marketing, information, distribution, promotional services,
franchising and related business and administrative services; retail, wholesale, import, export, mail order,
franchising, marketing, merchandising distribution; including but not limited to organisation, advisory,
management and consultancy services, (39) Transporting services; services consisting of; travel arrangements,
information about journeys, tariffs, timetables and methods of transport; services related to or in connection
with transportation, booking of seats, chartering of aircraft, busses and water craft; arranging of cruises, flights
and accommodation; escorting of travellers, arranging of tours, excursions, journeys, trips, vacations, provision
of travel packages, travel agencies, safaris, game guides; car rental; transport of travellers; freighting, transport
by land, air or water; clearing and forwarding agencies, clearing and forwarding agents; packing, distributing
and warehousing services. and (43) Services relating to the provision of temporary accommodation; resorts,
hotel, motel, lodges, guest houses, bed and breakfast, tourist camps and tourist houses; reservation for hotel
accommodation and other; holiday information and planning relating to accommodation; hospitality services,
including; booking, catering and planning services; restaurants, snack bars, cafes, cafeterias, fast food outlets,
coffee houses, canteens and roadhouses; services connected with the preparation, procurement, sale and
distribution of foodstuffs and refreshments; coffee supply services for offices; catering.
(510) Int Class 35, 39 and 43
(540) WILDERNESS SAFARIS

Disclaim the word "SAFARIS" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
___________

(111) 68/2019
(151) 13/05/2019
(750) WILDERNESS SAFARIS (PTY) LIMITED
(731) 373 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (35) Advertising and business services; research and analysis services, market studies, market share
analysis and planning; advertising research and analysis; creation, publication and dissemination of business
material; public relations, publicity services, marketing and promotional services; business services and related
activities; consultancy, assistance, survey, marketing, information, distribution, promotional services,
franchising and related business and administrative services; retail, wholesale, import, export, mail order,
franchising, marketing, merchandising distribution; including but not limited to organisation, advisory,
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management and consultancy services, (39) Transporting services; services consisting of; travel arrangements,
information about journeys, tariffs, timetables and methods of transport; services related to or in connection
with transportation, booking of seats, chartering of aircraft, busses and water craft; arranging of cruises, flights
and accommodation; escorting of travellers, arranging of tours, excursions, journeys, trips, vacations, provision
of travel packages, travel agencies, safaris, game guides; car rental; transport of travellers; freighting, transport
by land, air or water; clearing and forwarding agencies, clearing and forwarding agents; packing, distributing
and warehousing services. and (43) Services relating to the provision of temporary accommodation; resorts,
hotel, motel, lodges, guest houses, bed and breakfast, tourist camps and tourist houses; reservation for hotel
accommodation and other; holiday information and planning relating to accommodation; hospitality services,
including; booking, catering and planning services; restaurants, snack bars, cafes, cafeterias, fast food outlets,
coffee houses, canteens and roadhouses; services connected with the preparation, procurement, sale and
distribution of foodstuffs and refreshments; coffee supply services for offices; catering.
(510) Int Class 35, 39 and 43
(540) WILDERNESS SAFARIS (and logo)

Disclaim the word "SAFARIS" separately and apart of the mark as a
___________
(111) 94/2019
(151) 03/06/2019
(750) SWISS BAKE LIMITED
(731) P.O.BOX 308 24 Lusaka, Zambia
(740) GATETE & CO ADVOCATES
KIGALI CITY
(511) (30) Biscuits
(510) Int Class 30
(540) CHELSEA (and logo)

_________

(111) 95/2019
(151) 06/06/2019
(750) DAWA LIMITED
(731) Baba Dogo, Ruaraka, Plot Number 7879/27 Post Office Box Number 16633-00620, Kenya
(740) AIME BAKONGA
Nonko, Jari, Gasabo, Kigali
(511) (5) Pharmaceutical products
(510) Int Class 5
(540) NORMNIL (and logo)

________
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
Kigali
(511)
(510)
(540)

97/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
ExCraft Ltd
Kigali, Rwanda
KAYIGI MUNEZERO DIANE
(29) Edible Oils
Int Class 29
WOW (and logo)

There is no exclusive right shall be given the use of the word''wow'' separately and apart from the mark as a
whole.
__________
(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
Kigali
(511)
(510)
(540)

111/2019
(151) 20/05/2019
ExCraft ltd
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
KAYIGI MUNEZERO DIANE
(29) Tomato paste, seed prepared, edible fats, preserved fruits, preserved vegetables, tomato puree.
Int Class 29
GREEN GARDENS (and logo)

the word " green and gardens" separately and apart of the mark as whole
__________

(111) 124/2019
(151) 03/06/2019
(750) TRADE KINGS
(731) PLOTNo.29381, Nampundwe, Zambia
(740) PETEL HUSSIEN
ZAMBIA
(511) (3) Soap. and (5) cedar Wood.
(510) Int Class 3 and 5
(540) HYGIENIX (and logo)

___________
(111) 4/2019 (151) 13/05/2019
(750) LAIKI Technology Limited
(731) 1 Urambo Street, P.O. Box 20027, Dar es Salaam, United Republic Of Tanzania
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (9) Electronic asset management, monitoring, tracking and immobilization systems; software
applications; computer servers and databases. and (35) Business management and business administration
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services including business information services; commercial and industrial management assistance including
management of information relating to vehicles, vehicle fleets and other assets; retail and wholesale services
related to the sale of electronic asset management, monitoring and tracking systems; import and export services.
(510) Int Class 9 and 35
(540) AFRITRACK (and logo)

___________

III. RENEWAL
ROBB (and logo)

1972/942 of PZ CUSSONS (International) LIMITED
5
26/10/2009
Manchester Business Park, 3500 Aviator
Way, Manchester M22 5TG, United
Kingdom

26/10/200
9

BALLON (and logo)

1980/1626 of Adidas International Marketing BV
28
26/10/2009
Atlas Arena, Afrika Building Hoogoorddreef
9a, 1101 BA Amsterdam ZO , The
Netherlands

26/10/200
9

CLAIRE Etiquette

1983/1836 of SULFO-RWANDA INDUSTRIES S.A.
3
26/10/2009
10, rue du Lac Ihema, B.P. 90 KIGALI,
Rwanda

26/10/200
9

CLAIRE pour une peau 1986/3064 of SULFO - RWANDA INDUSTRIES S.A.
3
douce et agréable
26/10/2009
10, rue du Lac Ihema, B.P. 90 KIGALI,
Rwanda

26/10/200
9

REEBOK

1988/3196 of REEBOK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
34
26/10/2009
4th floor, 11-12 Pall Mall, London SW1Y
5LU, United Kingdom

26/10/200
9

BEAUTE (mot)

1990/3351 of SULFO - RWANDA INDUSTRIES S.A.
26/10/2009
10, rue du Lac Ihema, B.P. 90 KIGALI,
Rwanda

26/10/200
9

LG (and logo)

1995/3803 of LG ELECTRONICS INVESTMENT LTD
7, 8, 9, 11 26/10/200
26/10/2009
20 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, and 15
9
Rep.of Korea
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LG Dessin & LG (and 1995/3804 of LG ELECTRONICS INVESTMENT LTD
7, 8, 9, 11 26/10/200
logo)
26/10/2009
20 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, and 15
9
Rep.of Korea
VELCRO

1999/4433 of Velcro BVBA
26/10/2009
Industrielaan 16, 9800 Deinze, Belgium

D & J (mots)

2003/4972 of MEDI PLUS TEC GmbH
34
26/10/2009
Baerler
Strasse
100
D-47441
MOERS,
Baerler
Strasse
100,
D-47441
MOERS,
Baerler
Strasse
100,
D-47441 MOERS,, MOERS, Germany

26/10/200
9

SAS (New
(and logo)

Device) 2004/5458 of SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES SYSTEM 39
26/10/2009
DENMARK-NORWAY
, 19587 STOCKHOLM, Sweden

26/10/200
9

QUALICEL
logo)

24 and 26

(and 2006/5692 of LAIN FUNG INTERNATIONAL (H.K) 9
26/10/2009
LIMITED
Unit A 27th Floor, Eastern Commercial
Center, 83 Nam on Street, Shau Kei Wan,
Hong Kong

26/10/200
9

26/10/200
9

GOLD SEAL

2007/5992 of MEDI plus TEC Medizisch-technische 34
26/10/2009
Handelsgellschaft mbH
100 Baerler Strasse, D-47441 Moers,
Germany

26/10/200
9

CAPITAL (mot)

2007/6055 of MEDI plus TEC Medizinich-technische 34
26/10/2009
Handelsgesellschaft mbH
Baerler Strasse 100, D-47441 MOERS,
Germany

26/10/200
9

KIPOR (and logo)

2007/6104 of WUXI KIPOR POWER CO. LTD
7
26/10/2009
Jingy Road Beside, Three Period, Industry
Kit Park, Wangzhuang, National High and
New Technique Industry Development
Area,Wuxi, Jiangsu, Peoples Republic of
China

26/10/200
9

EVERTOP

2008/6273 of LAIN FUNG INTERNATIONAL (H.K.) 9
26/10/2009
LIMITED
Unit C, 21st Floor, Eastern Commercial
Centre, 83 Nam On Street, Shau Kei Wan,
Hong Kong

26/10/200
9
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& BEYOND (and logo) 2008/6376 of AND
BEYOND
HOLDINGS 39 and 43
26/10/2009
(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
Bateleur House, BLOCK F, PINMILL
FARM, 164 KATHERINE STREET,
SANDOWN, GAUNTENG, -, Republic of
South Africa

26/10/200
9

RIDOMIL GOLD

26/10/200
9

JOY

2009/6617 of SYNGENTA Participations AG
26/10/2009
Schwarzwaldallee 215, 4058
Switzerland

Basel,

2009/6676 of PZ CUSSONS (International) LIMITED
3
26/10/2009
Manchester Business Park, 3500 Aviator
Way, Manchester M22 5TG, United
Kingdom

26/10/200
9

IV. NAME CHANGE

BALLON (and
logo)

1626/1980 of
26/10/2009

Adidas Sarragan

Adidas Sarragan
, France

BALLON (and
logo)

1626/1980 of
26/10/2009

Adidas France

Adidas France
, France

EXIDE

3232/1988 of
26/10/2009

CHLORIDE
GROUP LIMITED

CHLORIDE GROUP LIMITED
C/O Ventir, Tor, Saint-Cloud Way, Maidenhead,
SL6 8BN, United Kingdom

LG (and logo)

3803/1995 of
26/10/2009

LG ELECTRONICS LG ELECTRONICS INVESTMENT LTD
INVESTMENT
LTD
20 Yoido-dong, Youngdungpo-Gu, Séoul,
Rep.of Korea
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LG Dessin &
LG (and logo)

3804/1995 of
26/10/2009

LG ELECTRONICS LG ELECTRONICS INVESTMENT LTD
INVESTMENT
LTD
20 Yoido-dong, Youngdungpo-Gu, Séoul,
Rep.of Korea

STELLA
ARTOIS

4442/1999 of
26/10/2009

INBEV S.A.

INBEV S.A.
Société Anonyme BE
Grand-Place 1, 1000 Brussels, Belgium

STELLA
ARTOIS

4442/1999 of
26/10/2009

Anheuser-Busch
InBev S.A.

Anheuser-Busch InBev S.A.
Société Anonyme BE
Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles, Belgium

STELLA
ARTOIS

4442/1999 of
26/10/2009

Anheuser-Busch
InBev S.A.

Anheuser-Busch InBev S.A.
Société Anonyme BE
Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles, Belgium

STELLA
ARTOIS (2007
cartouche) (and
logo)

6186/2008 of
26/10/2009

Anheuser-Busch
InBev S.A.

Anheuser-Busch InBev S.A.
Société Anonyme BE
Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles, Belgium

V. ADDRESS CHANGE

ROBB (and
logo)

942/1972 () of
26/10/2009

60 Whitworth Street, PATERSON, ZOCHONIS & COMPANY
Manchester, United LIMITED
Kingdom
Cussons House, Bird Hall Lane Stockport
SK30XN, United Kingdom

ROBB (and
logo)

942/1972 () of
26/10/2009

PZ Cussons House,
Bird Hall Lane,
stockport, Cheshire
SK3 OXN, United
Kingdom

PZ CUSSONS (International) LIMITED
Manchester Business Park, 3500 Aviator Way,
Manchester M22 5TG, United Kingdom
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EXIDE

3232/1988 () of
26/10/2009

130 Wilton Road,
CHLORIDE GROUP PUBLIC LIMITED
London SW1N 1LQ, COMPANY
United Kingdom
C/O Ventir, Tor, Saint-Cloud Way, Maidenhead,
SL68BN, United Kingdom

LG (and logo)

3803/1995 () of
26/10/2009

20 Yoido-dong,
Youngdungpo-Gu,
Séoul, Rep.of Korea

LG ELECTRONICS INVESTMENT LTD

20 Yoido-Dong,
Youngdungpo-Gu,
Séoul, SEOUL,
Rep.of Korea

LG ELECTRONICS INVESTMENT LTD

PZ Cussons House,
Bird Hall Lane,
stockport, Cheshire
SK3 OXN, United
Kingdom

PZ CUSSONS (International) LIMITED

LG Dessin &
LG (and logo)

JOY

3804/1995 () of
26/10/2009

6676/2009 () of
26/10/2009

20 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul,
Rep.of Korea

20 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul,
Rep.of Korea

Manchester Business Park, 3500 Aviator Way,
Manchester M22 5TG, United Kingdom
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VI. MERGER

BALLON (and
logo)

1626/1980 of
26/10/2009

Sarragan

Sarragan
67490 LANDESHEIM, France

LG (and logo)

3803/1995 of
26/10/2009

LG Corp.

LG Corp.
20 Yoido-Dong, Youngdungpo-Gu, Séoul, Rep.of
Korea

LG Dessin & LG
(and logo)

3804/1995 of
26/10/2009

LG Corp.

LG Corp.
20 Yoido-Dong, Youngdungpo-Gu, Séoul, Rep.of
Korea

STELLA
ARTOIS

4442/1999 of
26/10/2009

NEWBELCO S.A

NEWBELCO S.A
Société Anonyme BE
Grand-Place 1, 1000 Brussels, Belgium

STELLA
ARTOIS (2007
cartouche) (and
logo)

6186/2008 of
26/10/2009

NEWBELCO S.A

NEWBELCO S.A
Société Anonyme BE
Grand-Place 1, 1000 Brussels, Belgium

STELLA
ARTOIS (2007
cartouche) (and
logo)

6186/2008 of
26/10/2009

Anheuser-Busch InBev
S.A.

Anheuser-Busch InBev S.A.
Société Anonyme BE
Grand-Place 1,1000 Bruxelles, Belgium
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